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Abstract

This dissertation introduces, realizes, and evaluates SIMULACRA (SystemIc

MULti-Agent arChitectural fRAmework), a novel tool to improve the ability

of researchers and practitioners to investigate multi-organizational systems,

by providing a multi-dimensional, multi-paradigm simulation environment in

which the effects of model parameters can be observed, modified, and eval-

uated. Traditionally, organizations have been studied in isolation, from a

single perspective, such as for business process modelling or IT integration.

However, the nature of organizations—underscored by investigating orga-

nizational ecosystems, as seen, for example, in emergency response—is too

complex to be captured by a single perspective. What is needed, instead, is

a multi-disciplinary perspective that examines an organization systemically.

This research considers organizations from such a systemic viewpoint, intro-

ducing a seven-dimensional organizational modelling methodology composed

of the structural, functional, normative, social, psychological, physical, and

informational dimensions. It further sets forth, using the proposed modelling

methodology as a basis, an architectural framework to simulate organiza-
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tions, their interrelationships, and the environment using a combination of

simulation techniques (e.g., discrete-event, system dynamics, and BDI-agent

simulation). The realization of this architectural framework in the form of the

interactive and visual SIMULACRA tool is described, along with its imple-

mentation using AnyLogic and Brahms. Lastly, SIMULACRA is applied to

a case study from emergency preparedness and response, wherein the policies

and practices of a harbour-security organizational ecosystem are examined

and their impact on achieving threat-level consensus analyzed. Compared

with existing approaches, the results demonstrate that SIMULACRA offers

a meaningful test-bed for exploring various what-if scenarios by more fully

and naturally representing and simulating the system of interest, thereby

facilitating the analysis and investigation of organizational systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modelling is an innate part of human activity. From military commanders

imagining the outcome of specific tactics to scientists imagining an epidemic

spreading, people have always run models in their minds [39]. However,

these mental models are implicit, not written down, and are often fuzzy,

incomplete, and imprecise [44]. The great promise of the simulation age is

that such mental models can now be transcribed and made explicit, allow-

ing assumptions to be laid out and scrutinized by others [39] and dynamic

interactions within the model to be reliably simulated by computers [44]. In

fact, much research in artificial intelligence has focused on this very task of

blending human mental models with computer simulation—namely, causal

models and qualitative reasoning [43].

From the early days of computer applications, the process of modelling and

simulation has been used to better production plant efficiency, test aircraft
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designs, and improve urban traffic control [52]. However, as advances in com-

puter technology continued, more was demanded. For example, Forrester [44]

argues that social science should be dealing with the great challenges of so-

ciety, rather than retreating into “small corners of research”; and Taylor et

al. [143] point out a surprising trend in modelling and simulation research:

there are many applications, but few are based on real-world problems. Fur-

thermore, Forrester [44] makes the following observation vis-à-vis simulation

and social and non-social systems: A spacecraft would not be sent up with-

out first testing explicit models, so why are policies implemented in social

systems without first explicitly testing them?

1.1 Why the Need for Computer Simulation?

Before computer simulation, the only way to estimate the behaviour of a com-

plex system was through contemplation, discussion, argument, and guess-

work, but the human mind is not adapted to interpreting “multi-loop non-

linear feedback systems,” the class attributed to social systems [44]. It is only

by offloading mental models to the computer that one can begin to tangibly

and scientifically interact with them [56]. Thus, to begin answering some of

the social challenges of the real world, one must be familiar with modelling

and simulation.

Modelling and simulation help to discipline the dialogue about options, ac-

cording to Epstein [39], and make unavoidable judgements more considered

2



by revealing tradeoffs, uncertainties, and sensitivities. Operations research

is one area that has heavily relied on modelling and simulation [143], and

organizational science is another. In the latter, scientific principles are ap-

plied to the design of new organizations, incorporating the structure of the

organization, its behavioural dynamics, and how it interacts with its envi-

ronment [51]. In fact, according to Carley [27], computational social and

organizational scientists, driven by the need to reduce uncertainty in policy

decisions, are increasingly relying on modelling and simulation for “virtual

experiments.”

There are many uses for the modelling and simulation process. Among oth-

ers, it has been used to explain phenomena, to guide data collection, to

discover new questions, to demonstrate tradeoffs, to train practitioners, and

to predict future states [39]. Moreover, the ability to run “what-if” scenarios

makes it invaluable to policy analysis, further increasing its use as a deci-

sion aid and teaching device [27]. Lastly, simulation models can also be more

cost effective, time efficient, flexible, and ethical than traditional approaches,

and, with the increasing ubiquity of computing, are becoming necessary in-

vestigative tools for many researchers [27]. In fact, computer simulation now

occupies a similar role in the social sciences to that of mathematics in the

physical sciences [50].
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1.2 Why the Need for a New Approach?

However, these models are often created in isolation for one specific theory or

problem domain, possibly using an obscure programming language, and are

not easily adapted to new situations as implementation-level details are rarely

provided in literature. Furthermore, there are few repositories facilitating the

sharing of these models with the broader community [27]. Thus, the work

needed to create them must be duplicated in future by other researchers,

which becomes an issue when faced with real-world, multi-disciplinary prob-

lems, whose solutions may require many such models.

One domain replete with challenge is that of human organizational systems—

seen, for example, in emergency response, where various police, firefighter,

ambulance, and volunteer organizations must come together to save lives and

minimize damage to remaining structures and the environment. In short,

these systems are complex and are composed of individuals constrained and

enabled by their knowledge, resources, tasks, and position in the network [27].

Moreover, because these workers pursue individual objectives in addition to

organizational ones, van Putten et al. [153] acknowledge a gap between the

prescriptive and descriptive views of an organization—that is, between how

an organization functions on paper and how it functions in reality. These

complexities are only increased when considering a coalition of organizations,

and Siegel [134] notes that the inherent variability of humans makes any

deterministic prediction of their behaviour unrealistic.
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To understand such complex organizational systems, aspects from several

disciplines are needed, including social networks, organization theory, social

science, computer modelling, statistics, and operations research [27]. Mech-

anisms are also needed to represent the organizations themselves, including

the people, processes, and equipment. However, very few research teams are

equipped with the necessary knowledge to produce high-fidelity models in

these various disciplines, though Carley [27] argues that the best equipped

university departments for supporting such “system teams” are often the en-

gineering and computer science departments. Put another way, if researchers

in engineering and computer science departments find it difficult to stay cur-

rent with simulation research, how can social scientists be expected to do so?

The burden to create quality software to improve multi-disciplinary research,

therefore, may rest more with engineering and computer science modelling

and simulation researchers [8].

1.3 A Systemic Architecture

What is the impact of a particular policy on an organizational system? How

will the organizational system behave if a certain percentage of its mem-

bers do not readily trust others outside of their organization? To answer

such real-world questions, it is necessary for several models from various dis-

ciplines to be combined. However, such an undertaking can be enormous,

not to mention expensive, especially if the models will be used only once to
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investigate these questions as has been done traditionally. What is needed in-

stead is an architecture that facilitates model reuse, that incorporates models

from different disciplines and simulator types (e.g., discrete event, continu-

ous (system dynamics), and agent-based), and that enables models to be

systemically1integrated into a larger picture so that existing efforts can be

utilized and future efforts shared. It is contended that such a systemic, multi-

disciplinary architectural framework could help improve operations research

and analysis researchers’ and practitioners’ understanding of a modelled or-

ganizational system. However, this is not in the sense of automated predic-

tion, which many see as impossible [134, 62], but in the sense of becoming

increasingly aware of the dynamics of the system. For example, what is the

impact on the organizational system of varying a particular parameter? Such

a framework could be used as the basis for a policy analysis tool or to help

train newcomers to an organization.

To date, existing approaches to modelling and simulating organizations have

failed to incorporate the systemic view, principally because implicit, fuzzy

models of human behaviour are often not made explicit. In this work, a

novel seven-dimensional modelling methodology is proposed to overcome this

limitation by considering an organization from seven key viewpoints: struc-

tural, functional, normative, social, psychological, physical, and informa-

tional. Moreover, based on this methodology, an architecture is developed

1The term systemic used in this dissertation relates to the consideration of a system’s
constituents at the system level (i.e., how a particular constituent impacts the entire
system), as opposed to considering a constituent as an isolated part of that system.
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that consolidates models from these various dimensions, incorporating multi-

ple disciplines into a unified multi-agent simulation tool called SIMULACRA,

which is evaluated based on three key criteria: i) the results stemming from

the case study related to information sharing among security organizations in

a harbour, ii) a comparison with existing tools and approaches for improving

understanding of an organization, and iii) SIMULACRA’s ability to address

complex, meaningful organizational challenges.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. The next chapter

describes the research approach guiding this dissertation (Chapter 2). This

is followed by a chapter on related work (Chapter 3). Then the foundation

work is described, beginning with the seven-dimensional modelling method-

ology (Chapter 4). This is followed by a justification and description of the

simulation tools selected for the proof-of-concept implementation (Chapter

5) and a chapter dedicated to SIMULACRA (Chapter 6). The case study

is described subsequently (Chapter 7) and relevant simulation models pre-

sented, along with the results of the simulation experiments, which are used

to help evaluate the proposed approach (Chapter 8). Finally, the dissertation

is summarized and contributions and future work outlined (Chapter 9).
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Chapter 2

Research Approach

In this chapter, the research approach for the dissertation is outlined and has

been divided into the following sections: motivation, hypothesis, problem

statement, goal, objectives and scope, and methodology.

2.1 Motivation

This research attempts to integrate disciplines through the common matrix

of simulation. Social systems are inherently complex due to their multi-

disciplinary nature; however, to date, few holistic approaches exist that can

combine several relevant disciplines to address real-world, complex problems.

Perhaps this is because researchers have focused on their respective domains

and have largely ignored the gaps between disciplines. Nevertheless, the

joint activity of modelling and simulation has become ever more prominent
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in academia, including sociology, psychology, economics, operations research,

and policy analysis. By combining and applying work from several related

areas, simulation can facilitate various disciplines in contributing to the so-

lution of complex real-world multi-disciplinary challenges.

2.2 Hypothesis

The hypothesis guiding this research is that a combined systemic multi-

dimensional modelling methodology and multi-paradigm computer simula-

tion tool can enable operations research and analysis researchers and practi-

tioners to better investigate organizational systems by more fully and natu-

rally representing and simulating the system of interest.

2.3 Problem Statement

The problem to be addressed by this research is that while there are computer

simulation tools that can model specific aspects of a multi-organizational

system, there is currently no tool that is able to combine and simulate the

multi-disciplinary and complex nature of a multi-organizational system on a

single machine.
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2.4 Goal

The goal of this research then is to develop an architectural framework, based

on existing simulation tools, that can be used to systemically model and simu-

late a multi-organizational system with the purpose of improving researchers’

and practitioners’ ability to represent (and thereby investigate) a modelled

system of interest.

2.5 Objectives & Scope

Stemming from the above, the objectives and associated scope for this re-

search are as follows:

1. To identify current tools to model and simulate organizations.

This research investigates literature in multiple disciplines, including

organizational science, operations research, sociology, and psychology.

It also examines cross-disciplinary endeavours, including various mod-

elling and simulation tools, techniques, and frameworks.

2. To develop a multi-dimensional modelling methodology to organize and

integrate into a cohesive whole different models pertaining to a system

of interest.

The multi-dimensional modelling methodology has been developed to

be multi-disciplinary in nature in order to support the representation
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of multi-organizational systems. It incorporates factors related to the

organization, the individual, and the environment.

3. To create a software architecture to support the creation of a computer

simulation based on a set of architectural design goals.

The architectural framework has been created based on existing tem-

plates from software engineering. Its perspective, based on the de-

veloped multi-dimensional modelling methodology, facilitates the as-

signment of the interactions between models, a key feature in complex

systems.

4. To implement a proof-of-concept software tool based on the architecture

created in Objective 3.

The implementation of the architecture and case studies is based on ex-

isting software products. Two have been identified: Brahms1, a multi-

agent BDI-based modelling and simulation tool for work practice; and

AnyLogic2, a multi-paradigm tool that combines discrete-event simula-

tion, system dynamics, and agents.

5. To test the implemented tool from Objective 4 using a comprehensive

case study.

A comprehensive case study has been designed to test the developed ar-

chitecture. It is based on actions taken to identify an imminent human

1www.agentisolutions.com
2www.anylogic.com
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threat in a harbour environment and considers a group of organizations

concerned with harbour security. By comprehensive it is meant that at

least one model from each of the dimensions developed in Objective 3

is used in the case study.

6. To evaluate the software tool based on how it compares with existing

approaches and the results from the case study.

The focus of this work is not on validating the underlying simulation

models, which themselves can be changed or substituted at a later

date and which validation Troitzsch [147] argues is the same as (or at

least analogous to) the validation of structural theories. Instead, it is

on developing a multi-disciplinary software tool that can incorporate

models from various disciplines. As such, the evaluation is based on how

the tool compares with existing approaches, on the “reasonableness”

of the experimental simulation results from the case study, and on the

tool’s ability to be applied to complex organizational problems.

2.6 Methodology

Lastly, the methodology to achieve the objectives of this research is sum-

marized in Table 2.1. Of note, each step of the methodology is associated

with a specific objective and outcome. In the next chapter, related work is

presented.
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Table 2.1: Methodology

Objective Methodology Step Outcome

1. Identify tools i. Survey software tools List of applicable tools

2. Develop multi- ii. Conduct literature Multi-dimensional
dimensional model- review modelling method-
ling methodology iii. Identify dimensions to ology

model organizations

3. Create archi- iv. Define architectural Architectural framework
tecture design goals based on modelling

v. Identify classes and methodology
relationships for the
architecture
vi. Develop architecture
using existing software
architecture principles
and practices

4. Implement tool vii. Use Brahms and “Proof-of-concept”
AnyLogic to code tool SIMULACRA tool
based on architecture

5. Model and sim- viii. Design case study Full implementation
ulate case study ix. Implement models of case study in

using Brahms and SIMULACRA tool
AnyLogic
x. Run simulations in
SIMULACRA and
gather output

6. Evaluate tool xi. Perform evaluation Evaluated
based on existing SIMULACRA tool
approaches and case-
study simulation results
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Computer simulations have been used since their inception to help improve

human understanding of organizations. In fact, the first general-purpose

simulation, the General Simulation Program (GSP) developed by operations

research professor Keith Tocher in 1960, was used to model the machines

in an industrial plant and improve their efficiency by cycling through differ-

ent states (e.g., busy, idle, unavailable, and failed) [52]. Today, simulations

are exploring not only engineered components within organizations, but also

aspects of the “human factor” [157], such as in Sibertin-Blanc et al. [133],

where researchers analyze relationship “power” within organizations to im-

prove conditions for cooperation. The work presented below is divided into

two main categories: (i) technical research related to tools, techniques, and

methodologies supporting modelling and simulation; and (ii) research related

to integrating multiple simulation systems using a single, common architec-
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ture. In brief, simulations and the practice of improving organizations have

had a long and rich history together, and this chapter seeks to underscore

this continued connection.

3.1 Modelling and Simulation

According to Giaglis [49], all modelling and simulation elements can be de-

composed hierarchically into a pyramid structure (see Figure 3.1). At the

top of this pyramid, tools support specific techniques, such as diagrammatic

notations, which support specific methodologies and frameworks, such as

object-oriented programming, which themselves support the practice of mod-

elling and simulation, the base of the pyramid. In this section, key tools and

techniques from the literature will be presented, followed by methodologies

and frameworks that support modelling and simulation.

3.1.1 Modelling Tools and Techniques

Models are meant to assist decision makers in filtering out irrelevant com-

plexities from the real world, thereby enabling them to focus their efforts on

the most important and relevant aspects of the system under investigation

[49]. There has been much debate, however, regarding what constitutes the

“right” model. According to Stokey and Zeckhauser [140], a model will be

judged by how well it works “whether it is a complex set of equations fed

into a computer or simply a few pencil scratches on the back of an envelope.”
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchy of Modelling and Simulation Elements (adapted from
Giaglis [49])

Nevertheless, it is important to be aware of the advantages and limitations

of different approaches.

According to Siegel and Wolf [134], there are three distinct ways in which an

object can be modelled: (i) replication, where a physical reproduction is cre-

ated and used to test an idea (e.g., a physical airplane model for wind-tunnel

testing); (ii) formalization, where the components of a system and their inter-

connections are represented by symbols that can be manipulated according

to a formal discipline, such as mathematics or logic; and (iii) simulation,

where the equations or rules governing the system, while not necessarily

lending themselves to analytical solutions, nevertheless produce numerical
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values given sufficient time and computing resources.

While physical replication models are not particularly relevant to organi-

zational research, formal models and simulations are. In books related to

operations research [22, 111], for example, many mathematical techniques

are offered to address specific challenges (see Table 3.1). In fact, one tool

that has been designed especially for operations research related to optimiza-

tion is AIMMS (Advanced Interactive Multidimensional Modeling System1),

which is freely available to university researchers. However, these techniques

do not provide the necessary foundation for combining disparate techniques

together, including non-mathematical ones, but instead represent solutions

to a specific class of problem best addressed through formal mathematics.

Another class of problem relates to organizational tasks, which can be cap-

tured using various modelling techniques. Role activity diagramming, for

example, is used to model individual and group roles within a process, the

associated activities of these roles, and the external events and logic that

determine what activities are carried out when, while flowcharting can be

used to trace the flow of information and work, showing the overall struc-

ture of the system [49]. There are also groups of modelling techniques, such

as the Integrated DEFinition (IDEF) techniques and the Unified Modelling

Language (UML). The former are used to model the decisions, actions, and

activities of an organization, beginning from high-level descriptions and then

decomposing these into more-detailed static models, while the latter is used

1www.aimms.com
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Table 3.1: Techniques Used in Operations Research (see Budnick et al. [22]
and Panneerselvam [111] for full details)

Technique Definition

Linear programming Used to maximize or minimize an objective function under
a set of linear criteria and constraints.

Dynamic programming Used to solve a complex problem by dividing it into sepa-
rate subproblems that can be solved once, thereby reducing
computational requirements.

Stochastic processes Used to create experiments in which an attribute of inter-
est takes on a particular numerical value based on chance
factors, such as probability distributions.

Queuing models Used to investigate waiting lines (e.g., estimating queue
length and wait times); this concept has wide applicability,
from customers waiting in line to the arrival of fire calls to
a fire department.

Scheduling Used to find the “critical path” and to adjust other events
so as not to interfere with this path.

Decision models Used to analyze decisions in which uncertainty is a key
characteristic, incorporating game theory, utility modelling,
and risk preferences.

Heuristic programs Used to produce “good” solutions, rather than pure optima,
by taking advantage of a shortcut or “rule-of-thumb”; of-
ten used to produce “satisficing” solutions in the case of
problems with multiple, conflicting objectives.

Network techniques Used to find solutions to well-known problems, such as the
shortest path between nodes, the minimal spanning tree,
and the travelling salesman problem (i.e., finding the most
efficient way to visit all nodes once and then return back
to the starting node).
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to represent a wide-range of systems using well-defined notation such as use

case, class, and behaviour diagrams [49]. These particular techniques rep-

resent static, diagrammatic descriptions of business processes, and specific

tools to support such modelling include Intalio BPMS (Business Process

Management System2), ARIS (Architecture of Integrated information Sys-

tems3), and the Value Chain Business Process Transformation Framework4.

There is also an industry standard visual representation known as business

process modelling notation (BPMN), which examines an organization from

a process perspective [109] (in contrast to the object perspective of UML).

Many tools allow for the creation of static BPMN 2.0-compliant workflows,

but Intalio BPMS and ARIS also provide the ability to simulate the business

processes, by combining events, processes, and rules [69]. In addition, these

tools are also well-suited for modelling the structure of the organization. For

example, ARIS provides a set of general metaclasses for describing any orga-

nization (e.g., organizational unit, organization unit type, position, person,

person type, group, and location classes) [124]. Nevertheless, according to

Glazner [51], many of these tools are limited to the domain of information

systems, including ARIS. For UML, supporting tools include Astah5 and

IBM’s Rational Rose6.

2http://www.intalio.com/bpms
3http://www.softwareag.com/corporate/products/aris platform/default.asp
4http://www.value-chain.org/
5http://astah.net/
6www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/developer/rose/
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3.1.2 Simulation Tools and Techniques

Not surprisingly, Nance and Sargent [102] note that no other area in opera-

tions research and management science has been affected more by advances

in computing technology than simulation. The basic idea behind simulation

is simple: In order to acquire knowledge and reach informed decisions about

a real-world system, which system may not lend itself to being easily studied

directly, researchers look to another entity, the simulation model (and its

dynamics), which model is sufficiently similar to the real-world that what is

learned from it (and particularly those portions under investigation) will be

generally true of the real-world system itself [49]. In this subsection, three

established simulation techniques from literature are overviewed—discrete-

event, system dynamics, and agent-based simulations—highlighting their re-

spective strengths and weaknesses, and pointing to common tools used for

their implementation.

Discrete-Event

First established as a simulation technique at IBM in the 1960s, discrete-

event simulation is characterized by its use of flowcharts to control how enti-

ties (i.e., resources) move through a system [18, 51]. While its representation

is static, its inputs can be randomized to explore the effect of various per-

turbations on the system. It is well-suited to a variety of domains, including

manufacturing, logistics, and business process modelling [18] and, due to its
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flowchart-like design, is easily understandable and is particularly useful as a

performance-analysis tool for identifying process bottlenecks and collecting

statistics on process performance [51].

The main drawback, however, is its inability to adapt its structure at runtime,

making it useful only when the logic rules in the flowchart blocks are known a

priori [18]. Moreover, the entities are described as passive objects—having no

autonomy—simply following a process, and cannot make decisions, adapt, or

learn [18, 51]. Nevertheless, in terms of operations research and management

science, discrete-event simulation has been the dominant technique used in

studying systems analysis [102], and one popular tool in academic research

for discrete-event simulation is Matlab’s Simulink7.

System Dynamics

System dynamics, developed by Jay Forrester at MIT in the late 1950s, is

characterized by stocks, representing the items moving in the system (e.g.,

knowledge, people, and money), and flows, representing the interconnections

between the stocks [18, 51]. In addition, the causal diagram depicting the

stocks and flows also shows the causal variables that influence the flows

and any delays associated with these variables [51]. One key benefit of this

technique is its ability to abstract from the effect of a single entity and

focus on the aggregate effect (i.e., on the global structural dependencies)

[18], thereby enabling the impact of various policies on the system to be

7http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/
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examined. In fact, system dynamics was originally intended as a tool for

senior managers, as it would enable them to view the larger perspective

(i.e., the diagram itself), while maintaining the scientific details (i.e., the

continuous-time differential equations) [51].

The main drawback of this technique is its difficulty in modelling low-level

systems because it focuses on capturing the high-level structure using ag-

gregate items [18]. Furthermore, since the flows describing the causal de-

pendencies in the system need to be expressed mathematically, the modeller

must have a firm grasp of the mathematics underlying these relationships

[51]. However, this is becoming increasingly less of an issue as some software

tools are able to automatically generate the equations based on the diagram

created by the modeller [51]. Example tools to perform system dynamics

simulations include Dynamo, Stella, PowerSim, and VenSim8.

Agent-Based

The third technique is agent-based simulation, which is composed of agents

that are autonomous, having their own internal set of rules that govern their

behaviour. This behaviour can be both reactive (e.g., responding to an event)

and proactive (e.g., pursuing a goal). The advantage of this technique is

that from the behaviour defined at the individual level, global behaviour

emerges, which is only observable during runtime [51], and unlike the other

two simulation techniques presented which focus on either the lower-level

8http://www.vensim.com/sdmail/sdsoft.html
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or higher-level aspects of the system, agent-based simulation can span the

entire spectrum of abstraction [18] (see Figure 3.2). Because heterogeneous

agents can be added to the system and modelled individually, multi-agent

systems have also found acceptance in the social science community [27, 50,

81, 128]. This is because these systems, by varying internal agent rules during

simulation, can emulate and increase understanding of social phenomena.

Figure 3.2: Comparing Simulation Techniques on Abstraction Scale (adapted
from Borshchev and Filippov [18])

The main drawback is that, for modelling routine and deterministic pro-
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cesses, agent-based simulation may require more effort than other techniques

[51]. Also, it is more difficult to verify and validate the emerging behaviour of

the model, making the deterministic nature of discrete-event simulation and

the mathematical rigour of system dynamics appealing [51]. Nonetheless,

because of its ability to model different levels of abstraction, the agent-based

technique is well-qualified as a foundation for a general framework. Common

tools for agent-based simulations include Jack, Jason, Agent Factory, and

JADE [16].

Additional Techniques

Other techniques exist in addition to those presented above. In Gilbert and

Troitzsch [50], for instance, various techniques related to social simulation are

reviewed in detail, along with well-known examples. A list of some of these

techniques appears in Table 3.2, though their suitability as foundations for a

general modelling and simulation framework has not been advanced. Inter-

estingly, Gilbert and Troitzsch [50] do devote multiple chapters to the use of

computer agents, underscoring the increasing popularity of this technique in

social simulation.

Lastly, Petri nets may also be used for simulation. In their graphical form,

they consist of directed edges that connect a particular condition node (i.e., a

circle) to a transition event (i.e., a bar). They are used to describe and study

systems that are “concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeter-

ministic, and/or stochastic” [100]. Moreover, they have an advantage over
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Table 3.2: Additional Techniques Used in Social Simulation (see Gilbert and
Troitzsch [50] for full details)

Technique Definition

Microanalytical
simulation mod-
els

Used to extend traditional system dynamics models, which
only consider the macro-level, with the inclusion of at least
one other layer—usually an individual level, where a “type”
of individual is simulated using a number of attributes and
transition probabilities.

Multi-level simu-
lation models

Used to meet the special modelling demands in social sci-
ence through the extension of microanalytical simulation
models, which permit only indirect interaction between in-
dividuals and the macro-level, with the ability for individ-
uals to directly interact with other individuals, as well as
the macro-level; this enables the effects on / from the indi-
vidual (micro-level) from / on the system (macro-level) to
be captured.

Cellular
automata

Used to explore system-level emergence from local inter-
actions by arranging identical cells, each of which can be
in one of a few pre-defined states, into a regular grid and
then specifying rules for state transitions based on the cell’s
previous state and the states of its immediate neighbours.

Learning and evo-
lutionary models

Used to simulate aspects of social science by using
biologically-inspired models, including artificial neural net-
works, which are loosely based on a theory of how the brain
works, and genetic algorithms, which draw on the theory
of evolution by natural selection and mutation to arrive at
“fitter” offspring.
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agent systems in that they are formal representations and, as such, can be

used to verify certain properties, such as goal reachability. There is an argu-

ment to be made, however, that using Petri nets is not as intuitive as using

agents, as no concept for intelligent behaviour or explicit communication is

directly provided, although some researchers have attempted to combine the

benefits of both techniques [95].

3.1.3 Modelling Methodologies and Frameworks

Having reviewed the upper levels of the modelling and simulation pyramid

(see Figure 3.1), this subsection continues to the subsequent level, outlining

methodologies and frameworks for modelling organizations. As noted previ-

ously, these approaches are supported by various tools and techniques, such

as those presented in 3.1.1. Three modelling approaches are discussed below:

(i) business process modelling, which makes use of BPMN; (ii) enterprise

architectural frameworks, which represent static descriptions of an organi-

zation; and (iii) agent organizational modelling, which attempts to bridge

agent-based systems and their ability to describe an individual with organi-

zational modelling.

Business Process Modelling

The term business process modelling refers to “all activities relating to the

transformation of knowledge about business systems into models that de-

scribe the processes performed by organizations” [127], and much work con-
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tinues to be done toward this effort [151]. There are several reasons for

modelling the business processes of an organization, but those most germane

to the present work relate to improving organizational efficiency and quality.

Business processes can be viewed as a sequence of tasks, and the order in

which these tasks are arranged is a critical design variable. Specifically, more

optimized arrangements may lead to more efficient resulting structures [108].

However, these modifications may have unexpected consequences on other

parts of the organization, including its people, strategy, environment, culture,

and information systems [49]. As such, it would be beneficial to account

for these various aspects of the organization and how each is influenced by

specific factors, but, at present, this is not supported by traditional business

process modelling. Rule modelling languages, on the other hand, including

SRML (simple rule markup language), SWRL (semantic web rule language),

and SBVR (semantics of business vocabulary and business rules), have been

used to enhance resulting models [168], combining business process modelling

with the ability to specify business rules and perform constraint checking.

Business process modelling is particularly apposite for analyzing the struc-

tural, functional, normative, and informational dimensions of an organiza-

tion, where structural refers to how the people are organized, functional

refers to what people do, normative refers to the rules specified by the or-

ganization, and informational refers to the input required to accomplish the

business process. However, this methodology does not take into account hu-

man factors, such as stress, trust, and influence, nor does it simulate humans
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deviating from the norms. As such, this modelling methodology provides

a useful communication mechanism (namely BPMN) and evidence that pa-

rameter tuning can be used to improve organizational effectiveness, but this

method alone is not sufficient to address the requirements of the present re-

search.

Enterprise Architecture Frameworks

According to the enterprise architecture research forum (EARF), “Enterprise

Architecture is the continuous practice of describing the essential elements

of a socio-technical organization, their relationships to each other and to the

environment, in order to understand complexity and manage change” [45]. It

is used to improve the functioning, efficiency, and interoperability of the orga-

nization itself and, as a result, has gained widespread adoption from military.

However, as with the previous methodology, the important human element

is missing from many enterprise architecture frameworks [55]. For example,

neither MoDAF (Ministry of Defence Architectural Framework) [94], used

by the British military, nor DoDAF (Department of Defense Architectural

Framework) [37], used by the United States military, expressly captures the

variety of important human factors. Instead, they are used primarily to help

with acquisitions and to support the integration of equipment capabilities

[37]. Moreover, these frameworks describe the prescriptive view (i.e., how

things work ideally), not the descriptive view (i.e., how things work in re-

ality), and because the important human view is missing, these frameworks
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alone are not sufficient to analyze many important organizational realities.

In fact, as noted in Glazner [51], these frameworks are much more focused

on the implementation and integration of information systems than on un-

derstanding social and psychological facets of the organization.

Nevertheless, ten specific methodologies have been selected based on their

widespread use in practice and in literature, and, for each methodology pre-

sented, its corresponding dimensions are shown in Table 3.3. Interestingly,

methodologies that include multiple views (or dimensions) of the system

of interest provide a template for how an organization can be decomposed

[48]. These will be used to later highlight the distinction between existing

multi-dimensional organizational methodologies and that proposed in the

next chapter. The following ten methodologies, appearing in alphabetical

order, have been considered: (i) CIMOSA (Computer Integrated Manufac-

turing Open System Architecture) [32], (ii) DoDAF (Department of Defense

Architectural Framework) [37], (iii) FEA (Federal Enterprise Architecture)

[107], (iv) Galbraith (the Galbraith framework) [75], (v) GERAM (General

Enterprise Reference and Methodology) [48], (vi) MoDAF (Ministry of De-

fence Architectural Framework) [94], (vii) Nadler (the Nadler framework)

[101], (viii) NREAF (Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise Architectural Frame-

work) [103], (ix) TOGAF (The Open Group Architectural Framework) [146],

and (x) Zachman (the Zachman framework) [164].

These multi-dimensional methodologies are not without their criticisms, how-

ever. In general, they assume that an organization can be fully described
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Table 3.3: Multi-Dimensional Organizational Modelling Methodologies and Dimensions

CIMOSA DoDAF FEA Galbraith GERAM MoDAF Nadler NREAF TOGAF Zachman

Functional Capability Performance Strategy Function Strategic Work to be Strategy Business Customer
done

Information Data and Business Structure Information Operational Individuals External Application Owner
information involved factors and

policies

Resource Operational Data Processes Resource Service- Formal Process Data Designer
oriented structure

Organization Project Services People Organization Systems Informal Organization Technical Building
structure

Services Technology Rewards Customer Acquisition Knowledge Worker
service and
product

Standards Management Technical Information
and control

Systems Human Product
implemented

tasks

Machine Services
implemented

tasks

Software

Hardware
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by considering the independent contribution of each dimension [51]; yet, by

contrast, the work in Nightingale and Rhodes [103] places a strong emphasis

on the interaction among dimensions, highlighting that they are not inde-

pendent of one another. Other criticisms are that these approaches focus

disproportionately on information system integration, particularly the mili-

tary frameworks, rather than on management concerns, and that there is a

weak theoretical basis guiding the creation of these methodologies, especially

with respect to organizational theory [51]. Finally, these methodologies over-

whelmingly represent static non-executable descriptions of the organization

and have not been created with simulation specifically in mind, though re-

cent work has attempted to make executable enterprise architectures for the

purpose of improving organizational efficiency [14, 51], attempting to model

the behaviour of the organization, rather than focusing on interoperability.

Agent Organizational Modelling

Unlike the other modelling methodologies presented in this section, agent-

based modelling allows the effect of individual agent characteristics to be

explored [18]. Whenever two or more agents interact in the same environ-

ment, a society of agents exists, and Ferber et al. [41] argue that elements

of organizational structure, including groups, roles, and organizations, can

help alleviate some of the challenges of classical agent-based systems by more

accurately modelling the problem at hand (i.e., modelling organizations).

A targeted effort toward modelling organizations using agents is found in

Dignum [36], which introduces OperA (Organizations per Agent), a mod-
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elling language to describe the interaction between different agents within

an organization. OperA provides constructs for capturing the structure of

an organization, in terms of roles and relationships; the interaction patterns

between agents as workflows; and the organization’s normative aspects using

deontic logic. Deontic logic labels an action as being obligatory, prohibited,

or permissible, but does not dictate which action an agent must choose.

This flexibility allows agents to perform actions that do not strictly adhere

to an organization’s policies. Moreover, in terms of the dimensions under

consideration in the next chapter, OperA is able to model the structural,

functional, and normative dimensions of an organization, yet it is a non-

executable language and, by itself, fails to meet the modelling requirements

of this dissertation. What is needed, instead, is a methodology that can

model more dimensions, while lending itself to execution. Nevertheless, of

interest, OperA models can be designed, verified, and simulated within the

Eclipse environment using OperettA, a graphical plug-in tool [3]. However,

these are still data models, not executable models, and require a third-party

simulation tool to perform the execution.

3.1.4 Simulation Methodologies and Frameworks

There are different methodologies and frameworks for simulation that make

use of various mathematical and optimization techniques. However, to in-

vestigate organizations, being able to represent an individual human is a pri-

mary requirement [67, 113]. According to Pew et al. [113], human behaviour
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representation refers to “a computer-based model that mimics either the be-

havior of a single human or the collective action of a team of humans.” In

this subsection, three approaches related to simulating human behaviour will

be presented: (i) cognitive architectures, (ii) profile-based social networks,

and (iii) multi-agent systems. The challenge is to develop a comprehensive

model that will reflect the behaviour of real humans, though this is rarely

attempted, as researchers more often focus on specific human characteristics,

such as decision-making, than on a comprehensive model [113]. Neverthe-

less, each of the methodologies discussed below offers a possible foundation

toward developing such a model.

Cognitive Architectures

The cognitive architecture methodology seeks to simulate human behaviour

by emulating the human decision-making process. It does so by capturing

both the processes and structures necessary to select an action, including

perception, decision-making, planning, and goal selection [67].

To be useful within organizational simulations, separate instances of the de-

veloped cognitive architecture must be used, each representing a different

individual (or type of individual). As shown in Figure 3.3, individual dif-

ferences (e.g., related to attention speed, extraversion, and anxiety) modify

specific cognitive architecture parameters, which in turn influence the cogni-

tive architecture.

Of critical importance to this methodology is the need to identify the internal
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Figure 3.3: Incorporating Individual Differences into the Cognitive Architec-
tures (adapted from Hudlicka and Zacharias [67])

structures and processes that govern the behaviours of interest within the

simulation. This is supported by the objectives of the simulation, existing

relevant theories, and the availability of knowledge and data [67]. The exact

representation (i.e., structure and functioning) of the cognitive architecture

model must also be decided, including the overall architecture topology, the

relation of individual modules to one another, and the structure of the long-

term memory associated with the architecture’s modules [67].

Examples of the cognitive architecture methodology include SOAR (Symbolic
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Operator ARchitecture), which has existed for over 30 years and includes the

following key properties common to many cognitive architectures [79]:

• A distinction between long-term memory and short-term working mem-

ory;

• Behaviours that result from individual decision points, rather than pre-

defined, uninterruptable decision chains; and

• Controlling behaviour that is captured using situation-action rules (i.e.,

“if-then” rules).

Another well-known example of cognitive architecture is ACT-R (Adaptive

Character of Thought - Rational), which attempts to model how humans re-

call “chunks” of information, using this information to decompose a problem

into subgoals and then applying knowledge from working memory as needed

to solve the problem [159]. ACT-R makes a distinction between declarative

and procedural knowledge: The former relates to facts (e.g., the car is red),

while the latter relates to specific if-then rules that fire whenever their con-

dition is satisfied, thereupon accomplishing a particular goal (e.g., if I am

hungry, then eat) [6].

Other examples include NASA’s MIDAS (Man-Machine Integrated Design

and Analysis System), which seeks to emulate a human operator in order

to analyze such factors as the impact of a new cockpit design on human

cognitive workload [53, 113]; and MAMID (Methodology for Analysis and
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Modeling of Individual Differences), which uses a see-think-do sequence to

map external stimuli to actions using internal mental constructs such as sit-

uations, expectations, and goals, with a particular emphasis on simulating

emotion [65]. Despite its use, however, there are several key limitations asso-

ciated with cognitive architectures, including the high development cost and

the need for model validation; currently, there are few validated integrated

architectures or even individual architecture models [67, 113].

Profile-Based Social Networks

The profile-based social network approach is another methodology that at-

tempts to model the individual. In contrast to cognitive architectures, how-

ever, which seek to answer the “how” of decision-making, profile-based social

networks are more concerned with the “what”—that is, what behavioural

actions the individual will eventually perform [67].

In this methodology, which combines individual profiling and social network

analysis, individuals are represented by profiles, which capture a number

of psychosocial relationships, including the individual’s expectations, situa-

tions, and goals, and by social networks, which capture relationship interac-

tions (e.g., X trusts Y ) [67]. Additional information can be inferred from

existing profile data as shown in Figure 3.4. Here, specific rules matching

available data within the profile (i.e., the If column) are used to infer new

facts about the individual (i.e., the Then column). This same approach can

be used to model groups of individuals, as well [66].
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Figure 3.4: Examples of Rules Inferring Missing Profile Data (adapted from
Hudlicka and Zacharias [67])

The goal of this methodology is to be able to predict, based on the profile

and social network, likely decisions and behaviours of individuals within a

particular context (much like an FBI profiler) [67]. In terms of collecting

profile data, existing empirical literature, knowledge elicitation interviews,

and targeted empirical studies are often used [67].
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Examples of this methodology include C2WARS (Command and Control

Warfare Analysis and Reasoning System) and IODA (Information Opera-

tions Decision Aid), which both attempt to predict behaviour based on indi-

vidual profiles in a multi-ethnic simulated environment [67]; and ORA (the

Organizational Risk Assessment tool) that represents an organization as a

set of interlocked networks, or “meta-matrices,” linking individuals, groups,

knowledge, resources, and tasks, and that employs a suite of metrics to assess

the effect of changes to the organizational design (e.g., the likelihood of group

think and error cascades) [28]. While well-suited for particular applications,

these profile representations are highly abstract and do not account for the

complexity and variability of the individual; instead, they typically rely on

a small set of factors from which other factors and possible behaviours can

be predicted [67].

Multi-Agent Systems

The third methodology also has a direct one-to-one correspondence between

an individual (or group) and its representational construct: an agent. In

contrast to the previous discussion on agents, this subsection considers multi-

agent systems in the context of organizational simulation and further presents

various frameworks that can be used to implement agent systems. According

to Hayes [59], in its most foundational definition, an agent is an entity having

autonomy, meaning it can carry out some tasks without the aid of other

agents, and interactivity, meaning it has the need and ability to interact
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with other agents to accomplish its tasks or goals.

Conceptually, agents are a natural metaphor for humans. As shown in Figure

3.5, agents sense perceptual inputs (i.e., percepts) from the environment via

their sensors and use this information to make a decision about what action to

perform. Actions are carried out through the agents’ actuators, which are the

available devices with which it can perform an action. In humans, sensors

include the eyes, ears, and sense of touch, while actuators include hands,

legs, and the mouth [123]. Furthermore, multi-agent systems naturally share

many of the characteristics used to describe organizations [132]:

• They both involve many agents, each with possibly different roles, ob-

jectives, and capabilities;

• They both represent purpose-driven or goal-driven systems;

• They both contain agents having knowledge and established processes;

and

• In both, agents are able to affect and be affected by their environment.

In order to model organizations using agent-based systems, Shaw and Pritch-

ett [132] note the following three important components that must exist

within the implementation:

1. Individual agent models that can simulate the relevant behaviours

within the system;
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Figure 3.5: Conceptual Diagram of Agent Interacting with Environment
(adapted from Russell and Norvig [123])

2. An environment model that provides agents with physical, as well as

social information; and

3. Mechanisms that enable the agents to act and interact within the en-

vironment.

Many multi-agent system implementations exist; however, these can be di-

vided broadly into two distinct frameworks. The first, based on the concept

of swarm intelligence, provides event-based simulations of complex systems.

Particularly, this framework has been designed to reproduce large systems
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composed of hundreds and thousands of simple agents characterized by self-

organizing, emergent behaviours [130]. The most recognized representatives

of this framework are Swarm [93], Netlogo [145], and Repast [142], and over

the last decade, these frameworks have been successfully employed in many

applications and research fields, including biology, economics, and computer

science. In fact, this is the agent approach that has most often been used in

social science simulations [50].

The second multi-agent framework is based on the Belief-Desire-Intention

(BDI) paradigm conceived by Bratman as a theory of human practical rea-

soning [19]. In this paradigm, beliefs represent what the agent knows about

the world and itself, desires represent the objectives the agent would like

to accomplish, and intentions represent what the agent has chosen to do.

The term “belief,” here, signifies that what an agent believes may in fact

be contrary to the simulated reality. Furthermore, this second framework

subscribes to the concept of strong agency, whereby an agent possesses the

classic properties of autonomy, social ability (i.e., interactivity), reactivity,

and pro-activeness, while also behaving in a more human-like manner, includ-

ing having mobility in a virtual environment and bounded rationality [135].

Thus, for modelling individuals along with their idiosyncrasies and associated

complexities—the goal of the methodologies in this section—it can be argued

that BDI-based frameworks are the more appropriate agent-based framework

for modelling human organizational systems. Well-known BDI agent im-

plementations include JACK [63], Jason [17], Jadex [114], and SPADE [9].
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Having reviewed several tools, techniques, frameworks, and methodologies

related to modelling and simulation, this chapter will now consider software

architectures, particularly those concerned with connecting different simula-

tors together.

3.2 Software Architectures

The software architectures that will be discussed in this section have been

designed for general simulations. None has been developed specifically with

organizational simulations in mind. Nevertheless, it is worth examining these

approaches to gain an appreciation for what has been accomplished to date

and what challenges have been faced. Specifically, concerns regarding time

synchronization will become relevant in Chapter 6, where the proposed ar-

chitecture implementation is described.

3.2.1 High-Level Architectures and Federated Systems

The concept of high-level architectures and federated systems finds its roots

in distributed simulation [46]. Here, different parts of a single simulator are

executed on multiple processors and then combined, in the end producing

a single simulation run in a more time-efficient manner than had they been

executed on a single processor. This, at first, was the exclusive purview of

the high-performance computing community, whose efforts were focused on

making simulations faster by exploiting opportunities for parallelism [46].
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Next came the desire to integrate multiple simulators [46]. This is partic-

ularly true of the military community, which has large investments in sim-

ulation. By combining simulators, including, for example, flight simulators

and training simulators, a single synthetic simulation environment can be

realized that takes advantage of the synergistic effects of integration, partic-

ularly for enhancing training capabilities. This desire has led to the creation

of federated systems, which comprise different federates. By federate, it is

meant a component that accesses or produces data used by the simulation

[46]. Each federate has its own distinct code-base and exclusive rights to how

it operates internally, but it can participate in a “federation” of federates.

Example federates includes computer simulations, manned simulators, and

supporting utilities (e.g., data collectors), as well as interfaces to a live player

or instrumented dashboard [46].

More recently, a similar effort has been undertaken to combine infrastructure

simulators [89, 46]. The main idea is to take advantage of existing, specialized

simulators, which, when integrated, can achieve a similar effect as having a

single, comprehensive simulator. The added benefit, however, is that different

specialized simulators can be used during different execution runs, and each

simulator can be more easily maintained than if part of a single compiled

simulator.

Two primary concerns exist with using distributed systems for simulations:

first is the geographical distance between federates, as performance can de-

grade if the federates are sufficiently far apart due to delays in data trans-
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mission; and the second, related concern, is how to accomplish time synchro-

nization across the federation [46]. For synchronization, two main approaches

have been undertaken: conservative time management and optimistic time

management. The former refers to a policy in which no simulator is able

to run until it is guaranteed “safe” to execute (i.e., no event containing a

smaller timestamp will later be received by the simulator), while the latter

refers to a policy in which violations are allowed to occur, but the system is

able to detect and recover from them, thus enabling greater degrees of par-

allelism, as there is no cost penalty for waiting for potential violations that

never occur [46]. Time synchronization is an important feature in distributed

simulations, as the resulting simulation run should produce repeatable out-

put; in fact, it should be the same as if the simulation were run on a single

machine, in a single simulator, only faster.

Examples of federated systems include the SIMNET (SIMulator NETwork-

ing) project from the 1980’s, which demonstrated the benefits of using dis-

tributed simulation for training purposes by combining multiple simulators

into a single, integrative system [46]. This was later replaced in the mid-

1990’s by HLA (High Level Architecture), which had the goal of not only

integrating simulators, but also supporting their reuse in the development of

new synthetic simulation environments [78]. A more recent initiative, related

to combining both critical infrastructure and organizational simulations, is

DR-NEP (Disaster Response Network Enabled Platform) [38]. This joint ini-

tiative among the University of British Columbia (UBC), the University of
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Western Ontario (UWO), and the University of New Brunswick (UNB) com-

bines two critical infrastructure simulators (water and power) with a multi-

agent organizational simulator to provide assistance to emergency operations

centres during a disaster [89, 120]. To overcome the distance concern between

federates (two being on opposite sides of the country), the CANARIE high-

speed research network was utilized, which provides high data throughput,

with minimal delay.

Figure 3.6 shows the main components of the service-oriented, DR-NEP ar-

chitecture. The overall system comprises various federates, including web

browsers and a multitude of simulators, among which is i2Sim, an infrastruc-

ture interdependency simulator developed at UBC. The system also com-

prises the associated simulator adapters that enable communication between

the simulator implementations, and the web services, which provide an inter-

face to the DR-NEP enterprise service bus. The service bus is a key compo-

nent in service-oriented architectures and, among other things, is responsible

for coordinating messages and facilitating data exchanges between simula-

tors. Lastly, at the DR-NEP layer, exists the controller, which manages the

overall logic of the system (e.g., sending commands to start, pause, and start

specific simulators), as well as the storage of results into the database from

integrated simulation runs.

This chapter has reviewed related work and, importantly, research that con-

siders an organization from multiple dimensions and research that focuses on

organizational simulation. These are particularly relevant in the next chap-
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ter where a new multi-dimensional modelling methodology is proposed that

serves as the conceptual lens for SIMULACRA.

Figure 3.6: DR-NEP Federated Architecture (adapted from Alsubaie et al.
[5])
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Chapter 4

Seven-Dimensional Modelling

Methodology

In this chapter, a seven-dimensional modelling methodology is presented that

forms the basis for SIMULACRA. The main critique levelled against previous

approaches, presented in Section 3.1.3, is the insufficient theoretical founda-

tion for the selection of the dimensions. However, as argued by Levitt [86],

rather than be rigorously defined taxonomies, these approaches are intended

to be useful, practical tools, for exploring a wide array of organizations, and

this continues to be the intention in the current work. Nevertheless, this

chapter will begin with a theoretical exploration of the concept of a mod-

elling dimension and, specifically, how multiple dimensions can be used to

describe a complex system. It will then derive the seven dimensions used in

SIMULACRA, extending from work on modelling individuals, before defin-
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ing these dimensions based on existing definitions. Lastly, it will argue for

the necessity of all seven dimensions and illustrate examples of each from

simulation literature.

4.1 Modelling Complex Systems

In this section, a concrete advancement toward modelling complex systems

will be presented. It will begin, in the first subsection, with an overview of

various definitions of complexity and, in particular, will focus on what fea-

tures characterize it. The second subsection will continue with an investiga-

tion of how complex systems can be described, by examining the perspective

of four prominent researchers. Finally, in the last subsection, it will explore

how to transition from a description of a complex system to a model of such

a system that can ultimately be used in computer simulation.

4.1.1 Defining Complex Systems

What makes complexity so appealing as a subject of investigation? Perhaps

the attraction lies somewhere within the entanglement of the innate human

quest to achieve understanding and the inherent difficulty in easily describing

the behaviour of systems exhibiting complexity. Regardless, it is not until the

early 1970s that the study of Complex Systems Theory begins to emerge as

an independent science, finding its foundations, among other intellectual lin-

eages, in von Bertalanffy’s Systems Theory and Wiener’s Cybernetics, both of
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which are heavily transdisciplinary [31]. Since this time, complexity has been

studied by a wide-range of disciplines, including computer science, biology,

physics, and mathematics. Given its broad applicability, not surprisingly

there are a variety of definitions that exist which attempt to capture the

essence of complexity. For example, in a workshop dedicated to developing

student understanding of complex systems in nature, several definitions were

collected and presented, including the following [117]:

1. “Complex systems consist of a large number of mutually interacting

and interwoven elements, parts or agents defined by the structure of

the system, the types of interactions between system elements, and the

dynamics and patterns of the system that emerge from these interac-

tions” [60];

2. “A complex system is a group of ‘agents’ (individual interacting units,

like birds in a flock, sand grains in a ripple, or the individual units

of friction along a fault zone), existing far from equilibrium, interact-

ing through positive and negative feedbacks, forming interdependent,

dynamic, evolutionary networks, that are sensitive dependent, fractally

organized, and exhibit avalanche behavior (abrupt changes) that follow

power-law distributions” [42];

3. “Complex systems exhibit several defining characteristics, including

feedback, strongly interdependent variables, extreme sensitivity to ini-

tial conditions, fractal geometry, and self-organized criticality, multiple
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metastable states, and a non-Gaussian distribution of outputs” [74];

4. “Complex system: a system with numerous components and intercon-

nections, interactions or interdependence that are difficult to describe,

understand, predict, manage, design, and/or change” [88].

Although many terms appear in the literature when defining complex sys-

tems, including “emergence,” “feedback loops,” “networks,” and so on, from

the definitions above, two main characteristics pervade: that of organization

and interaction. By organization it is meant the fundamental components of

the system and their observed structure, while by interaction it is meant how

these components interrelate in other-than-structural ways (e.g., one compo-

nent providing a service to another [119] or exerting influence over the other

[121]).

This emphasis on the two central characteristics of complex systems is echoed

in Dynamics of Complex Systems [12], by Yaneer Bar-Yam: “Qualitatively,

to understand the behavior of a complex system we must understand not only

the behavior of the parts but how they act together to form the behavior of

the whole. It is because we cannot describe the whole without describing each

part, and because each part must be described in relation to other parts, that

complex systems are difficult to understand.”
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4.1.2 Describing Complex Systems

There has been much work with respect to describing complex systems, and

this subsection considers two key approaches. The first involves the notion of

hierarchy and, specifically, how the constituents of a system are related to one

another. Hierarchy, as will be seen, has itself often been implicated with the

concept of emergence, where the behaviour of the whole of the system is not

easily described purely from the interactions of the parts of the system [12].

The second approach involves the notion of the complexity profile. For it, the

central objective is not so much a description of the complex system as it is a

means whereby the system’s complexity can be quantified numerically. Thus,

in general, the first approach is more qualitative, seeking to describe the

parts and their interactions, while the second is more quantitative, seeking

an objective means of measurement.

The discussion that follows in 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2, related to these two ap-

proaches, stems from two main works (and works they cite). In particular,

the journal paper by David Lane [80] was invaluable in explaining the differ-

ences between the proponents of the hierarchical approach, while the book by

Yaneer Bar-Yam [12] provides a detailed explanation of the complexity pro-

file, along with helpful examples from many disciplines, further underscoring

the trans-disciplinary nature of and interest in complexity.
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4.1.2.1 Hierarchy as the Architecture of Complexity

Several prominent researchers—including Herbert Simon, a social scientist

[138]; Phil Anderson, a physicist [7]; and John Holland, a computer scien-

tist [61]—have advocated that hierarchy ought to take a central role in the

definition of complexity. Like complexity, however, the term “hierarchy”

has invited several meanings, perhaps stemming from its having been inde-

pendently investigated within many disciplines. Four key definitions have

emerged that capture the key movements related to the term hierarchy [80]:

• Order hierarchy : In contrast to other definitions, order hierarchy does

not refer to relationships and interactions among the entities that com-

prise the hierarchy; instead, it refers to an ordering induced by the

values of a variable defined on some set of elements (i.e., entities). For

example, the ordering may be based on the size of the entities being

considered, such as from micro to macro, without any concern for how

they interact.

• Inclusion hierarchy : This definition considers each entity to be a recur-

sive organization of entities; in other words, an entity is a container,

and what it contains are other entities. For example, an urban system

can be thought of as a collection of cities, each containing households

and organizations, which in turn contain people, and so on.

• Control hierarchy : This is probably the most widely used definition
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of “hierarchy,” particularly in reference to social organizations, and

relates to who gives orders to whom; in this context, hierarchy refers

to a control system in which every entity has an assigned rank, and

power is concentrated in the (usually single) entity with the highest

rank. For example, this can be seen in the case of the military where

a member with a specified rank is entitled to give orders to those with

lower ranks, while being required to obey orders received from those

having higher ranks; in such cases, orders often flow down the control

hierarchy, and information and requests flow upwards.

• Level hierarchy : This definition considers hierarchy as a particular type

of ontological organization, wherein more-or-less autonomous entities

are posited to exist at different “levels,” which themselves are charac-

terized by a particular spatio-temporal scale circumscribing the asso-

ciated entities and the processes by which these entities interact. Such

interactions can be described in a twofold manner: (i) “upward cau-

sation,” in which higher-level entities are at least in part composed of

lower-level entities (potentially giving rise to inclusion hierarchies); and

(ii) “downward causation,” in which the incorporation into a higher-

level entity can change the properties and interaction modalities of

lower-level entities. For example, in biological systems, cells give rise

to organs, which give rise to individuals, which give rise to species;

and in writing systems, letters give rise to words, which give rise to

phrases, then sentences, then paragraphs, and finally texts; at each
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level, something ontologically different emerges.

Of the four definitions above, “level hierarchy” is arguably the most relevant

to the study of complexity [80]. Therefore, this section will focus on this

definition in particular from the perspective of its three most vocal propo-

nents: Simon, Anderson, and Holland. Interestingly, despite coming from

different disciplines, all three researchers agree on the critical importance of

level hierarchy in relation to the study of complexity.

Herbert Simon’s View (Social Scientist)

In his paper, “The Architecture of Complexity” [138], Simon pioneers the

role of hierarchy in describing complexity. Being the sole social scientist of

the proponents of hierarchy described in this section and, therefore, being

acutely aware of the difficulties in describing the domain of the social sciences,

Simon provides an invaluable perspective, especially for the present research

which focuses its investigation of the individual using a more social science

viewpoint than a natural science one. As such, this particular subsection will

be lengthier than the subsequent ones on hierarchy and will present Simon’s

original notion in more detail.

Being a social scientist, Simon began his investigation by considering the

complexity within the behavioural sciences [138], and it became clear that

human social systems present unique challenges. For example, it appears

that intricate social interactions and processes defy attempts to define lev-

els based on “distinct characteristic spatio-temporal scales” [80]. From this
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beginning, Simon developed certain theories about the complexity of such

systems, which also appear to have relevance in other areas of science and,

in particular, to other examples of complex systems in different domains. By

a complex system, Simon understood one in which a large number of subsys-

tems (or components) interact in nontrivial ways such that the whole of the

system is greater than the sum of its parts: given the parts, their properties,

and the laws of their interaction, it is not trivial to determine the macro-level

properties of the (whole) system [138].

Of key importance to his theoretical framework is the observance of how of-

ten complexity takes the form of hierarchy [138]. By hierarchy, it is meant

that a complex system can be decomposed into subsystems, which can be

identified based on clusters of activity/inactivity. Specifically, this is asso-

ciated with Simon’s concept of “near decomposability,” where interactions

among subsystems are weak, but not negligible [138]. Such a system view

enables system decomposition based on the following two propositions [138]:

1. The short-run behaviour of each subsystem is independent from the

short-run behaviour of the other subsystems; and

2. In the long-run, the behaviour of any subsystem depends on the be-

haviour of another system only in an aggregate way.

In other words, there is loose coupling both vertically and horizontally within

the hierarchical structure. The latter (horizontally) means that the con-

stituents primarily interact with entities at the same level, while the former
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(vertically) means that constituents tend to cluster into weakly interact-

ing subsystems, whose interactions are nearly independent from one another

[80]. In this way, subsystems interact very much on an “input-output” basis,

meaning that their internal structure and interactions can change without

having drastic effects on other subsystems (i.e., the system as a whole), pro-

vided that the subsystem remains “functionally equivalent” (i.e., that it can

produce the same outputs from the same inputs) [80]. In fact, it is this very

property of many complex systems—having nearly decomposable, hierarchi-

cal structure—that facilitates the capacity to understand and describe such

systems and their parts [138].

Some might say that the description of a complex system needs to be as

complex as the system itself; however, this turns out not always to be the

case. If there is any redundancy, then the description can be simplified.

According to Simon, most complex systems are enormously redundant, and

this redundancy can be used to greatly simplify their description. In fact,

Simon posits that the task of science is to identify redundancies and use them

to explain the world more concisely [138].

At least three forms of redundancy exist within hierarchical structures ac-

cording to Simon [138]:

1. Typically only a few different subsystems comprise the hierarchic sys-

tem, so its description can be based on a restricted alphabet of elemen-

tary subsystems from which the complex system is generated;
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2. Because of near decomposability, only aggregate properties for each

subsystem affect the interaction, which leads to a more concise de-

scription; and

3. If the system is observed initially and then a short while later, those

parts that remain more stable need not be described in order to make

sense of the (whole) system dynamics.

Simon proposes two main types of description to facilitate the understanding

of complex systems: state descriptions and process descriptions. The state

description points to the world as “sensed”—that is, it provides the crite-

ria for identifying objects—while the process description describes the world

as “acted upon”—that is, it provides the way for generating objects having

the desired outcome characteristic [138]. The former is what has been ob-

served (which is difficult to refute) and from which a model/parameter can

be created, whereas the latter may describe how the parameter is modified

(i.e., what the underlying dynamic mechanisms are from the perspective of

the modeller), and these can be refuted according to Simon. As an example

of both descriptions, consider a circle: “A circle is the locus of all points

equidistant from a given point” (state description) and “To construct a cir-

cle, rotate a compass with one arm fixed until the other arm has returned to

its starting point” (process description) [138].

For Simon, the general paradigm of science is given a blueprint (i.e., a state

description) to find the corresponding causes (i.e., the process description).
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In fact, much of science is exactly this: given a certain state, find the pro-

cesses that can produce that state; science is the pursuit of recreating the

observed phenomena [138]. The complexity or simplicity of a system depends

heavily upon how it is described, and for Simon, the theory of hierarchy in

general and the theory of near decomposability in particular, more than be-

ing techniques for dealing with complexity, are methods that simplify the

behaviour of complex systems, allowing them to be analyzed more readily.

Phil Anderson’s View (Physicist)

Next, Anderson’s interest in level hierarchy appears in his paper “More is

Different” [7]. In it, the issues of why and how new ontological levels emerge

are explored. Anderson holds that at each level in the hierarchy fundamental

laws govern what takes place.

Whereas the structure of the hierarchy is very important in explaining com-

plex systems for Simon, Anderson’s view of hierarchies as complex phenom-

ena is best explained via the mechanisms of emergence [80]. New (higher)

levels are governed, in part, by the laws at lower levels; however, because

these new levels are inevitably broader in terms of both scale and complex-

ity, differences (when the current level is compared with previous levels) arise

that cannot be described by lower-level laws. As a result, new fundamental

laws are required to describe the phenomena that emerge. While Anderson

is acutely interested in the notion of emergence, based on his description of

level hierarchy, emergence is not only the state where the whole is greater
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than the sum of its parts, but, more accurately, where the whole is very dif-

ferent from the sum of its parts [80]. Such a view of emergence also contrasts

more recent understandings. For example, Bar-Yam argues that emergent

behaviour, although perhaps not readily understood from the behaviour of

the parts, is nevertheless found to be contained therein when the parts (and

behaviour) are studied in their proper context [12].

John Holland’s View (Computer Scientist)

Lastly, in his book, Emergence: From Chaos to Order [61], Holland sets

out his views on level hierarchy, in which he favourably cites Simon’s work.

Holland’s pursuit is towards a better explanation of emergence and, in par-

ticular, how simple rules (e.g., Conway’s “Game of Life”) can give rise to

persistent patterns [80].

Holland introduces the notion of constrained generative procedures (CPGs).

These procedures, while being “constrained” by simple rules, are nevertheless

capable of generating a vast number of possible configurations. According to

Holland, the “art of science” is in choosing the right set of building blocks and

interaction rules: some CPGs reveal “interesting” patterns (e.g., perpetual

novelty) and it is to these that social and natural scientists can look when

studying complex phenomena [80].

While Simon views hierarchy from a top-down, structural perspective, Hol-

land views it from the bottom-up, as a phenomenon of the process of emer-

gence. This hierarchical organization holds a central role in his proposed
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approach, as different CPGs can be connected at different levels to produce

new, more complicated CPGs, thereby giving rise to systems that support

emergence [80]. For Holland, emergence is the key, but there is a recognition

that the level hierarchy (and resulting emergence) can be reduced to trivial-

ity not worth studying (e.g., different “levels” within a business organization

could be said to be emergent) [80], hence the emphasis on developing CPGs

that yield “interesting” patterns. Despite some success, Holland acknowl-

edges that much work remains to be done in terms of formulating interesting

CPGs and in identifying the emergent properties to which they give rise [61].

4.1.2.2 The Complexity Profile: A Quantitative Measure of Com-

plexity

In this subsection, an effort to quantify complexity will be discussed. In par-

ticular, the work of Yaneer Bar-Yam will be presented. The objective is to

provide a broad examination of the topic of complexity, while simultaneously

demonstrating the harmony across the various efforts and understandings to-

ward this subject.

Yaneer Bar-Yam’s View (Physicist)

In his book, Dynamics of Complex Systems [12], Bar-Yam attempts to quan-

tify complexity by providing a new descriptor, the complexity profile, to ad-

dress such questions as “What is meant when we say that a system is com-

plex?”, “What is meant when we say that one system is more complex than
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another?”, and “Is there a way to identify the complexity of one system and

compare it with the complexity of another system?”

Bar-Yam discusses two approaches for organizing the properties of complex

systems which will serve as the foundation for the remainder of this subsec-

tion. The first regards how the complexity of the whole is related to the

complexity of the parts. Perhaps non-intuitively, simple parts may produce

complex wholes, and complex parts may produce simple wholes (such as in

the case of the solar system, where the complexities taking place on the plan-

ets have little impact on the motion of those planets) [12]. Such conceptions

are intricately connected to the notion of emergence, which will be consid-

ered further below. The second approach to the study of complex systems

involves the relationship of systems to their quantitative description of com-

plexity [12]. Specifically, in developing such a quantitative understanding of

complexity, tools from several disciplines, including statistical physics and

computer science (information theory and computation theory), are used to

quantitatively characterize complexity as “the amount of information needed

to describe a system” [12].

In his book, Bar-Yam recognizes that there are fundamental concepts, such

as emergence and complexity, upon which it is the objective of the field of

complex systems to build [12]. However, he also recognizes that there are

common misconceptions and misapplications, particularly when considering

the concept of emergence. He stresses that emergent behaviour is found in the

behaviour of the parts of the system and can be observed if these parts “are
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studied in the context in which they are found,” thereby criticizing those who

hold that emergent behaviour implies that the behaviour of the whole is not

somehow captured by the behaviour of the parts [12]. He further distinguishes

between two types of emergence—local emergence, which is when collective

behaviour appears only in a small part of the system; and global emergence,

which is when collective behaviour pertains to the whole system—and it is

the latter that is of particular interest when considering complex systems.

With regards to the second approach, related to the quantitative measure-

ment of complexity, this quantification is based on the amount of information

needed to describe the system. Thus, complexity depends on the level of de-

tail required in the description; for example, if a system could have many

potential states, in order to specify the current state of the system, all pos-

sible states must be differentiable, so the amount of information (or bits)

needed to specify a particular state corresponds to the total number of pos-

sible states [12].

Furthermore, Bar-Yam stresses that the complexity profile must be consid-

ered as a function of the “scale of observation”—the system must be con-

sidered at a particular scale (e.g., a specific length of time), while ignor-

ing all finer-scale details. Such an application eliminates attempts at cross-

scale descriptions, such as when trying to define the “microstate” and the

“macrostate” simultaneously [12]. The central question then becomes, “How

much information is needed to describe the observations at this scale?”

Importantly, the complexity profile must be “a monotonically falling function
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of the scale,” meaning that the information required to describe a system

at a higher scale must be a subset of the description necessary to describe

the system at a lower scale [12]. Thus, if the higher scale requires a lot of

information to describe it, there must be correlations in the lower scale of

the system [12]. Consequently, the complexity of the parts of the system is

also evaluated at a particular scale. Therefore, when the behaviour of the

system depends on the behaviour of the parts, more information is required to

describe the system; the smaller the parts that must be described, the greater

the complexity of the system [12]. Such a notion of scale and description

is consistent with Simon’s view of redundancy as an inherent property of

complex systems [138].

4.1.3 From Description to Modelling

Now that both qualitative and quantitative approaches have been explored,

it is necessary to consider how these descriptions of complexity can be used

to model complex systems. This subsection will begin with a brief discussion

of the type of system of interest being investigated in the present research,

before moving on to discuss how complex-systems methodologies can be used

to model such systems. Specifically, the application of scale and level hier-

archy, as presented above, to the modelling of complex social systems will

be presented. In accordance with the terminology used by Simon [138], this

subsection will focus on the state description, i.e., identifying the different

objects of interest within the system, while leaving the process description,
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i.e, describing the interaction to achieve a desired outcome/characteristic, as

the subject of Chapters 5 and 6.

In general, a system can be defined as “a set of interacting components having

well-defined (although possibly poorly understood) behavior or purpose” [88].

However, with regards to complex systems, the definition changes slightly:

“a system with numerous components and interconnections, interactions or

interdependencies that are difficult to describe, understand, predict, man-

age, design, and/or change” [88]. While many engineered systems, such as

the International Space Station, have rightly been termed complex, Magee

and de Weck [88] provide a simpler definition for them: “a system designed

by humans having some purpose.” It is not so much the definition, which

is arguably vague, that is of interest, as much as the distinction drawn be-

tween (potentially complex) engineered systems and other complex systems.

The salient point is that social systems are somehow more complex than en-

gineered systems, and what is of most interest to the present research are

these complex social systems.

Many scientists have contributed to the various definitions of system com-

plexity, which can be viewed as comprising a dual-focused characterization:

descriptive complexity and interactional complexity [160]. Both are indi-

cations of the complexity of the system; however, the former refers to the

complexity in describing the parts (i.e., subsystems), while the latter refers

to the complexity in describing the interactions among the parts. Interest-

ingly, descriptive and interactional simplicity often characterize engineered
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systems, while descriptive and interactional complexity often characterize

evolved systems [129]. Such a conception of complexity complements the

efforts of the complexity profile, which attempts to quantitatively compare

the complexity across different systems [12].

In this research, complex social systems—and, more accurately, system-of-

systems (SoS) [118]—are the focus of investigation. Such systems comprise

not only social (as in people) and organizational (as in business) systems,

but also engineered systems (such as critical infrastructure). These SoSs are

characterized not only by the socio-technical interfaces present across various

systems, wherein people within and across organizations interact with each

other and with engineered systems [118, 119], but also in their vision, often

sharing a unified goal [118]. Such is the case, for example, in emergency

response, where several organizations (e.g., police, ambulance, hospital, and

fire services), together with individuals outside of these formal organizations

(e.g., volunteers and the public at large), operate within an environment

and are assisted by engineered systems in preparing for and responding to

emergencies and disasters. It is on this type of SoS—also referred to as

“ecosystem” [148] because these systems co-exist and influence each other

within an environment—that the present research will focus.

Due to this focus, the methodology that will be employed is that laid out

by Simon [138] and Bar-Yam [12]. Whereas Anderson’s approach does not

readily apply to the social sciences, Holland’s approach tends to emphasize

emergence and simple rules based on an as-yet-unproven concept of CPGs
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[80]. In contrast, Simon, aware of the challenges of social science, offers a

methodology to address these challenges, wherein a (social) system can be

viewed at different levels and decomposed in a hierarchical manner, following

the principles of near decomposability, without significant negative impact

on the representation of the real-world system [129].

Bar-Yam’s articulation of scale, moreover, is complementary to the notion

of near decomposability. In particular, it is able to restrict the scope of

investigation, thereby allowing the modeller to focus on the system at this

level without concern for arbitrary distinctions of micro- and macro-states

[12]. Rather than be concerned with all possible levels, a particular level can

be “pegged” as being the level of interest. Thus, scale acts as a mechanism

for setting the boundary, which is critical in investigating complex systems

[129]. The challenge for science remains, however, to suitably simulate the

process description governing the system’s behaviour.

Hierarchy has been shown to be an effective tool for categorization and class

conceptualization. It has proven tremendously successful in decomposing

engineered systems [129], and Simon champions its use in the social sciences,

claiming it to be “the architecture of complexity” [138]. In fact, due to

the strength of Simon’s ideas, hierarchy theory developed as a sub-field of

systems theory and has had a broad influence on modelling ever since [129].

Perhaps because of this, current modelling and simulation approaches tend

to reflect a strong reductionist world view [129]. However, this should not

represent an obstacle. According to Bar-Yam, all methods that can be used
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to investigate a system (in general) can also be applied to the investigation

of complex systems if specific care is taken in their application [12]. Of

particular concern are the following simplifications, yet methods of analysis

and simulation exist to overcome these difficulties [12]:

1. Don’t take it apart. It is the interactions across various parts of the

whole that are essential to the investigation of complex systems; there-

fore, it is imperative that these parts be considered in the context of

the whole and not in isolation. Similarly, the environment plays a role

in influencing the behaviour of the complex system and should likewise

be considered as part of the context. One method to avoid the simpli-

fications mentioned herein is to use computer simulations that treat a

system in its entirety.

2. Don’t assume smoothness. Often in quantitative studies, differential

equations (e.g., wave functions) are used, which assume that a system

is uniform and, by extension, that local details do not matter for the

behaviour of a system at higher levels. Such assumptions often do not

apply to complex systems, which are instead better described dynam-

ically by cellular automata, where local rules directly influence global

system behaviour.

3. Don’t assume that only a few parameters are important. The behaviour

of complex systems depends on many independent pieces of informa-

tion, yet relying only upon mental models means only 7 ± 2 indepen-
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dent items can be considered at any one time. This is not conducive to

the investigation of complex systems. However, computer simulations

can be used to keep track of many parameters, in addition to being

used in the study of dynamic processes.

Therefore, in applying hierarchical decomposition, it is critical to consider

the parts of the system in relation to the whole (and as it pertains to the

particular scale being considered) [12]. Thus, the long-standing method of

understanding a system by imposing on it a hierarchical structure, from

which subsystems and interactions among subsystems are identified, is valid.

In summary, this section has focused on the topic of complex systems and,

particularly, what methodologies exist for describing and modelling them. It

considered different definitions of complexity, two main methods of description—

qualitative and quantitative—and proposed a synthesis of Simon’s view of

hierarchy and Bar-Yam’s view of scale as a method for modelling a complex

social system through decomposition. Along this same vein, scientists have

also suggested that the number of alternative system decompositions—i.e.,

the various, subjective ways in which a system can be described—is also in-

dicative of the system’s complexity [76], and this topic is discussed further

in the next section.
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4.2 Multi-Perspective Modelling

Now that mechanisms for modelling complex systems have been examined,

it is appropriate to consider more deeply how a complex system can be mod-

elled more precisely, effectively, holistically, and respectfully. Researchers

have stated that a single “perspective” is often a useful way to manage com-

plexity; however, even though these “partial models” can prove useful for

limited decision-making objectives, having only a single perspective brings

certain issues of its own, not least of which is what Seck and Honig [129] term

the “blinding effects” of a single point of view. In response to such limita-

tions of a single-perspective hierarchical approach to modelling, researchers

have proposed the application of multiple perspectives to model a complex

phenomenon [165, 144, 129]. The use of multiple perspectives within the

modelling methodology is primarily a new approach and implicitly recog-

nizes the irreducible complexity of reality: While employing existing mod-

elling techniques, it extends traditional modelling approaches “with a new

epistemological level which integrates the different perspectives” [129]. More-

over, such models can be created to serve the needs of different stakeholders

[144], thereby providing multiple perspectives from which the stakeholders’

different interests, concerns, and contexts can be viewed simultaneously.

What is meant by the term perspective? According to Seck and Honig [129],

“perspectives are (theoretical) positions from which we look at the world,

providing both a delineation of the system and a way to decompose it.” By
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investigating a complex system through the lens of multiple perspectives—

some of which may be grounded in a particular theory (e.g., sociological

or psychological), though this is not strictly necessary—it is argued that a

more holistic (and thus more realistic) representation of the system can be

expressed. While this approach is attractive on the surface, a key necessity

to the successful application of multiple perspectives is that the methodol-

ogy “support an organized base of models whose partial perspectives can be

integrated to achieve a coherent whole” [129]. In the following subsections,

work in the area of multi-perspective modelling [129]—which is also known

as multifaceted modelling and multi-resolution modelling [165, 144]—is con-

sidered.

4.2.1 Overcoming the Limitations of Traditional, Single-

Perspective Modelling

When decomposing a system into its components and interrelations, even if

not explicitly expressed or recognized, there is a “de facto theoretical unit”

guiding the decomposition and, by extension, influencing the investigation

that follows [161, 129]. It is often neglected that the resulting model is a

“simplifying abstraction,” particularly in the case of single-perspective de-

compositions, coming at the cost of model expressivity and richness [84] and

underscoring the importance of being explicitly aware of the inherent lim-

itations imposed by the chosen perspective [129]. While such limitations
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may not be immediately apparent (or relevant) when modelling engineered

systems—which are designed using a hierarchical process, resulting in a well-

defined whole-part structure, clear boundaries, and relatively few interactions

across components—attempting to model social systems as simple hierarchies

is problematic [129]. Such simplistic system decompositions will necessarily

result in the loss of real-world relations between system components, which

cannot be recovered when the model system is studied, and will thus impact

the number of questions one can investigate and the accuracy of the answers

[129].

As discussed in Section 4.1, hierarchically decomposing a system into its con-

stituent parts is useful in order to model complex systems. Thus, modularity

is seen as a desirable feature. In fact, a complex model arises from a combina-

tion of multiple sub-models, each responsible for a specific aspect of the total

system behaviour [129]. Importantly, the process of combining sub-models

(also known as “coupling”) into a single model has a special property—

the model is said to be “closed under coupling” [166]—which means that

the resulting simulated behaviour of the system is identical whether there

are multiple modules/sub-models that comprise the model, or a single non-

modular model; stated differently: “any composite model is equivalent to

a corresponding atomic (flattened) model expressed in the same formalism”

[129]. In other words, there is no “magic” that occurs as the result of the

modularization, a position already expounded in Section 4.1.2 on the topic

of emergence. Instead, modularization is a helpful feature for modellers who
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can use it to better organize and make sense of the code base and to facilitate

code reutilization.

One core tenet of the complex-systems community is that such system de-

composition, even though it lends itself naturally to modularization, will

invariably result in the loss of significant system properties [129], perhaps so

much so as to lead to a useless model. However, it is important to stress that

this decomposition by the modeller will be guided by something, be it an

implicit or explicit theoretical perspective or set of perspective(s). In prac-

tice, the art of modelling involves analyzing an actual system and modelling

its fundamental components and interrelations as described in Section 4.1.

Therefore, the practical problem might not be so much an issue with reduc-

tionism, as with the realization that the resulting decomposition stems from

a particular abstraction (e.g., theoretical perspective) imposed on the system

and does not form an objective reality [129]. In a way, this is similar to the

role of a theory, which rather than capturing the objective reality, instead

seeks to explain it more fully with each successive refinement: “Theories are

nets cast to catch what we call the world: to rationalize, explain, and to

master it. We endeavour to make the mesh finer and finer” [115].
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4.2.2 Achieving Multi-Perspective Modelling Through

Aspect and Bridge Models

The integration of different perspectives into the same model unlocks the

potential of investigating problems that, due to their complexity, cannot be

solved within a “unique theoretical framework” [129]. However, in order

to accomplish such multi-perspective modelling, a mechanism must exist to

integrate the various sub-models, each representing a different perspective,

into a single multi-perspective system specification. To this end, Seck and

Honig [129] distinguish between two types of models: aspect models and

bridge models.

An aspect model is one that models a system according to a particular per-

spective; it has well-defined input and output variables, which are arrived at

through a theory relevant to the problem under investigation [129]. Many

such models exist within a multi-perspective model; however, the relations

between them must also be defined, which is the task of the next model type.

A bridge model is one that integrates the aspect models; it maps the out-

puts from one or more aspect models to the input of another aspect model

[129]. However, because each aspect model necessarily assumes an implicit or

explicit (theoretical) perspective, the bridge models themselves are not impli-

cated in these aspect-specific theories. Instead, the bridge models represent

a meta-level theory about the relation between values in different aspect

models [129].
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Thus, building multi-perspective models requires additional effort when com-

pared to the single-perspective modelling approach. It requires the identi-

fication and management of alternative system perspectives, as well as the

bridges between these perspectives. Interestingly, aspect models tend to rep-

resent the pre-theorized portions within a multi-perspective model (i.e., those

that are grounded in existing academic theory), while bridge models tend to

represent the as yet not theorized portions of the model [129]. This gap in

theory development, emphasized by the bridge models, is not surprising given

the fragmented nature of most academic endeavours, which emphasize depth

over integration. Perhaps such “multi-theory models,” which necessarily re-

quire some theory—be it implicit or explicit—about the bridge mapping,

can encourage transdisciplinary efforts toward realizing the additional power

inherent within multi-perspective modelling in investigating complex prob-

lems.

4.3 Existing Multi-Dimensional Modelling Tax-

onomies

The multi-dimensional organizational modelling methodologies presented in

the previous chapter relate to static descriptions of organizations. For this

research, a multi-dimensional methodology is needed that can both model

organizations and be used as the basis for a simulation of organizational be-

haviour. Of particular relevance to the selected seven dimensions are two
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taxonomies from the literature related to modelling techniques and frame-

works for organizations: that proposed by Giaglis [49] and that proposed

by van Putten et al. [153]. Two additional taxonomies are presented in

the context of simulation interoperability and the growing need for a holistic

simulation capability.

In Giaglis [49], techniques for business process and information systems mod-

elling are surveyed, including flowcharting, Petri nets, simulation, and UML

diagramming. Of interest are the following four “process perspectives” that

are used to evaluate the various techniques [49]:

1. Functional : What activities are being performed;

2. Behavioural : When activities are performed and how they are per-

formed (e.g., feedback loops, iteration, and decision-making condi-

tions);

3. Organizational : Where and by whom activities are performed; and

4. Informational : The information entities (i.e., data) produced or ma-

nipulated by an activity.

Giaglis notes that a modelling technique should be capable of representing

at least one of these perspectives, but that what might be needed is “a

single, holistic technique that could effectively represent all [four] modeling

perspectives” [49]. However, as this would generate complex models, exist-

ing techniques have tended to concentrate on a subset of these modelling
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perspectives, usually focusing on functions, roles, or data [49].

The second taxonomy is presented in van Putten et al. [153] and consists of

the following five categories:

1. Structural : What the organization consists of (i.e., groups and roles);

2. Functional : What the organization wants to achieve (i.e., objectives

and procedures);

3. Behavioural : What the individuals in the organization actually do (i.e.,

activities);

4. Communicative: How individuals in the organization communicate;

and

5. Normative: How behaviour within the organization can be controlled.

In the paper, these categories are used to compare several organizational

modelling languages, including OperA, which was discussed in Chapter 3.

However, it was found that no language incorporates all five categories and,

further still, that most organizational modelling languages weakly represent

the behavioural category [153].

The third and fourth taxonomies appear in the work by Garrett et al. [47],

in which a comprehensive approach to modelling and simulation is advo-

cated. The third taxonomy comprises four categories—Human, Social, Cul-

tural, and Behavioural (HSCB)—while the fourth, which is meant to cap-

ture the key features within a country, comprises six categories—Political,
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Military, Economic, Social, Information, and Infrastructure (PMESII). The

authors list these encompassing categories in the interest of forming a virtual

community-of-interest to better link experts, tools, programs, and projects

together. Their effort is to promote a modelling and simulation approach

that is based on a “holistic understanding of the complex forces in society.”

Similar thrusts are being made by the US Department of Homeland Secu-

rity [92, 70] and NATO [11], as well. Thus, there is a growing recognition

that a comprehensive modelling and simulation solution holds promise in

better understanding complex social systems, and these four taxonomies will

be revisited in Section 4.6 and compared to the seven dimensions presented

next.

4.4 Defining the Seven Dimensions

Having reviewed existing modelling methodologies, this section will now

present the seven proposed dimensions that will be used in the remainder of

this research: structural, functional, normative, psychological, social, physi-

cal, and informational. In Figure 4.1, these seven dimensions are categorized

based on the answer to three questions from the point-of-view of a single

agent: (i) “What role do I play in the organization?”; (ii) “What actions can

I perform?”; and (iii) “When do I perform an action?” In the figure, each of

the seven dimensions is represented as a magnifying glass highlighting that

the system of interest (i.e., the cloud) can be viewed through different con-
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ceptual lenses, each one contributing to the overall systemic picture. In the

subsections that follow, each of the seven dimensions will be considered in

turn, examining first existing definitions from the literature before providing

the definition that will be used as part of SIMULACRA.

Figure 4.1: Seven-Dimensional Modelling Methodology

Before delving further, the term dimension is used herein in contrast to

competing terms—notably “view” and “perspective”—that describe the ma-

jor divisions within a taxonomy. However, both “view” and “perspective”

contain certain built-in preconceptions. In particular, they suggest a specific

point of view, or attitude toward something and even an implicit (or explicit)

theoretical standpoint. On the other hand, the term “dimension” carries with

it no such position; rather, it connotes more neutrally “an aspect or feature”

[110] of a particular system. Whereas one may look at an entire system us-
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ing a particular perspective, with respect to a particular dimension only a

portion of the system is being considered. Furthermore, the term dimension

emphasizes a system aspect or feature without necessitating a subscription

to a particular perspective-based theory. As such, a combination of theories

(from the literature or from the mind of the modeller/user) can be employed,

as needed, based on the particular features of interest. As specific features

can be grouped into specific dimensions, the dimensional approach lends itself

nicely to modularization. By contrast, a perspective-based approach could

consider the same system object multiple times using different perspectives.

4.4.1 Structural

For the structural dimension, research conducted by Ferber and Gutknecht

[40] introduces concepts such as roles, groups, and organizations into multi-

agent systems. It defines relationships such as <agent “is member of”

group>, <group “contains” role>, and <agent “handles” role> to effec-

tively describe any organization. Consequently, such relationships will also

be employed in this work to capture the structural dimension.

According to the literature, several concepts are used to capture what is

herein termed the “structural” dimension. In Caetano et al. [24], for exam-

ple, roles and entities are defined, which ultimately form part of the “business

view” of the system. In Jonkers et al. [73], structure is defined as part of

the “organization domain” of the system, which describes the business actors

and the roles they may fulfill. According to Caetano et al. [24], a role is de-
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fined as the observable behaviour of an entity within a particular scope and

context. An entity, on the other hand, is what an organization comprises,

which includes its people, products, and systems. Recall that much of the

work in organizational modelling relates to integrating information systems;

therefore, there is no distinction made between human and non-human en-

tities. A distinction is made, however, between entities that can perform an

action (i.e., active entities or business actors) and entities that only receive

actions (i.e., passive entities or business objects). In the work by Jonkers et

al. [73], structure refers to the static structure of an organization, which is

known ahead of time before any modelling takes place. This is used to specify

the interrelationships between business actors. An alternative definition for

“structural” appears in van Putten et al. [153], in which it is used to specify

what the organization consists of (i.e., groups and roles).

In this research, the structural dimension refers to the organizations, depart-

ments, teams, leaders, and other individuals that comprise the organizational

ecosystem. It also refers to how these various component parts are related

(e.g., roles). Both the static structure of the organizations and the dynamic

structure of any temporary meta-organization that may emerge, for example,

in the case of an emergency-response organizational ecosystem, are captured

by this dimension. In contrast to existing approaches, this method places

a clear emphasis on human entities and how they interrelate. However, it

can also be used to specify the connections between generic (including non-

human) entities, as well, though the examples that appear in this work will
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focus on human entities.

4.4.2 Functional

Various definitions appear in the literature related to the functional dimen-

sion. Some explicitly use the term “functional,” while others use terms like

“behaviour” or “activity” instead. A dictionary definition yields the follow-

ing description for functional: “of or having a special activity, purpose, or

task; relating to the way in which something works or operates” [110]. In

Jonkers et al. [73], the term “behaviour” is used, which forms part of the

“process domain” of the system. The behavioural part of an organization

describes what business processes are present within the organization. These

processes can then be decomposed into one or more business activities and

modelled accordingly. In Caetano et al. [24], the term “activity” is used

directly and refers to “an abstraction that represents how entities collabo-

rate through roles.” Essentially, an activity represents an algorithm: given a

certain initial state, a series of tasks is performed which will ultimately result

in an observable end-state being achieved. For organizations, a significant

challenge is how to coordinate such activities so when linked together they

achieve a result that has benefit to the organization [24]. This dimension

relates closely to business process modelling, which was described in Chap-

ter 3. Traditionally, it has described what activities are being performed

(prescriptively) [49] and what the organization wants to achieve [153].

In this work, the functional dimension refers to the available actions an
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individual can perform. It is closely related to the structural dimension,

as the actions of an organization, department, and team can be viewed as

the aggregation of the actions of the various individuals that comprise these

units. The functional dimension can contain informal actions (e.g., gossiping)

and formal actions derived from job descriptions, where duties and tasks are

explicitly outlined. In other words, this dimension captures activities related

to both (prescriptive) work processes and (descriptive) work practices.

4.4.3 Normative

For the functional and normative dimensions, research similar to OperA [36],

a multi-agent normative system discussed in Chapter 3, includes AGR [41]

and Moise+ [64]. These describe both what the organization is trying to

achieve (i.e., functional) and what rules individuals are expected to follow in

achieving the organization’s objective (i.e., normative). However, challenges

exist in implementing normative agent systems, as will be discussed below.

There are many similar definitions for “normative” in the literature. One def-

inition is as follows: “establishing, relating to, or deriving from a standard

or norm, especially of behaviour” [110]. Another definition, which appears

in van Putten et al. [153], describes normative as being “how behaviour

within the organization can be controlled.” Finally, in Vanhee et al. [154],

normative refers to “descriptions of expected behaviour of agents inside a

system.” In other words, this dimension relates to a prescriptive standard

that can be used to anticipate behaviour; however, importantly, this antici-
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pated behaviour is not necessarily the behaviour that is actually performed.

The normative dimension is also a significant contributor to the third ques-

tion shown in Figure 4.1: “When do I perform an action?” [49, 153]. This

is because it can influence an agent’s decision making with respect to the

selection of the next action to perform.

In agent systems, the ability of an agent to reason about, adopt, and violate

norms is an ongoing area of research [153, 154]. In particular, the normative

dimension interacts closely with all parts of the agent architecture. For ex-

ample, in the case of BDI agents, it may influence the agent’s beliefs, desires,

and intentions [154]. Issues such as norm violations, norm-ordering depen-

dencies, and norm enforcement can be addressed by some normative agent

systems; however, other such systems can be limited to using norms only as

constraints on behaviour, without providing the agents with any mechanism

for normative “awareness” [154].

In this work, the normative dimension refers to the expected behaviour of

an individual within an organization. It relates directly to norms, which act

as a general guideline for organizational behaviour [36, 155]. As discussed

above, norms describe what an individual should do, but they do not force

an individual to perform a particular action. Moreover, norms may appear

formally as organizational policies or informally as organizational culture. In

this research, norms are specified using deontic logic, so actions are classified

according to one of three descriptors: prohibited, permissible, or obligatory

[36]. The first descriptor means that the behaviour is disallowed by the orga-
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nization (either formally or informally); the second means that the behaviour

is allowable; and the third means that the behaviour is required (i.e., it is ex-

pected that the action will be performed). As in real life, failure to conform

with a norm labelled “prohibited” or “obligatory” may result in punitive

measures to the agent, depending on the implementation of the normative

system.

4.4.4 Psychological

The definition for “psychological” is multi-faceted, but one definition de-

scribes it as follows: “of, affecting, or arising in the mind; related to the

mental and emotional state of a person” [110]. It also relates closely to the

concept of behaviour as described above in both the functional and normative

subsections. This dimension addresses the question of “When do I perform

an action?” by considering models that can influence behaviour by inhibit-

ing or not inhibiting certain features. For example, if someone is stressed,

this may negatively impact their ability to perform a series of tasks in close

succession.

For the psychological dimension, Mulholland and Watt [99] discuss three

different levels at which psychological explanations can be understood—

computational level, algorithmic level, and hardware level—and provide two

examples of human cognitive models: ACT-R and SOAR. Furthermore, they

describe the two broad approaches to software modelling in psychology: (i)

neural networks, which focus on the hardware level, mimicking the structure
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of the brain; and (ii) rule-based systems, which focus on the computational

and algorithmic levels of the brain as currently understood.

In this work, the psychological dimension is used to refer to less tangible

concepts, as alluded above, such as experience, stress, education, and risk

tolerance. These factors influence the behaviour of individuals and, by ex-

tension, organizations, and, as such, form an integral part of the system

of interest. While different implementation approaches exist, as referenced

above, it is important for the purposes of the architecture that the psycho-

logical dimension be included. It will ultimately be left to the discretion

of the user of the SIMULACRA tool which simulation models, with poten-

tially different underlying implementation approaches, are employed for this

dimension in any particular simulation instance.

4.4.5 Social

The term “social” can be defined as follows: “of or relating to society or

its organization” [110]. It, too, relates to the behavioural aspects of an

individual and, in particular, can influence when activities are performed

and how they are performed [49]. In other words, this dimension considers

the social conditions that lead to a particular action being selected by a

particular individual.

The ability to investigate such influences across a system, while varying in-

dividual characteristics, has permitted many advances in the social sciences.

For example, Anderson et al. [8] note that computer programs have given
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sociologists insights which would otherwise not have been possible. Carley

is also a champion in the area of sociological computer modelling and has

used network modelling and simulation to investigate such areas as counter-

terrorism and organizational design [27].1

In this work, the social dimension refers to the network topology of individu-

als in the system of interest, as well as to the properties between individuals.

Factors such as trust, social influence, and connectivity affect how individ-

uals behave and, therefore, merit attention when modelling and simulating

organizations. Considering these factors also permits a fuller representation

of an individual. For example, the trust level of an individual, more than

being a single value uniform across all individuals, actually changes depend-

ing on the individual whose trustworthiness is being considered. Such social

attributes are captured in this dimension. However, with respect to the net-

work topology, in contrast to the structural dimension, the social dimension

accounts for the informal connections within an organization, which arguably

can play a more influential role in an individual’s decision-making than do

formal networks [34].

4.4.6 Physical

Broadly, the physical dimension refers to those parts of the system that can

be perceived through the senses, as opposed to the mind [110]. This is in

1For more information, see Carley’s Center for Computational
Analysis of Social and Organizational Systems (CASOS) website:
http://www.casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/index.php.
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contrast to the other dimensions, which are more non-physical in nature (i.e.,

which no one really sees; instead, they are mental constructs).

With regards to the importance of the physical dimension, Weyns and Holvoet

[158] argue that most researchers often neglect to integrate the physical en-

vironment as a primary abstraction in models and tools for multi-agent sys-

tems. However, they note that research related strictly to the environment

is beginning to emerge. For example, Jain and McLean [71] surveys several

simulators directly related to the physical environment, including plume and

earthquake modelling, and Ross et al. [118, 119] expound the importance of

considering both the organizational and physical perspectives in modelling

emergency-response operations.

In this work, the physical dimension refers to the physical environment in

which organizations operate. This includes critical infrastructure, technology,

natural resources, and the processes that may comprise an incident (e.g.,

fires). The physical environment can be represented in varying levels of detail

depending on the focus of investigation. It can also refer to the physical body

of an individual and include attributes relating, for example, to the health

of the individual. This would be important when modelling and simulating

a rescue operation, where the simulated human agents must be able to use

their “senses” to gather relevant information, such as would be needed for

triage.
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4.4.7 Informational

Many definitions exist in the literature for the “informational” dimension. In

Jonkers et al. [73], for example, it is defined as “representing the knowledge

in an organization and the way [this knowledge] is structured.” In Giaglis

[49], it is defined as being “the information entities (i.e., data) produced or

manipulated by an activity,” while in Caetano et al. [24] it is defined as being

“what the organization needs to know to run its processes.” On the surface,

these definitions appear to encompass many things; however, because these

definitions arise from work related to enterprise architectures, they define the

informational dimension as referring to physical pieces of information, such

as files, and the way this information is used and stored within an information

system.

With regards to organizational science, research related to the information

dimension has a different, much less physical focus. For example, in Paradis

et al. [112], the importance of information is discussed in the context of

network-centric warfare in the military, where the goal is to present the right

information to the right person at the right time, while mitigating factors

such as data latency and data incest (i.e., reuse of identical information as

if it were independent information). Furthermore, Carley [27] discusses the

importance of information in organizational modelling, noting three different

categories of information: social (i.e., knowledge of who knows whom), task-

related (i.e., knowledge of who knows what), and transactive (i.e., knowledge
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of who does what).

In this work, the informational dimension refers to any data created within

and communicated between individuals. In the parlance of BDI agents, it

refers to the “beliefs” of an agent. This information may relate directly to

the beliefs about the organization (e.g., knowing someone’s role) or to the

physical environment (e.g., a belief that “the car is red”). Thus, it can relate

to both physical and non-physical aspects, but it is not itself something

physical.

In contrast, the other six dimensions can be thought of as being “facts.”

For example, for the social dimension, an agent’s trust of another agent is

“fact” (i.e., this is the actual trust level that is used to influence an agent’s

decision-making); however, if the agent chooses to communicate its trust level

to another agent, it is only communicating its “belief” about its own trust

level, which may be different from the factual level. Similarly, one agent may

believe that a car is red, while another believes that it is blue. The fact is

that the car is red, so the second agent’s belief does not match the reality.

Such a level of granularity is helpful in exploring descriptive versus prescrip-

tive behaviours when investigating organizations, as what is “fact” can be

misinterpreted by individuals and, thus, result in unanticipated actions and

unexpected consequences. As a point of clarification, however, when consid-

ering information generated from objects in the world (e.g., sensor data from

a weather station), this type of information can also be thought of as facts.

The seven dimensions described above have been adapted from ongoing re-
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search published by the Adaptive Risk Management Lab at the University

of New Brunswick.

For example, a simulation was implemented to show the impact of various

structural, functional, and normative settings on the response effectiveness of

emergency-response organizations [15]; two human factors, stress [97] and so-

cial influence [121], were explored, relating, respectively, to the psychological

and social dimensions; the merits of combining physical and organizational

simulators were examined for a specific case study [120, 118, 119]; and a vari-

ation of these seven dimensions were used to model organizational culture

[96].

In the following section, how these seven dimensions can be arrived at is

presented.

4.5 Deriving the Seven Dimensions

Where existing modelling methodologies and enterprise architectures have

been lacking, as discussed previously, is in presenting a basis for the deriva-

tion of their associated taxonomy [51]. To date, little information has been

provided regarding the why (motivation) and how (derivation) of these tax-

onomies. Moreover, in the modelling literature, an overwhelming emphasis

is placed on the technical/engineering side of systems research more so than

on the social/human side. Having presented and defined the seven dimen-

sions above, this section now presents how the taxonomy of the 7D modelling
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methodology was derived.

Although important, the focus in this research is not on the physical. Well-

known techniques for describing physical reality exist, including traditional

techniques for describing engineered systems (e.g., enterprise architectures).

Nevertheless, even though physical components have been well studied, many

investigations heretofore have emphasized individual object(s) rather than

the complete system. As such, there remains much to be said from a system

or system-of-systems perspective with respect to investigating these objects

(and their interactions). This is particularly apposite for the socio-technical

divide, where the interface between humans and machines can often lead

to unintended consequences [157]. Recently, this interface has also been

described as the “socio-physical” interface in describing system-of-systems

[118, 119].

The human component, instead, is emphasized in this research (i.e., the

individual and his or her relation to the system as a whole). As such, it adopts

the concepts of agent and individual modelling discussed in Chapter 3, which

appear to offer the most promise toward efforts to describe and simulate

human organizations. Therefore, what is of interest is the individual and,

specifically, starting from an individual agent, considering how the remaining

world can be decomposed.

Using as a philosophical basis the fact that all an individual agent can know

at first is itself2 and, secondly, that whatever is not itself is “other,” the

2This follows from René Descartes’ famous statement: “Cogito ergo sum” (I think;
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world can immediately be segmented into “Individual” and “Environment,”

as shown in Figure 4.2. This represents the initial decomposition. The world

outside of an individual (i.e, the environment) can be further decomposed:

it consists of objects (of some type) and other individuals. Thus, the same

basic decomposition of the world applies to all individual agents. It is only

their perspective that changes.

Figure 4.2: Decomposing Reality into Its High-Level Dimensions

With this high-level decomposition outlined, the different types of interac-

tions that exist within the world can be identified. At the leaf-level, four

distinct general interactions exist:

1. Object-to-Object interactions : These represent the purely physical in-

teractions within the world (e.g., a water pumping station providing

water to a hospital);

2. Individual-to-Individual interactions : These represent the social inter-

actions within the world (e.g., face-to-face communication);

therefore, I [exist]).
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3. Object-to-Individual interactions : These represent an object acting on

an individual, which could be physical interaction or, instead, some-

thing that triggers a reaction in the mind of an agent (e.g., seeing a

burning building); and

4. Individual-to-Object interactions : These represent, in large part, the

functional ability of an individual (e.g., how does the individual impact

or use an object).

All such interactions must be capable of being modelled and the dynamics

simulated. Interestingly, these interactions hearken back to the questions

from the previous section about the agent: (i) “What role do I play in the

organization?”; (ii) “What actions can I perform?”; and (iii) “When do I

perform an action?”

Beginning from the tree-like decomposition in Figure 4.2, the various parts

and interactions within the world can be extracted. There is a physical com-

ponent, which relates to both objects and individuals, but there are also

things that are not tangible but that nevertheless exist. There is structure

governing both these objects and the individuals. These objects can also

be decomposed into their most basic elements as defined in biology, chem-

istry, and physics. The same holds for individuals, as well. Individuals can

be further decomposed according to the social sciences. It is known that

in addition to the formal (organizational) structure, there is also informal

structure governed by such things as friendships, trust, and influence. More-
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over, individuals perform actions which themselves are governed by rules (i.e.,

norms). As presented previously, these can be categorized into three basic

groupings: those things that are permitted, obligatory, and prohibited. It is

also known that various determinations of such rules and how events from

the “world” are processed by an individual are impacted by the psychology

of said individual. Lastly, there is information present within the world. In-

formation can be related to physical things, as well as non-physical things

(i.e., it can describe something tangible or conceptual). Such a dimension

encompasses the entire system of interest and everything in it. In fact, only

with information can an individual begin to make sense of the world and

itself. It should be noted that these various dimensions can also be applied

to objects (e.g., an object, such as an ant, may perform some function and be

sociable). However, for the purposes of this research, the focus is on human

organizations.

All of the previous interactions and dimensions described are captured in Fig-

ure 4.3. As seen, these dimensions have been partitioned into two sections—

physical and non-physical—to denote a distinction between tangible things

on the one hand and more conceptual notions on the other. It should be

noted that “psychological” is not just the field of study, which incorporates

chemistry and biology into its explanations. Instead, this refers to the higher

question about why an individual does something.

Furthermore, in Figure 4.3, there are two axes. The vertical axis refers to

the size, or more specifically the scope, at which the system of interest is
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Figure 4.3: Hierarchical Decomposition of Human Organization and Envi-
ronment

being considered. This ranges from very large (e.g., kilo) to very small (e.g.,

nano). The term “epsilon” is taken from the work of Simon, in which an

example is given for how a system could be viewed and how differing scales

affect the description of said system [138]. This concept is also rooted in

the work of Bar-Yam [12] with respect to scale and the complexity profile.

On the other hand, the horizontal axis refers to a spectrum showing where
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various science specializations lie. Here, physical portions of the system of

interest are studied by natural science and engineering researchers, while the

non-physical portions are studied more by social science researchers.

In a way, this figure attempts to bridge the two science worlds into a unified

framework from which models of the world—and specifically human social

organizations—can be captured and simulated to better understand such

systems. However, as mentioned above, the interactions across models (and,

in this case, across dimensions) are not generally well understood. This is

part of the motivation behind the present research—to better investigate

such systems holistically—and this figure serves to visually emphasize the

need for a multi-disciplinary solution to the problem.

Interestingly, all four hierarchies presented in Section 4.1 are captured in this

model. It contains order in terms of size, so it can be considered an order

hierarchy. It contains different parts within other parts, similar to a Chinese

box or Russian doll, so it can be considered an inclusion hierarchy. In terms

of the traditional control hierarchy, it has this as well: Actions within the

social organization are governed by formal structure and norms. Fourthly,

it can also be considered a level hierarchy, as it refers to more-or-less au-

tonomous entities, at different levels, in which both upward and downward

causation are present. The environment, including objects and their struc-

ture, is also important, as noted by various researchers, and these too form

an integral part of the model. Lastly, this conceptual model also captures

various scientific disciplines, so by default this model supports multiple per-
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spectives (or theories). This is another reason why the term “dimension” was

used: it is something more than perspective, as it goes beyond the traditional

theoretical/scientific disciplinary categorizations.

In this section, a derivation of the dimensions comprising the seven-dimensional

(7D) modelling methodology was presented in response to criticisms that the

derivation of multi-dimensional models is often not presented or well justified.

It was shown how the current derivation uses methodologies from complex

systems modelling to arrive at the present form. In the next section, the 7D

modelling methodology is compared to existing literature to show its novelty

and applicability to organizational modelling and simulation.

4.6 Comparison with Other Multi-Dimensional

Methodologies

Having reviewed how the seven dimensions came about, it is important to

compare them with those in existing multi-dimensional methodologies, par-

ticularly to show that nothing significant has been overlooked in the pro-

posed methodology. This section considers both the static organizational

representation of enterprise architectures and the dynamic requirements of

the representation to capture organizational simulation. It does so by first

comparing the 7D against those architectures presented in Chapter 3 and,

then, by showing how well the 7D is able to capture the various dimensions

appearing in relevant research articles relating to organizational simulation.
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4.6.1 Comprehensiveness of the Seven Dimensions as

Compared with Other Multi-Dimensional Mod-

elling Methodologies

In this section, to underscore the novelty of the proposed seven-dimensional

approach, Table 4.1 presents a comparison with the multi-dimensional orga-

nizational modelling methodologies discussed in Chapter 3.3 As can be seen

from the table, no other single methodology is able to capture all seven di-

mensions. This is significant as it points to the comprehensive nature of the

proposed seven dimensions and their ability to capture realities overlooked

by existing approaches.

Comparing the 7D modelling methodology with the four multi-dimensional

modelling taxonomies presented in Section 4.3, many of the dimensions are

identical; however, there are some important differences worth noting. In

particular, of interest is the fact that many of the dimensions in Section

4.3 are composite dimensions of the 7D. For example, the “organizational”

dimension of Giaglis [49], the first taxonomy, which speaks to where and

by whom activities are performed, can be captured by the “structural” and

“physical” dimensions in the 7D, as it refers mainly to roles and locations.

The “behavioural” dimension, which speaks to when activities are performed

and how they are performed, can similarly be captured by a combination of

3It should be noted that product, which appears in the two most comprehensive
methodologies, is not a critical dimension when considering emergency-response orga-
nizations, but can nevertheless be captured by the physical dimension.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Multi-Dimensional Organizational Modelling Methodologies

Methodology Structural Functional Normative Psychological Social Physical Informational

CIMOSA X X X X

DoDAF X X X X

FEA X X X

Galbraith X X X X

GERAM X X X X

MoDAF X X X X

Nadler X X X X

NREAF X X X X X

TOGAF X X X

Zachman X X X

7-D X X X X X X X
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dimensions in the 7D, including the “psychological” and “normative” dimen-

sions. In van Putten et al. [153], the second taxonomy, the “communicative”

dimension, which speaks to how individuals in the organization communi-

cate, can be captured using multiple dimensions, as well, depending on the

intention of the modeller. It can include the “social” (informal networks),

“structural” (formal networks), “normative” (rules governing interaction),

and “physical” (medium of communication, e.g., email) dimensions. With

respect to the dimensions proposed by Garrett et al. [47], the third and

fourth taxonomies, the “cultural” dimension is a subset of the “normative”

dimension of the 7D; the “political” dimension can be captured using the

“normative” (rules) and “structural” (power structure) dimensions; and the

“economic” dimension can be captured using the “physical” (what is being

exchanged) and “psychological” (what impacts a person’s economic utility

determination) dimensions, depending on what is being examined.

As shown in this section, the 7D modelling methodology is able to express

existing modelling dimensions, but nothing prohibits a dimension from being

added to the methodology in the future. In fact, subject to the desires of

the user/modeller, a dimension can be added quite readily to the modelling

methodology because the dynamics between dimensional models in SIMU-

LACRA exist at the simulation level. As noted in existing multi-dimensional

approaches, however, a new dimension should only be introduced if what is

being modelled cannot be expressed using the existing dimensions or combi-

nation of dimensions, as exemplified in the paragraph above [129].
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4.6.2 Comprehensiveness of the Seven Dimensions as

a Basis for Organizational Simulation

While similar to architectural frameworks, the 7D modelling methodology is

meant explicitly for use in organizational simulation. This is in contrast to

existing architectural frameworks, which are by and large focused on informa-

tion systems integration and do not shed light on human-factor organizational

aspects [94]. Therefore, how well the seven dimensions capture existing sim-

ulation models present in the literature is of importance. If there are specific

gaps identified, this would suggest the need for additional dimensions.

In this section, simulation models from 12 different papers are presented in

the context of the 7D modelling methodology. These appear in Table 4.2.

For each paper, the model(s) used have been categorized according to the 7D

approach. If a model overlaps multiple dimensions, the same model name

appears in the row corresponding to the appropriate research paper under

more than one dimension heading.

As seen from the table, the “other” column is empty. This suggests that

the 7D modelling methodology is capable of representing existing simulation

models. This offers added support with regards to the coverage and com-

pleteness of these dimensions. However, it should be noted that the models

listed in the table are those emphasized in the corresponding paper. Other

models may be present (which fit into other dimensions), but these were not

explicitly referred to. Moreover, the papers listed above (with the exception
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Table 4.2: Organizational Simulation and Seven-Dimensional Modelling Methodology

Simulation Dimension
Author(s) Domain Structural Functional Normative Psychological Social Physical Informational Other

Bicocchi ∗ Emergency Roles Workflow Organizational - - Locations & Simu- - -
et al. [15] Response Model Rules lated Disaster (Fire)

Bruinsma Emergency Roles Workflow - Workload Model - Locations, Equipment, Information -
[21] Response Model (Communication) & Comm. Objects Elements

Canuto Org. Org. Activity - Personality Personality Salary - -
et al. [26] Simulation Structure Model Traits Traits

Jolly and Information Info. Sharers & Collect & Share - Info. Sharing - InfoScape Information -
Wakeland [72] Sharing Info. Hoarders Info. Workflows Payoff Matrix (Tile World) Elements

Lee Org. Inter-Org. Information- - - - - Messages -
et al. [82] Simulation Structure Sharing Model
Levis Team Roles Workflow Cultural Five-Stage Deci- - - Messages -
[85] Effectiveness Model Parameters sion-Making Model

Lucas Maritime Friendly, Neutral, Workflow - - - World (Water) - -
et al. [87] Protection & Enemy Agents Model (Tactics) & Boats
Raczynski Social Roles & Activities - - - - - -
[116] Simulation Structure (e.g., Infiltration)

Seck and Peace Police, Civilians, Condition-Action - - Opposing Forces Urban Area - -
Honig [129] Keeping & Activists Specifications Diffusion Model (Tile World)

Schmidt Human - - - Will Power & Social Other Agents & - -
[126] Modelling Emotional Urges Satisfaction Food

Tekinay Productivity - Workflow Model - - - Container - -
et al. [144] Research (Quay Crane) Terminal

van Eijck and Org. Actor Model & Process - - Network Model - - -
de Vreede [152] Simulation Network Model Model

∗ Author’s work
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of the paper denoted “Author’s work”), while presenting specific models,

do not stress the need for the reusability of models, nor do they propose a

general approach for integrating disparate models, further underscoring the

novelty of the present research. In summary, the proposed 7D modelling

methodology is capable of expressing both the static and dynamic aspects

of an organization as presently appear in literature. This literature relates

to architectural frameworks and organizational simulations, in addition to

existing multi-dimensional modelling methodologies as presented in Section

4.3. Moreover, unlike the other approaches, the 7D can easily be extended to

include additional dimensions should any be identified in the future. This is

because the 7D acts as a collection of containers for simulation models, with-

out imposing interactions across models at the modelling-framework level.

Instead, these dynamics can be changed and adapted to the specific needs

and desires of the modeller/user of the system.

In this chapter, different approaches to modelling complex systems were dis-

cussed and the modelling approaches of Herbert Simon and Yaneer Bar-Yam

were employed to derive the 7D modelling methodology introduced herein.

However, in all of the approaches reviewed, of importance to the system de-

scription is the combination of the parts that comprise the system and the

interaction among these parts. The modelling methodology presented in this

chapter provides a lens for viewing the system of interest—an organization or

meta-organization—in such a way that it respects the nature of complexity

in terms of its multi-dimensionality.
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The following quote is taken from a handbook on Organizational Simulation

[91]:

... it is worth repeating that general-purpose simulation lan-

guages and tools are often applied to specific problems in an ad

hoc way that makes them very expensive solutions. Invariably,

the applications where simulation is widely adopted are those

where an effective meta-model exists and is instantiated in a sim-

ulator or in usable templates. The development of organizational

simulation is more likely to be successful if it includes a focus on

the integrating organizational meta-model.

It is precisely this “integrating organizational meta-model” that has been

the focus of this chapter. In the next chapter, the simulation tools that have

been selected to implement the SIMULACRA tool are discussed. These will

be used to implement both the architecture (described in Chapter 6) and

simulation models (presented in Chapter 7 in the context of a case study) to

show the merit of the 7D modelling methodology in practice.
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Chapter 5

AnyLogic & Brahms: A

Multi-Paradigm Simulation

Toolkit

In this chapter, the simulation tools that have been selected to implement

SIMULACRA will be presented and the choices justified. In particular, two

simulation tools have been selected: AnyLogic and Brahms. Each will be

described in detail, allowing the various programming constructs relevant to

the present research to be reviewed. In brief, AnyLogic was chosen because

it provides a unified approach in which multi-agent systems, discrete-event

simulation, and system dynamics can be combined into a single tool. This

greatly reduces the overhead associated with interoperating different tools to

accomplish the same result and, further, serves as a stable testbed on which
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to implement SIMULACRA, described in more detail in the subsequent chap-

ter. However, as AnyLogic agents are “simple”—i.e., they are base containers

without any supporting agent architecture—another tool has been selected

to simulate individual humans. This tool is Brahms, which uses the Belief-

Desire-Intention (BDI) framework to model the “mind” of the agent, as well

as to simulate “work processes” and “work practices” [137]: A work process

is a formal activity (or set of activities) stipulated within an organization,

while a work practice captures what is actually performed within the or-

ganization. An agent may know the proper work process, but may choose

to enact another (i.e., a work practice) for numerous reasons, including to

save time. The ability to model such details is important when undertaking

organizational simulation, adding depth of realism to the endeavour. The

remainder of this chapter will examine both of these tools, beginning first

with specific software requirements to support multi-dimensional simulation,

before providing implementation-level descriptions of AnyLogic and Brahms.

A discussion will also be inserted regarding the “right” type of agent to use to

perform organizational simulation. Lastly, the integration of these tools will

be the focus of the final section, with implementation of said being presented

in Chapter 6.
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5.1 Supporting Multi-Dimensional Modelling

in Simulation Software

Three prescriptive requirements for modelling and simulation tools have been

put forward to support the flexible adoption of multiple dimensions [165].

1. Varied objectives within the M&S environment: In contrast to the stan-

dard practice of conducting a simulation study having only a single

objective in mind, over time a set of models can be used to accom-

plish multiple decision-making objectives [165], thereby taking fuller

advantage of the knowledge contained in the model base. To satisfy

this requirement, the M&S environment must be capable of represent-

ing the various components of the models and their interconnections

in a manner supporting modular, hierarchical construction [165], with

models being clearly distinguishable and able to be conveniently assem-

bled into new combinations, consistent with what has been presented

previously in Chapter 4.

2. Varied formalisms within the M&S environment: Similarly to the work

by Ross et al. [118], this emphasizes that no one formalism is best-

suited to represent the variety of behaviours observable within the

real-world system, and this may be supported to lesser and greater

degrees. In the most limited sense, only a single formalism (or mod-

elling paradigm [118]) will be supported, and through this formalism
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all dimensional models must be expressed. The intermediate level is

the ability to combine different paradigms, using different simulation

languages [165]. This requires extensive knowledge of how these lan-

guages can be made interoperable through code, potentially falling out-

side their original intended use. Lastly, at the highest level comes the

ability to support various paradigms within a single, uniform simula-

tion language, where the methodological units remain the same, but

the formalism can be chosen in accordance with the preference of the

modeller (and the need of the modelling) [165]. The existence of such

an approach would necessitate a tool that could transform model speci-

fications from one formalism to another; however, it has been suggested

that such a realization would represent a “quantum leap” in tool so-

phistication [165].

3. Varied levels of behaviour and structure within the multi-dimensional

model: This refers to the need to support changes across multiple

sub-models simultaneously, aggregating models of differing abstraction

and varying levels of behaviour and structure into a cohesive multi-

dimensional meta-model [165].

In summary, stemming from these requirements, the approach selected must

support modelling and simulation from a systemic-perspective, having many

components and interconnections, and having the ability to address multiple

objectives. The approach must also support multiple paradigms, either in the
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form of a single language or, more realistically, multiple languages. Finally,

the approach must support a broad range of models that can be thoughtfully

integrated into a cohesive model execution. The remainder of this chapter

will present a toolkit capable of satisfying these requirements, continuing in

the next section with a presentation of AnyLogic.

5.2 AnyLogic Simulation Software

This section describes the AnyLogic tool, first released in 2005 by XJSo-

lutions and now in its seventh version. AnyLogic, as its name suggests,

provides the modeller with the ability to use any of the most common simu-

lation approaches (i.e., logics) in use today1. In fact, according to the com-

pany website, it is the only simulation tool available that supports system

dynamics, process-centric (also known as discrete event), and agent-based

modelling and simulation. This unique multi-paradigm simulation tool en-

ables the modeller to use the approach that is most suited to the problem

at hand. As argued by Ross et al. [118], this offers more flexibility in terms

of representing the modeller’s intention than does supporting only a single

paradigm, reducing the compromises that must be made on the part of the

modeller in modelling the system of interest.

In addition to supporting system dynamics, discrete-event, and agent-based

system models, in any combination, AnyLogic also supports the seamless in-

1N.B. The information presented in this section is based on material from the AnyLogic
website: www.anylogic.com.
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tegration of discrete and continuous simulations within a native Java environ-

ment. It further supports custom Java code, as well as external libraries and

data sources. Moreover, it contains various statistical distribution functions

(e.g., the triangular distribution) and built-in support for Monte Carlo simu-

lations, useful for “what-if” analysis, particularly when underlying probabil-

ity distributions of specific models are unknown. Lastly, AnyLogic provides

basic animation support, which greatly increases the visual presentation of

simulations, in addition to providing built-in graphing functionality that can

be incorporated into a simulation by linking graphs to specified variables.

In Figure 5.1, a screenshot of AnyLogic’s development environment is pre-

sented for the Researcher Version of AnyLogic 6, released in 2012. As can

be noted, it is very similar to the Eclipse environment. Five areas have been

highlighted for discussion. The first (unlabelled) is the toolbar running across

the top. AnyLogic organizes code snippets into projects, and this toolbar can

be used to open and save projects and project files, debug and run specific

projects, and adjust basic screen settings, such as grid size and magnification.

The next area (labelled A) represents the project tab. Here, any projects cur-

rently open can be viewed, along with their associated file divisions. Visually,

AnyLogic denotes the different file types by letters in the project tab: “A”

represents Active Objects, which are an AnyLogic-specific construct that can

receive drag-and-drop built-in objects; “C” denotes custom Java classes writ-

ten by the modeller; “I” denotes custom Java interfaces; and “X” denotes the

AnyLogic-specific Simulation construct, which is used to specify particular
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simulation properties for the selected project, including time-step size and

the various options that will be shown to the user at runtime, such as the

ability to pan and zoom the simulation’s visual interface. In the screenshot

depicted, the major components of the “SIMULACRA” project are shown,

including the highlighted “PsychologicalDimension,” an Active Object which

contains multiple psychological dimensional models. Moving on, the central

area (labelled B) represents the drag-and-drop working environment for Ac-

tive Objects. Here various pre-built objects can be dropped and configured

based on the intentions of the modeller. These objects appear in the area

to the right (labelled C) and are organized according to different “Palettes.”

Each palette contains various objects that can be used by the modeller. In

the professional version of AnyLogic, the user is free to add custom palettes

and objects to this tab, in addition to being able to use all of the available

objects. Behind the “Palette” tab lies the “Properties” tab, which provides

the modeller with the ability to further configure the built-in objects and add

custom code pursuant to his or her needs. The final area (labelled D) shows

the output from the “Console” when a simulation is run and any “Problems”

that may have arisen during the compilation or execution phase.
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Figure 5.1: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s Development Environment
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Below, each of the three modelling paradigms supported in AnyLogic is de-

scribed, along with the visual presentation functionality. For all but the

agent-based modelling paradigm, the specific palette associated with the ca-

pability under consideration will be presented, including an overview of some

of the programming constructs available.

5.2.1 System Dynamics Palette

Simulation models that use the system dynamics methodology assume a high

level of aggregation from the start. This means that individual properties,

histories, and dynamics are lost, as discrete items such as people, products,

and events are represented by their quantities rather than individually. This

type of modelling is well-suited to certain problem types, including forecast-

ing, such as policy analysis, and long-term, strategic modelling [44, 139].

In AnyLogic, system dynamics is supported with drag-and-drop objects from

the “System Dynamics” palette, shown in Figure 5.2. This allows feedback

structures to be created by system dynamics modellers in a very natural way,

using stock and flow diagrams. Here, Stock represents the static part of the

system, consisting of the real-world item (e.g., money, people, or products),

while Flow represents the dynamic part, specifying how values of stocks

change in time. Additionally, Auxiliary variables can be used to define inter-

mediate concepts, such as functions of stocks, and these as well as Parameters

can be linked to the model using the Link object. A Table Function can be

created to store data and specify how it should be interpolated (e.g., step,
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linear, or spline). Finally, in terms of improving readability, a Loop can be

used, as a graphical identifier, to show further information about existing

causal dependencies in the stock and flow diagram, while a Shadow variable

can be used to simplify complex models, avoiding excessive crossing links by

enabling each to be drawn to a shadow variable which can be closer to where

it is needed than is the original variable. Mathematical logic within the de-

signed model can be used to assist in specifying the necessary formulae, and

standard Java mathematical functions can also be included in the resulting

model’s formulae.

Figure 5.2: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s System Dynamics Palette

5.2.2 Discrete-Event Palette

In AnyLogic, discrete-event modelling approximates continuous real-world

processes with a sequence of non-continuous operations defined by the user.

This is also known as “process-centric” modelling. This paradigm focuses at
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a medium-to-low level of abstraction, where individual entities are modelled,

but specific physical details such as exact geometry are typically ignored.

Moreover, in this paradigm, entities, such as customers, patients, parts, and

vehicles, are passive, but may have attributes which affect how they are

handled through the process chain. This approach is particularly apposite for

the fields of manufacturing, logistics, and healthcare, where specific processes

can be investigated in order to improve performance.

Figure 5.3 shows the “Enterprise Library” palette containing the drag-and-

drop objects used in the discrete-event paradigm. While not every object is

shown in the figure, a general sense for the type of simulations supported by

this approach can be ascertained. For example, Source and Sink, respectively,

generate and dispose of an entity within the process chain, while Enter and

Exit, respectively, enable entities to move in and out of specific flowcharts.

Hold blocks or unblocks the entity flow, depending on a specified condition,

while Queue stores entities in the specified order until they can proceed along

the process chain. Conveyor transports an entity from one physical area to

another, at a specified rate. The various Select* objects can be used to

forward incoming entities to one of several output ports depending on the

specified condition (which can be probabilistic or deterministic). Split creates

a new entity (copy) of an incoming one, and Combine waits for two entities

before producing a new one from the two. Similarly, Batch can accumulate

entities and output them as a new entity (e.g., a box containing a batch

of products). Lastly, the Resource Pool, Seize, and Release objects involve
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specifying what resources are required by an entity at a specific phase of the

process chain (this is specified using the Service object).

Figure 5.3: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s Enterprise Library Palette for
the Discrete-Event Paradigm

Exactly which objects are used in the simulation model will depend on what

the modeller is trying to accomplish. However, this paradigm, along with

the built-in objects available through AnyLogic, is well-suited for modelling

and simulating entities with known interactions, such as would be found in a

manufacturing plant, in critical infrastructure, such as power transmission,
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and in organizations, when investigating prescriptive processes [118].

5.2.3 Agent-Based Modelling

AnyLogic views an agent as being primarily decentralized and individual-

centric. Thus, an agent can be any active entity within an AnyLogic model,

and can represent such things as a person, company, vehicle, city, animal, or

product. The basic process for specifying an agent in AnyLogic is threefold.

First, the behaviour of an agent is defined, which includes its memory, states,

and reactions to incoming “drivers” (e.g., messages from other agents) which

specify its state transitions. Secondly, the agent is placed in an environment

along with other agents, and, thirdly, possible connections across agents are

specified (e.g., fully connected graph). All that remains is for the user to run

the simulation, and the global behaviour that emerges will be the result of

the local interactions of the individual behaviours.

AnyLogic recognizes that in practice agent-based models are very diverse. As

such, the company has not attempted to create a specific palette that reduces

the modeller’s work to a collection of drag-and-drop objects. Instead, they

have focused on establishing the following reusable “design patterns” which

may be of use to the modeller:

• Model architecture (including constructs for states and state transi-

tions);

• Agent synchronization (using simulation time steps);
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• Agent connections (e.g., social networks) and communication (e.g.,

message passing);

• Environment (e.g., the GIS Map construct), mobility, and spatial ani-

mation; and

• Dynamic creation and destruction of agents.

The one palette that is provided is the “Statechart” palette, shown in Figure

5.4. This palette offers various objects relating to an agent’s state, including

the Statechart Entry Point, the State blocks themselves, state Transitions,

and a Final State. These are used to specify an agent’s internal logic.

Figure 5.4: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s Statechart Palette

The screenshot in Figure 5.5 captures one moment in an emergency-response

simulation run, showing individual agents and agent types. Four different

agent types are shown: ambulance agents, bus agents, stable patients (yel-

low), and critical patients (red). This simulation was created as part of the

DR-NEP project discussed in Chapter 3 and explores different strategies for
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transporting patients from a damaged hospital to a non-damaged one in the

network of nearby hospitals.

Figure 5.5: An Emergency-Response AnyLogic Simulation Screenshot Show-
ing Different Agents (Ambulance, Bus, and Hospital Patients)

5.2.4 Presentation & Analysis Palettes

Finally, the “Presentation” and “Analysis” palettes are both used to enhance

the visual appeal of AnyLogic simulations. The former is shown in Figure

5.6 and includes standard geometric shapes, such as Line, Curve, Rectangle,

and Oval. It also includes the ability to add Text, Image, CAD Drawing, and
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GIS Map objects to the simulation’s presentation area. Lastly, it enables the

modeller to define View Areas. These allow certain portions of the simulation

to be grouped visually, enabling the user to easily switch between different

viewing areas. This is particularly useful for more involved simulations, where

not all of the details can be shown to the user at once.

Figure 5.6: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s Presentation Palette

Importantly, various objects within the Presentation palette can be linked to

other models within AnyLogic in order to create animations. For example,

a Polyline (a line which may consist of several straight line segments) can

be linked to a conveyor object, described previously, and together with an

Image can produce a moving object (the Image) along a line (the defined

Polyline).
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Another useful feature are the built-in graphs provided by AnyLogic. The

Analysis palette, shown in Figure 5.7, outlines the various graphs at the mod-

eller’s disposal. These graphs include Histogram*, Bar Chart, Pie Chart, and

Time Plot. As mentioned, each graph can be linked to specific numerical Pa-

rameter objects, which act as variables local to a particular Active Object

within the simulation. Such functionality, in addition to being able to cre-

ate custom animations, greatly enhances the applicability of AnyLogic as a

general simulation solution.

Figure 5.7: Screenshot Showing AnyLogic’s Analysis Palette

This section has briefly overviewed the three common modelling and simula-

tion paradigms and associated programming constructs available within the

AnyLogic tool. As AnyLogic is the only tool available that combines these
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three approaches, it was selected to be used in this research. The main rea-

son is that having a tool with such diversified support should facilitate the

creation of different models and also facilitate integration with other tools

should the need arise. While the support for system dynamics and discrete-

event simulation models is excellent within AnyLogic, as is its support of

simulation visualization, the agent-based constructs available are limiting.

In the next section, a discussion is presented regarding which type of agent

family is best suited to modelling human behaviour and which development

tools, if any, are available to support this effort.

5.3 Selection of Agent Family Type for Or-

ganizational Simulation

Of the three paradigms, multi-agent simulation offers the greatest promise

with regards to performing organizational simulation. First, it is able to rep-

resent individual characteristics [18], important for organizations composed

of individuals. Secondly, it can capture high-level and low-level aspects of

a system [18], making this paradigm the key contender for combining other

modelling and simulation techniques. Furthermore, Carley [27] argues that

multi-agent systems can be meaningfully employed in the development and

explication of organization theory; and Serugendo et al. [130] notes that

agent-based systems are able to represent both top-down and bottom-up as-

pects of an organization, which Levitt [86] views as essential for examining
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various organizational theories.

There are two main families of agents as discussed in Chapter 3. First,

there are swarm-based agents, which are predominately “simple” agents like

those presented in AnyLogic. These have the advantage of being able to

simulate many agents at once; however, the agents are typically restricted

to a simple set of actions. The main emphasis with this type of agent is

in the emergent properties that stem from local interactions. The second

type of agent is based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) paradigm, which

provides a psychology-based architecture for modelling agents. However,

rather than focusing on thousands of simple agents, BDI agents can be used

to model humans, making this type of agent family more beneficial in terms

of organizational simulation.

However, Bratman’s theory, the theoretical foundation for the development

of BDI languages, postulates agents as goal-driven planners, which Sierhuis

[136] argues is limiting. The main argument is that goal-driven behaviour

is only useful when problem solving is required, but since not all human be-

haviour is motivated by a need to solve a problem, Bratman’s theory fails

to account for all human behaviour [136]. In his paper, Sierhuis proposes

an alternative framework, the theory of activity-based modelling, which is

rooted in situated action, cognition-in-practice, situated cognition, and ac-

tivity theory [136].

According to this alternative, purposeful human action is socially, culturally,

and environmentally situated (i.e., it takes place in the context of a particular
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circumstance) [13, 141], rather than being based on a pre-defined plan [136].

This has the consequence of freeing the modeller from having to model what

is inside the agent’s brain, allowing the modeller instead to focus on modelling

the agent’s activities [136]. The Brahms modelling and simulation language2

is a BDI-based framework that subscribes to the tenets of this alternative,

where an agent’s desires are specified using situated-action rules and activities

rather than goals and plans. In short, Brahms agents model human behaviour

[136].

Moreover, when investigating organizations, it is also important to note the

distinction between work process (i.e., the prescribed activity in an organi-

zation) and work practice (i.e., what is actually done in reality) [153]. Work

practice is situated action described in terms of activities and their context

[136]. However, traditional business process modelling approaches consider

work processes, not work practices, even though employees do not strictly

adhere to the work processes in an organization [153].

According to van Putten et al. [153], the requirements for a work prac-

tice modelling and simulation framework are that it be BDI-based, declara-

tive, activity-based, and support the Brooks’ subsumption architecture [20],

which organizes agent behaviour in layers of decreasing abstraction. No-

tably, Brahms supports all these requirements and is the only work practice

modelling and simulation framework available [153]. It is a behavioural BDI

language based on a reactive subsumption architecture, where competing

2www.agentisolutions.com
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activities are active simultaneously, allowing for seamless activity switching

based on the context (i.e., beliefs) of the agent [153]. Furthermore, Brahms is

the only framework that models the state of the world as facts (in contrast to

beliefs), allowing a factual state of the world to be represented independently

of an agent’s belief about that state [136] (see Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: A Distinction Between Agent Beliefs and World Facts (adapted
from Sierhuis [135])

As shown in Figure 5.8, an agent’s beliefs may correspond to facts in the

world, but can also be contrary to facts in the world (e.g., a belief that a

car’s colour is red, when the fact is that it is blue). In addition, it can

also have beliefs about other items which have no facts in the world (e.g.,

intangible concepts, like ideas or a belief about the trustworthiness of another
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agent). An agent’s belief may correspond to that of another agent (e.g., both

agent’s may have a belief that the car is blue), but each agent has its own

set of beliefs, which is not shared with other agents. Moreover, it may be the

case, as with Agent D, that none of its beliefs corresponds to a fact in the

world.

As alluded to above, Brahms is not pure BDI, but, rather, represents a BDI

extension. It is not goal-based, which arguably makes it more flexible than

other BDI approaches. Interestingly, a BDI-based architecture has similari-

ties with cognitive architectures, discussed in Chapter 3. However, it provides

a theoretically defensible foundation, without overspecifying how the mod-

eller represents the decision model of the agent. Inputs to the agent can also

be “adjusted” to adhere to a specific theory or hunch of the modeller, thus

enabling bridge models to be integrated within the agent model as discussed

in the previous chapter.

In the next section, the Brahms tool will be described in detail. Of specific

interest will be its ability to model an individual (human), including the

distinction between work practice and work process. Such functionality is

directly relevant to why Brahms has been selected as the multi-agent tool for

SIMULACRA.
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5.4 Brahms Agent Environment

In this section, the Brahms agent environment will be discussed at length.

The purpose of this section is to show the superiority of the Brahms agent

over the simple agents supported in AnyLogic, by presenting the various

programming constructs within Brahms that together enable human actions

to be modelled and simulated. The programming environment itself, as well

as the output of a Brahms simulation, will also be described.

5.4.1 Brahms Agent Development Environment

The Brahms Agent Development Environment is depicted in Figure 5.9 and

comprises four key areas. The first (unlabelled) is the bordered toolbar at

the top of the screenshot. Here, the modeller can open and save Brahms files,

compile and run simulation models, and load completed simulations (saved

in a MySQL database) which can be explored within the same development

environment. The second area (labelled A) shows the various tabs available to

the modeller. These tabs include the Agent Model, Object Model, Conceptual

Object Model, and Geography. Importantly, the Brahms agent environment

supports the creation of multiple agents and objects, simultaneously enacting

specific activities in the “Brahms world” defined according to a geography

model. In addition, tabs for managing the Project files, for viewing the VM

Log output of running simulations, and for investigating the Runtime View

of completed simulations from database files are also available from this area.
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The third area (labelled B) houses the programming pane. Here, the modeller

follows the syntax presented in the following subsection to write agent and/or

object models, which can then be run in a simulation. As can be observed,

multiple model files can be opened at the same time, allowing the modeller to

quickly tab through the different files. This area also displays the output of

completed simulation runs and a timeline, showing the geographic location of

each agent (if specified by the modeller), the activities performed by agents

and objects, any communication that took place, and any thoughtframes that

were fired. An example timeline is shown in Figure 5.10. The beliefs of an

agent, as well as the facts in the world, can be explored by double-clicking

the timeline above the agent label, which will present an ordered list of facts

and beliefs, beginning from the start of the simulation to the time selected on

the timeline. This is useful for both debugging and analyzing the simulation.

The final area (labelled C ) shows any compilation errors present within the

project model files and also enables a specific string of text to be searched

for within these files.

Brahms simulations can also be run in one of three modes. First, there is the

Simulation Mode, in which an internal scheduler responsible for coordinating

time among agents and objects is used. Secondly, there is the Real-Time

Mode, in which the scheduler is no longer responsible for coordinating time;

instead, each agent and object has its own discrete event queue and will

process events as fast as the CPU allows. In this mode, to achieve coordina-

tion, some other mechanism besides time is used (e.g., communication). A
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Figure 5.9: Screenshot Showing Brahms’ Agent Development Environment
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Figure 5.10: Screenshot Showing the Brahms Simulation Timeline
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custom communication architecture, called the Collaborative Infrastructure

(CI), loosely based on the FIPA agent specification, is supplied by the Brahms

Virtual Machine (BVM), which allows Brahms agents to communicate with

other FIPA-compliant architectures. Lastly, there is the Distributed Real-

Time Mode, which corresponds similarly to the real-time mode, except that

Brahms agents can be running across different BVMs, potentially on different

machines. Exactly in which mode Brahms is running can be set within the

“vm.cfg” file and will depend on the particular needs of the modeller/user.

5.4.2 Brahms Programming Constructs

In order to better understand how the various constructs in the Brahms

language correspond to a Brahms agent, the following description is beneficial

[1]:

GROUPS are composed of

AGENTS who are located in a GEOGRAPHY and have

BELIEFS and do

ACTIVITIES, which may be COMMUNICATION, MOVEMENT,

PRIMITIVE, or COMPOSITE, executed by

WORKFRAMES defined by

PRECONDITIONS that match agent’s beliefs, which can result

from workframes, communication activities, and

THOUGHTFRAMES that have preconditions and
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CONSEQUENCES that result in the creation of new beliefs and/or

FACTS.

In this subsection, key programming constructs (denoted above by upper-

case lettering) will be described in detail, along with additional aspects of

the Brahms language. This is not meant to be an exhaustive presentation of

the language, but serves rather to provide insight on the human-modelling

support for organizational simulation within Brahms. Herein, both the ex-

perience of the author and the contents of an online tutorial on the Brahms

website [1] are relied upon to present a clear overview of the language.

Compilation Units

A Brahms project is composed of one or more files with a “.b” extension.

These files represent the different components of the modelled system, in-

cluding groups, agents, classes, objects, and geography locations (one file per

component). One file, representing the project itself, shares the same name

as the project and has import statements to all of the associated project

files. This is used to load the appropriate files into the Brahms Development

Environment, from which they can be compiled and executed in a simula-

tion. A project can also be compiled and executed through statements in

the command-line, enabling Brahms simulations to be run via external soft-

ware applications. This is an important feature when considering software

integration.
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Geography

In Brahms, geography is conceptual. As the main purpose of the tool is to

model work-practice agents, there is no actual physically-simulated environ-

ment within Brahms in which agents interact. Instead, geography is in the

“mind of the agent,” providing the modeller with a large degree of flexibility.

This is not to say, however, that there is no detailed geography model. Areas,

sub-areas (e.g., borough within a city), paths, and distances between areas

can all be specified within Brahms. Certain activities can also be linked to

the geography model automatically. For example, the move() activity can be

used by an agent to travel from one location to another, following the short-

est path. However, agents do not visit all areas along the path; they simply

take the calculated time (as specified by the speed of the agent and the total

distance of the path) to travel from one area to another. If it is important

that the agent be able to visit every area along the path, a custom move()

activity can be created by the modeller. Similarly, the broadcast() activity

makes use of the geography model when sending a broadcast message. This

particular type of message is only sent to agents within the same geographic

location.

Agents, Groups, and Attributes

The concepts of “object” and “class,” familiar in object-oriented program-

ming, correspond respectively to those of “agent” and “group” in the context

of a Brahms agent. To inherit from a group, an agent must be a memberof
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that group. Brahms supports multiple inheritance, so an agent can be a

memberof multiple groups. Attributes, which correspond to properties, can

be specified for both groups and agents. These may be a primitive type, such

as string, int, double, boolean, or map (a collection type), or may correspond

to a built-in or user-specified type.

When defining a group model, the following structure must be adhered to by

the modeller:

group SomeGroup {

a t t r i b u t e s :

. . .

r e l a t i o n s :

. . .

i n i t i a l b e l i e f s :

. . .

i n i t i a l f a c t s :

. . .

a c t i v i t i e s :

. . .

workframes :

. . .

thoughtframes :

. . .

}
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The modeller defines the various constructs of a group within the correspond-

ing labelled regions, demarcated above by the ellipses. The order of these

labels is important, but the modeller is not required to specify the label,

unless at least one construct of that type is used in the file. For example, if

a group has no attributes, the “attributes:” label may be omitted. Impor-

tantly, all constructs within the file are inherited by agents that are members

of the group. A similar structure is used in order to define agents, with the

exception that the first word is changed from “group” to “agent” and some

valid group (or groups) is specified after the “memberof” keyword, which

follows the name of the agent (e.g., the first line would appear as follows:

agent SomeAgent memberof SomeGroup {).

Facts and Beliefs

The distinction between facts and beliefs has already been discussed in Sec-

tion 5.3. Recall (see Figure 5.8) that a fact is “a first-order predicate about

the world, but not particular to any specific agent”, while a belief is “a first-

order predicate about the world from the perspective of a single agent” [1].

This allows agents to reason with wrong beliefs, which is particular apposite

for organizational simulation, as this sometimes happens to humans in real-

life.
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Workframes, Preconditions, and Primitive Activities

A workframe is used to specify a situated-action rule, whose action can con-

clude additional beliefs and facts, in addition to executing activities. Situa-

tions are defined by preconditions, which match against the agent’s beliefs.

These preconditions can use different logical operators, including not and

and ; however, the or operator requires a new workframe to be specified in

Brahms. The structure for a workframe is as follows:

workframes :

workframe wf someWorkframe {

r epeat : t rue ;

v a r i a b l e s :

when ( . . . )

do {

. . .

}

}

The workframe may repeat as many times as its condition is met during a

simulation run, or may “fire” only once. This determination is left to the

modeller and is specified using the repeat keyword. Variables can also be

specified within a workframe and can be used to specify the preconditions

within the when clause. Lastly, the consequences of the situated-action rule

are specified within the do clause.
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One activity that is common in Brahms is the primitive activity. Primitive

activities do not conclude additional beliefs or facts, nor do they invoke other

activities. Instead, they act as the base-level activity, specifying only the ac-

tivity name and duration which can be randomized (i.e., some time within a

specified minimum and maximum range).

Objects, Classes, and Relations

In Brahms, “agents” are primarily reserved for modelling humans. All other

entities that must be modelled are done so using “objects.” An object in

Brahms is an instanceof a class (cf. an agent is a memberof a group). Fur-

thermore, an object can inherit from multiple classes, and classes themselves

can inherit from other classes, as is the case with agents and groups. Impor-

tantly, all constructs are the same between agents and objects (and groups

and classes), with the exception that objects operate based on facts, while

agents operate based on beliefs; that is, the preconditions within workframes

bind to facts, not beliefs, in object model files. The keyword “object” or

“class” is also used in place of the keyword “agent” or “group.”

One important construct within both agent and object models is “relations,”

which are defined below “attributes” in the model file. A relation is used

to link a particular Brahms entity to another Brahms entity. For example,

within an Employee group, the relation “public Agent isSubordinateTo” can

be used to specify the agent to which the Employee group or particular agent

is subordinate. Similarly, having the relation “public Agent isUsedBy” inside
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a Tool class can be used to associate an agent to a particular object. This

can then be used to specify which agent is using what tool.

Thoughtframes and Variables

Thoughtframes are similar to workframes in Brahms, with the limitation

that no activities can be invoked from within a thoughtframe. Instead, it

is used only to conclude new beliefs or to modify existing ones. What is

more, because no activities are called, a thoughtframe does not take any

time within the Brahms simulation. Instead of being work- (i.e., activity)

focused, thoughtframes are thought-focused and provide a useful construct

for specifying situated-actions rules involving only the beliefs of an agent

(i.e., situations that are wholly in the mind of the agent).

Similarly to workframes, variables can also be specified within thoughtframes.

This is beneficial for creating generic frames that can be applied to any

matching member of a specific variable type, rather than being confined to

a specific named entity. Variables can be defined in three different ways:

forone, foreach, and collectall. The forone variable will match to only one

belief that satisfies the condition, even if more beliefs match. (Note that there

is no guarantee with regards to the order of matching beliefs.) The foreach

variable will encompass all matching beliefs and will execute a separate work-

frame or thoughtframe for each match. Lastly, the collectall variable will also

bind to every matching belief, but these will be collected together and the

workframe or thoughtframe will execute as a single frame. This refinement
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allows for a host of different situations to be expressed by the modeller.

Composite and Other Activities

There are several activities, besides the primitive activity, which exist within

Brahms. As has been mentioned previously, there is the move() activity,

which uses the geography model to transport the agent to the specified geo-

graphic destination, and the broadcast() activity, which allows beliefs to be

communicated to other agents within the same geographic location. There

is also the communicate() activity, which enables agents to communicate be-

liefs to one or many agents, or to/from an object, regardless of geographic

location. Furthermore, there is the java-activity, which allows separate pro-

cessing to be performed in a Java object outside of the current project model

files. This is particularly useful for I/O operations. Such an activity must be

created following a particular Java interface specification, and the compiled

code must reside within the Brahms “deploy” folder in order to be accessible

at runtime.

Another important activity is the composite-activity, which comprises one or

more sub-activities. The structure for this type of activity is as follows:

composite−a c t i v i t y someActiv ity ( parameters ) {

a c t i v i t i e s :

. . .

workframes :

. . .
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}

Composite activities can also be nested, and this provides a useful con-

struct for decomposing a complex activity into multiple workframes and

sub-activities. Morever, because the “or” is not permitted within the when

clause of workframes, composite activities can be used to define multiple

workframes having slight variations.

Detectables and Priorities

A detectable in Brahms is a mechanism whereby an agent or object can

be notified about a new fact in the world. This is useful for situations in

which a particular fact might necessitate that a particular workframe be

interrupted (e.g., the fact that a phone is ringing may cause an agent to

stop its work in order to answer the phone). In response to detecting a new

fact, a workframe can do one of the following: continue, abort, complete,

or impasse. Continue is the default action, and the workframe proceeds

unaffected. Abort causes the workframe to immediately finish, while complete

allows the current activity, but none of the remaining activities (if any), to

finish before aborting the workframe. Lastly, impasse pauses the workframe

until some condition is met that allows it to once again continue (e.g., a

Firefighter runs out of Water and must wait for additional water before

proceeding with the workframe wf extinguishFire).
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In order to specify the relative order in which workframes and thoughtframes

are to be executed, should the conditions of multiple frames be satisfied at

the same time, a prioritization mechanism is supported by Brahms. Work-

frames and thoughtframes can each have a priority specification, which is

a natural number, where a larger number corresponds to a higher priority.

If no priority is specified, a default value of zero is assumed. Moreover, if

activities are executed within a workframe’s do clause, the workframe will

assume the priority of the activity with the highest specified priority. In the

case of frames with the same priority, no guarantee is made as to the order

in which these will be selected for execution.

Multi-Agent (Multi-Tasking) and Randomness

In Brahms, an agent may be engaged in many activities simultaneously,

though only one activity is active at any given time. At each clock-tick,

the simulation engine must decide which activity the agent is going to enact.

Prioritization helps in this determination, but if multiple workframes share

the same priority—including the currently active workframe, other available

workframes, and interrupted workframes—preference is given to the currently

active workframe. In this way, an agent will tend to continue performing the

same task it has been doing. A strength of this approach of considering

workframes based on situated-action rules is that all workframes are simul-

taneously competing. The choices of workframes are not limited to a specific

stack or tree of workframe execution history. This is in contrast to other
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approaches, such as SOAR [1], which has been described previously.

Lastly, Brahms also supports a level of stochasticity within its models. Ran-

domness, in terms of the duration of activities, occurs by optionally specify-

ing a minimum and maximum time for an activity. The simulation engine

will then randomly determine an execution time within this interval. Addi-

tionally, the creation of beliefs and facts can be stochastic in nature. Two

parameters when concluding beliefs and facts, “bc” (belief certainty) and

“fc” (fact certainty), are used to specify the certainty of the conclusion, and

this certainty is an integer number between zero and 100 inclusively. By

default, the value of each parameter is 100. If “fc” is set to 100 and “bc” is

set to 50, then there is a 100 percent chance that the fact will be concluded,

and a fifty percent chance that the belief will be concluded in the mind of

the agent. As another example, if “fc” is set to 50 and “bc” is set to 50, then

there is a fifty percent chance that the fact will be concluded, but only a 25

percent chance that the belief will be concluded. This means that belief cer-

tainty specifies the certainty that a belief will be modified or created in the

mind of the agent, contingent upon whether the fact is true. Thus, the belief

certainty is dependent on the fact certainty. If, however, the fact certainty

is set to zero, then the belief certainty parameter alone will determine the

probability of a belief being created or modified.

In this section, the Brahms agent environment was presented. As can be seen

by the numerous constructs provided, Brahms agents have been specifically
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designed to model and simulate organizational work processes and practices.

This is in contrast to the simple, generic agents supported in AnyLogic.

However, as was also discussed, the Brahms environment has limited support

for physical environments, and the restricted presentation of the Brahms

simulation in the form of a timeline occurs only after the simulation has

ended in Simulation Mode. In order for the user to see what the agents are

doing in the Real-Time Mode, additional external support must be provided.

In this research, it is proposed that this external support be provided by the

AnyLogic tool, which is discussed in the following section in the context of

its integration with Brahms.

5.5 Integrating AnyLogic and Brahms

As has been argued, Brahms is the only agent language of its kind to combine

BDI with a non-goal-based approach, maximizing expressivity as actions are

not required to be goal-driven. With its situated action rules, Brahms is also

well-suited for modelling the different contextual situations an organizational

agent can find itself in, including both prescriptive and descriptive scenarios.

AnyLogic, apart from its use of simple agents which have often been used

in the social sciences [50], provides useful constructs for the development of

a multi-paradigm approach for organizational simulation. In particular, the

combination of system dynamics and discrete-event simulation, in addition to

its support related to simulation presentation and analysis, makes AnyLogic
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a valuable tool for SIMULACRA.

The question now arises as to how these different tools can be integrated so

that the benefits of each can be realized in a single simulation run—namely,

the system dynamics, discrete event, and presentation components of Any-

Logic, with the more detailed and human-centred agents of Brahms. Both

AnyLogic and Brahms are written in Java and, thus, execute in the Java

Runtime Environment. As such, a logical option for interoperating two dif-

ferent Java tools might be to use Remote Method Invocation (RMI). RMI is a

mechanism that can be used to enable one application (possibly on a remote

machine) to invoke a method within another application. Such a scenario

could surely be used to synchronize between two simulations. However, due

to the licensing limitations of AnyLogic, stand-alone Java applications are

not able to be created in any version other than the professional edition. Sim-

ilarly, because Brahms is not open-source, there are limits imposed regarding

how agents can interact with other applications that cannot be modified. The

Brahms modeller can only use the constructs available through the language.

While not ideal for a commercial simulation, a workaround has been identified

in which the two applications can intercommunicate using message passing.

The caveat is that this message passing must go through the file system

and cannot be sent directly via method calls. As such, for very involved

simulations, the additional I/O overhead may cause issues. However, for the

purposes of a proof-of-concept simulation tool, this workaround is sufficient

to allow the merits of the SIMULACRA approach and tool to be explored.
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The details of the integration are reserved for the next chapter, where the

SIMULACRA tool is presented in depth. However, as AnyLogic provides

support for visual simulations, it has been selected as the main tool with

which SIMULACRA will be implemented. Brahms, which can be run via

command-line statements, will then be executed from within SIMULACRA,

with message passing occurring via the file system. Brahms will use custom

Java activities to monitor files and write out to files, while AnyLogic will

use a custom class to monitor changes to the file system (and more specif-

ically changes to particular files) and write out to files as dictated by the

communication and synchronization logic presented in Chapter 6.

In this chapter, the tools that have been used to implement the SIMU-

LACRA tool have been described. It was argued that Brahms provides the

“right” agent type for simulating organizations, while AnyLogic provides a

useful tool for combining system dynamics and discrete-event simulation ap-

proaches. Together, they form a unique, multi-paradigm toolkit well-suited

for organizational simulation. In the following, a detailed consideration of the

SIMULACRA tool is presented, along with further implementation-specific

information regarding the integration of AnyLogic and Brahms.
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Chapter 6

SIMULACRA: A Systemic

Multi-Agent Architectural

Framework

In this chapter, the SystemIc MULti-Agent arChitectural fRAmework (SIM-

ULACRA) tool for organizational simulation is presented. It is here that the

modelling methodology, introduced in Chapter 4, is combined with the soft-

ware tools, outlined in Chapter 5. The tool to be presented expresses three

key features: it is systemic, it is multi-agent, and it is architectural. First,

SIMULACRA is systemic by virtue of adopting the holistic seven-dimensional

(7D) organizational modelling methodology introduced in Chapter 4. As ar-

gued, this methodology uses a systems (and complex systems) approach to

capture the details of an organization (or group of organizations) at vari-
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ous scales of observation. This is important in order to connect different

simulation models together in a logically cohesive manner. Secondly, it is

multi-agent because agents, representing human individuals, are used to cap-

ture the critical “human factor” within organizations. This is important as

multi-agent systems, according to Carley [27], provide researchers with the

ability to reason naturally in terms of human theories, further underscoring

the importance of agents as a modelling paradigm. Lastly, it is architec-

tural, meaning that it shares commonalities with the various architectures

described previously in Chapter 3. According to Jonkers et al. [73], archi-

tecture is defined as “the fundamental organization of a system embodied

in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment,

and the principle guiding its design and evolution.” The guiding principle

for SIMULACRA is the 7D modelling methodology, and, in this chapter, the

fundamental organization of SIMULACRA’s key components is described,

including how these components relate to one another. In particular, this

chapter will present an overview of SIMULACRA, its key architectural design

goals, a detailed presentation of its software architecture, and the limitations

of the current implementation.

6.1 SIMULACRA Overview

The seven dimensions presented previously are critical for representing orga-

nizational ecosystems. However, the overwhelming number of variables and
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mutual connections they imply make it necessary to create a tool to facil-

itate the management of the resulting models. Such a tool should enable

researchers and practitioners from different areas of expertise to effectively

share their knowledge and models, bringing multi- and inter-disciplinary ex-

pertise to bear in addressing real-world problems, such as improving overall

organizational performance. In this section, the vision for SIMULACRA will

be overviewed in three figures, describing, respectively, the single agent’s per-

spective, the multi-paradigm approach for modelling and simulation, and the

multi-agent-system perspective within SIMULACRA.

Figure 6.1 represents a single agent’s perspective in SIMULACRA. Each

dimension contains a repository or library of models, where selected mod-

els (highlighted) relate directly to the agent with regards to its role (Role),

possible actions (Action), and reason for performing an action (When)1, re-

ferring to the three questions presented in Chapter 4. Models from different

dimensions can also be “connected” (dashed lines) to one another, though

this is not required. It will depend on the needs of the modeller/user and the

available models within the model repository. The ability to connect models

independently from each other allows the dynamics of the simulation to be

separated from the underlying architectural code, which is discussed in this

chapter. The next chapter will present specific models which will be used

within SIMULACRA to simulate a particular organizational ecosystem.

1Note that the when block is conceptually linked to the situated-action condition of
workframes and throughtframes specified in Brahms using the when keyword.
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Figure 6.1: Single Agent Perspective in SIMULACRA

For each model library associated with a specific dimension, it is impor-

tant that the models are able to be implemented using various simulation

techniques. SIMULACRA should, therefore, support different modelling and

simulation paradigms so as to provide the modeller with the highest degree

of representational freedom, as argued in Chapter 5. The three principal

techniques in the literature, as discussed in Chapter 3, are system dynamics,

discrete-event, and agent-based modelling and simulation. All three are sup-

ported in SIMULACRA, and this model-type flexibility is depicted in Figure

6.2 and was a key requirement guiding the selection of the software tools

presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.2: Multi-Paradigm Support of Library Models in SIMULACRA

In addition to the seven dimensions, external factors must also be taken

into account by SIMULACRA, as for any system there is a need to draw a

boundary [102]. Each dimension can also be considered as a holon, according

to Koestler’s definition, where a holon represents at the same time both whole

systems and parts of larger systems [130, 149]. For example, a physical-

dimensional discrete-event model may represent the physical environment,

including critical infrastructure. This is a whole system on its own, but

also part of a larger system in which various organizations in the ecosystem

operate. Both of these concepts are captured in Figure 6.3.

The various dimensions of the modelling methodology can each be repre-

sented by several different underlying simulation models. However, those

relating to the human actor must come together in some logical system so
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Figure 6.3: Multi-Agent System Perspective in SIMULACRA (Physical Di-
mension is Shared Across Agents)

that specific actions can be selected based on the current context. This is

the role of the Brahms agent: It is the agent engine that receives the latest

information and then performs some action that directly affects the physical

world, the agent, some other agent, or a combination of the three. More-

over, being able to use different models also helps with reusability, as the

models are normally sufficiently small and sufficiently general to be scenario

independent. For example, such things as social actions and psychological

realities are just that, realities. They appear in numerous situations and are,

therefore, not scenario dependent.

It is also important to note that there are different types of models. There
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are dynamic models and there are static models. For example, if a user

of SIMULACRA is not interested in the particular dynamics that lead to

stress, then a simple Boolean flag, representing two states—stressed and not

stressed—could suffice as a simple, static model. However, if the user is

interested instead in the dynamics of stress, then the model would not be a

static one, but rather a dynamic process. There are also different types of

dynamic models. One model may be equation-driven, such as stress (e.g.,

resourcesAvailable−resourcesNeeded), while another may be event-driven,

in which if-then rules may be more appropriate in identifying what situation

is currently active. There are also data models, which store values and act

as data structures. These are populated by other models, by subject-matter

experts, or by the user of the system based on a hypothesis or understanding

of a specific organizational scenario. Importantly, the particular needs for

the scenario of interest may mean that some available models are used, while

others are not, but the possibility to use any model in the repository is always

available to the modeller/user of the tool. In the next section, architectural

design considerations are presented.

6.2 Architectural Software Design Goals

The architectural software design goals outlined in this section serve to cap-

ture the requirements and scope of the SIMULACRA tool. Nine goals have

been identified, and each will be described in turn below.
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1. The tool should be based on a multi-dimensional architectural frame-

work.

This is important as the tool must subscribe to a specific architectural

framework in order to facilitate the conceptualization of the system

of interest into manageable pieces. Once the pieces of the system have

been identified, the interactions within and across these system compo-

nents can then be specified in accordance with the needs of the scenario.

As has been argued in Chapter 4, the proposed 7D modelling method-

ology is unique among its competitors and has, therefore, been selected

as the basis for SIMULACRA.

2. The tool should be as agnostic as possible to specific theories, thereby

decreasing system bias.

This is important, as regardless of the method selected, underlying

theories and assumptions become built-in to the architecture. Impor-

tantly, these assumptions are those of the architectural designer, not

necessarily those of the modeller or user who will attempt to use the

tool to investigate other theories in more depth. Therefore, there is a

need to avoid unnecessary biases, as these tend to proselytize a par-

ticular perspective [62]. For example, while there is the assumption of

work-practice and situated-action within Brahms, as well as the con-

cepts related to the BDI family of agents, another agent framework

could be substituted in the place of Brahms if so desired. However,
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this research has argued for the merits of using Brahms in investigat-

ing organizational ecosystems, and does not view adherence to all of

the associated theories as being necessary, as will be described below.

Still, it should be stressed that Brahms is not part of the prescriptive

software architecture, but rather the descriptive implementation.

3. The tool should be based on a methodology with the following axioms.

a) Systems theory: A system can be broken down into parts and subparts

and relationships specified among these system components.

This is important and underlies the conceptual foundation of SIMU-

LACRA. In order to simulate something, that something must first

be modelled (i.e., represented). Representation is important, and tra-

ditional approaches advocate that system components and their rela-

tionships be captured (e.g., entity-relationship diagrams and object-

oriented design).

b) Agency: The base entity of the architecture is a single agent.

When dealing with a social system, which organizational ecosystems

are, the central feature is the people who comprise the system. In or-

der to model these people in a computer system, there must exist a

suitable representation. In this work, it has been argued that the agent

representation is best suited for this task. Recall that agents have the

following properties: They are autonomous, which means they have

some sense of independence and take their own actions; sociable, mean-
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ing they can communicate with other agents; reactive, meaning they

can react to situations in their environment; pro-active, meaning they

can pursue their own activities (i.e., follow their own agendas); mobile,

meaning they can move in the environment; and have bounded rational-

ity, meaning they have only a partial view of the entire system and are

not aware of what other agents believe, unless it is communicated to

them. Each of these properties is highly desirable when investigating

human systems, as this type of strong agency fits well with the popular

conceptual understanding of humans [135].

c) Situated-action theory: The action selected is based on the current

situation known to the agent.

This is important as it provides the greatest degree of flexibility in terms

of representing actual human behaviour. Events, occurring in a world,

can be observed directly or indirectly (e.g., through communication) by

an agent. This will put the agent into a specific situation, from which

it must decide what action to perform. No goal of an agent should ever

be to act in a sub-par manner if a better way exists, but, in reality,

human actors often engage in sub-par behaviours. Such “situations”

should be capable of being represented within the SIMULACRA tool.

4. The tool should support different modelling and simulation techniques

as depicted in Figure 6.2.

In order to provide representational flexibility, a broad range of mod-
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elling and simulation paradigms should be supported from which to

draw for the combined simulation [118]. This includes system dynam-

ics, discrete-event, and agent-based modelling and simulation.

5. The tool should be general, not scenario-specific.

The platform architecture itself should not be constrained to a spe-

cific scenario. Instead, it should facilitate the use of models and their

inter-dynamics over a wide range of scenarios that seek to investigate

organizational ecosystems.

6. The tool should be extensible such that a new dimension can be easily

added.

If additional dimensions are identified, the platform architecture should

allow the new dimension(s) to be incorporated. This is important as it

does not assume that the underlying conceptual model is perfectly com-

plete. This flexibility is in contrast to existing modelling methodologies

with fixed dimensions that do not change.

7. The tool should support the reusability of developed dimension-specific

models.

This is the notion of having a library of models that can be reused for

different scenarios. This will be shown in the case study, where some

models are taken from previous research studies.
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8. The tool should support customization, allowing users to select which

models to use within the current instance of SIMULACRA.

This is important as there are scenarios where certain models may be

used, but where other models would not be helpful or would cloud the

issue under investigation. This could be facilitated by having models

with default values specified by a modeller/user. In this way, a model

that could be connected to several other dynamic models (e.g., a model

of stress) could still be used, even when the related models have not

been selected by the user.

9. The tool should also separate simulation dynamics from the architecture

code, allowing the user to specify how models are interrelated.

This is important as each model acts as its own “module,” but these

modules are not necessarily independent. In fact, one module could

have a significant effect on another, which can add to the simulated

complexity of the social system. Similarly to the method described

above, default values can be used in models. If a certain input can be

provided to a model, the user can choose to connect the output of one

model to the input of another, thereby overriding the use of the default

value in favour of the inputted value in the second model.
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6.3 Applying the 7D Modelling Methodology

to Simulation

Subsystems interact with each other very much on an “input-output” basis,

meaning that their internal structure and interactions can change without

having drastic effects on other subsystems (i.e., the system as a whole), pro-

vided that the subsystem remains “functionally equivalent” (i.e., that it can

produce the same outputs from the same inputs) [80]. This is important to

the present work, as the goal is to be able to use different models to explore

the same system, each one leading to a different (and perhaps more com-

plete) understanding of the system. However, the challenge remains to find

the “right” way of representing the system, and the heart of this challenge

is the correlation between state description, on the one hand, and process

description, on the other. Interestingly, Simon views the ultimate quest of

science as being to build up a suitable library of process models to help

explain the state description of a system [138].

Another challenge is understanding exactly what to model. When studying

systems, in general, one sets a boundary around what constitutes “the sys-

tem.” Here, the work of Bar-Yam proves useful, particularly the concept of

scale [12]. In this sense, scale is not seen in terms of time, but in terms of

the level of granularity with which one views the system of interest. This

is connected with Simon’s example using varying epsilon values to view a
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system (recall Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4). In this research, the 7D modelling

methodology is proposed as a mechanism for setting different scales of focus

related to the investigation of organizational complexity.

Because a dimensional model is ultimately connected to an underlying agent,

a transformation can occur between the output of the model and the input

of the agent. In this way, the value becomes “interpreted” by the agent in a

way that is desirous to the modeller/user. This is one way in which “bridge

models,” discussed in Section 4.2, can be incorporated into the simulation.

Of note, such a transformation can always be added to the agent at the

interface where the value is linked to an internal agent attribute. Thus, every

input to the agent model can be thought of as going through a bridge model.

However, if no transformation is needed, then the bridge model merely passes

the original value through to the agent, rather than transforming it.

Bridge model transformations, according to Seck and Honig [129], require

trans-disciplinary experts. This is because these models serve to “bridge”

the gap between different theories, which may exist across a broad range of

disciplines. Such experts would be able to identify which properties of objects

in one dimensional model control (or are controlled by) other properties of

other objects in another dimensional model. However, finding such expertise

is rare, so having a flexible computer simulation approach where different

bridge models can be explored is helpful. Moreover, there may not exist a

particular theory for how different dimensional models should be integrated.

In such cases, it would be left to the (folk) wisdom of the modeller/user
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to discover formulations that correspond more and more to the reality [57].

Recall that for the complexity scientists presented in Chapter 4, the constant

discovery and refining necessary in better understanding complex systems is

seen as a key function of science. This is also in line with other social scientists

who use computational tools to assist in the development of theories [56, 8].

6.4 SIMULACRA Tool

One of the major goals in modelling and simulation is to develop an approach

that is reusable and extensible. In this way, existing modelling work can be

utilized, thereby avoiding duplicate effort, and new models can be added,

without requiring drastic changes to the underlying code base. While the

overall SIMULACRA implementation is divided into two parts, the platform

architecture and the simulation models, it is the platform architecture, pre-

sented in this chapter, that provides the foundation so that the simulation

models, the second part presented in Chapter 7, can be reused and extended

in order to handle a host of organizations, scenarios, and human factors

without necessitating any of the architecture platform code to be rewritten.

With this in mind, this section presents the platform architecture associated

with SIMULACRA, including its visualization components, model coordi-

nation, time synchronization, agent meta-loop, and the organization of the

architecture code.
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6.4.1 Visualization Components

The SIMULACRA platform architecture refers to all the implemented code

that is not scenario-dependent (i.e., which does not refer specifically to a

particular case study). It is the architecture code apart from the models

themselves, including the code that enables the models from different dimen-

sional repositories to interact across different simulation paradigms and tools

and to visualize ongoing simulations. There are three main views associated

with SIMULACRA: the system view, the agent view, and the schedule view.

Each will be described in turn in this section.

System View

The SystemView is what constitutes the overall system. This is a representa-

tion of the agents and the environment, which could include physical elements

as well. For example, the system view could represent a high-level view of

a campus, with water and steam lines and hospital patients and vehicles, as

shown in Figure 5.5 in the previous chapter. In the case of Figure 6.4, it shows

the relevant agents in the system of interest and the communication lines be-

tween them. Unlike the other views, this view is not scenario-independent.

If a new system of interest is being investigated, then a new system view will

need to be created, but it could build upon existing models. For example,

in terms of a physical model, many different scenarios may be interested in

having a steam output model or a communication model, while, in terms of
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Figure 6.4: An Example of SIMULACRA’s System View
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a psychological model, an agent’s stress model may be of relevance across

different scenarios.

Agent View

The AgentView, as shown in Figure 6.5, is where the user interacts with the

models pertinent to that particular selected agent. The models are grouped

according to the 7D methodology presented in Chapter 4. A user navigates

these groupings by selecting the relevant dimension tab (on the bottom).

What appears next is a list corresponding to the models present within that

dimension (on the left-hand side). The user then selects from this list to view

the actual model of interest and to interact with it accordingly. In the case

of the physical dimension, these models may relate explicitly to those asso-

ciated with the agent, such as their communication network or the physical

resources of their organization. However, physical models might also exist

independently of the agent, while still existing in the agent world, such as a

model of a power station. These, too, can be accessed via this view, though

future efforts dealing with world facts might use an alternate view, perhaps

a “world view,” to clarify conceptualization.
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Figure 6.5: SIMULACRA’s Agent View
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Schedule View

Lastly, the ScheduleView, shown in Figure 6.6, is used to specify events in

the world coming external to those generated from the internal logic of the

simulation. This is useful in cases when seeding the initial conditions, as well

as when running particular scenarios in which agents receive information

from outside the immediate system of interest. In the particular screenshot,

the majority of the code can be scenario-independent; however, the events

specified have been created with the particular scenario presented in Chapter

7 in mind. Nevertheless, with slight modification, the schedule view can be

adjusted for new scenarios.

Moreover, the schedule view is what drives the simulation in terms of external

events and clock ticks. Before a simulation begins, the user is able to specify

the length of a day (in terms of clock ticks) and the number of simulated

days within the simulation run, in addition to possible events that can take

place throughout the life of the simulation. These are shown in Figure 6.6.

6.4.2 Model Coordination

As described previously, SIMULACRA is based on the combination of two

existing software development environments. The first is AnyLogic, a soft-

ware system developed on top of the Java Eclipse environment that enables

three different types of simulation models to execute within a single pro-

gram: (i) discrete-event simulation; (ii) system dynamics simulation; and

(iii) agent-based simulation, which consist of simple agents that can commu-
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Figure 6.6: SIMULACRA’s Schedule View
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nicate, but that reside in the Swarm family, as opposed to the BDI family

of agents. The second software system is Brahms. It is an environment that

supports the development of BDI agents and is also built in Java. Further-

more, Brahms promotes the theories of situated action and work practice,

which are important when modelling human systems, as argued previously.

Although SIMULACRA has been implemented using this combination of

tools, it in no way limits what other simulation engines and tools can be

added to any particular instance of SIMULACRA. In fact, an early simula-

tion model developed in Brahms was successfully integrated with a Simulink

model in Matlab [120].

The communication across the two software systems, AnyLogic and Brahms,

is based on communication facilitated by files. The data on these files are easy

to share on the same machine or different machines even across programs that

are non-Java based. This generic facility is particularly useful as practically

every simulation tool can interact with a text file, which can also be easily

converted into an XML format for remote message passing across a network.

This communication logic is shown in Figure 6.7.

AnyLogic receives model input from file. These files can be influenced by

the dynamics of external models. Each AnyLogic model, having an asso-

ciated dynamic input file, registers with a DataWatcher object, specifying

where the model’s “in” parameters are to be found within the file system.

This DataWatcher can then check the specified file for updates, notifying

the model whenever the file is modified. Each model implements a custom
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Figure 6.7: SIMULACRA Model Intercommunication

Java interface, Notifiable, such that the DataWatcher object can call the

model’s notify() method whenever a change to the dynamic file is observed.

The DataWatcher relies on timestamp information about files, using Java’s

lastModified() method to determine when an update has occurred. The ob-

ject checks the file system for updated files every X milliseconds, where X

is a parameter specified within SIMULACRA. The logic for when output is

generated by an AnyLogic model is governed by the dynamics of the overall

modelled system specification; however, models can each have their own logic

dictating when output is supplied. For example, AnyLogic models can use

threshold levels to determine when to write information to the file system
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using an internal WriteModelName() method. Data models can also be writ-

ten out to the file system at the discretion of the user via the Commit button

associated with each model (see Figure 6.5).

Brahms inputs model values using its own data collector, similarly to an Any-

Logic model’s DataWatcher, by invoking the GetModelNameBeliefs() method

before a new situation is selected by the agent engine. It does so in order

to update the agent’s beliefs with the latest available values. This also relies

on the timestamp information about files (i.e., Java’s lastModified() method)

to determine if the associated beliefs need to be updated. Brahms checks

for belief updates associated with all selected models from the seven dimen-

sions. At this stage, the Brahms agent now has the latest beliefs, and the

agent engine can next determine what situation it is in. This may result in

new beliefs being asserted and/or an action being undertaken by the agent.

The agent’s action and associated belief values can be outputted to file (this

is model-dependent and must be specified by the modeller as part of the

input/output information required by and sent from the model). For agents

and objects, this is achieved by using the SendModelNameActivity() method

to output specific model information that may be watched by an external

model. This information can then be read by the AnyLogic portion of the

code, which may impact a dimensional model or the system model. It should

be noted that a default value is used by models that can accept input for

particular beliefs, in the event that no input value is found in the associated

file. This allows for the separation of dynamics and greater flexibility as the
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model can function without receiving input from another model.

This file interaction represents the dynamics across the architecture. Models

in and of themselves can be dynamic, but the value of SIMULACRA is that

the dynamics across the system (i.e., across the “independent” models) can

be separated from the models themselves. This is facilitated through the

file mechanism, in which a model reads in input values it can receive (and

if it does not exist, it puts in a default value) and also outputs values that

may be of use to other models within the system. It is therefore a type of

information pushing that is taking place, and it is up to the specification

of the inter-model dynamics as to which models will end up consuming this

information. This is left to the discretion of the modeller/user, based on the

particular needs of the scenario.

6.4.3 Time Synchronization

Dynamic models within simulations are often driven by time. As such, when

models exist across different software systems, there is a need to implement a

mechanism for time synchronization. Figure 6.8 shows the mechanism for the

coordination of AnyLogic and Brahms simulation models. The models within

AnyLogic utilize the simulation clock as normal; however, the Brahms agents

must also somehow use this clock in order to synchronize the models. As the

final process of the meta-loop described in the subsequent section, the agent

registers for a notification from AnyLogic. In other words, it outputs to file a

request for how many simulation seconds to wait before notifying the agent
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again that the time allocated for its activity has elapsed. This allows the

real-time simulation mode of Brahms to actually take time when an agent

is performing an action. This request, which changes the file’s timestamp

and thus alerts the DataWatcher, is read in by the Schedule View. This

then registers the request and writes out to file once the time has elapsed.

The Brahms file watcher, a Java Activity called CheckTimeStamp(), is then

repeatedly called until the response is given by AnyLogic. At this time,

Brahms can end the agent’s activity, allowing it to once again resume the

meta-loop, which begins by reading in the latest values.

Figure 6.8: SIMULACRA Model Synchronization

The schedule view also sends a notification, received by the Brahms Sched-
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ule DC (Data Collector), about the passage of time. Currently, this is set to

send a message on every simulated hour that passes and also on every new day

event. This allows the Brahms agents to have specific situations governed by

time, such as removing observation impediments from the previous day that

may have prevented the agent from interacting with a particular message

sent from another agent (this particular example will be revisited in the case

study in Chapter 7). Interestingly, because Brahms relies on the AnyLogic

portion of the architecture for its timing, pausing the AnyLogic simulation

has the effect of also pausing the Brahms simulation, as the agents perform-

ing an action will continue in that state until AnyLogic is resumed and a

notification message is sent. Likewise, those agents that are not performing

an action (e.g., because their actions for the day have finished) will not be

performing any action when the simulation is resumed.

6.4.4 Agent Meta-Loop

The agent meta-loop, shown in Figure 6.9, is implemented in Brahms and

has five distinct states. First, the agent begins by updating its beliefs with

the latest values, as part of the Belief Update state. Using the latest beliefs,

it then moves to the Choose Activity state in which one of its competing

situations, as presented in Chapter 5, is selected and the consequences of the

workframe, including potential activities (i.e., actions), are enacted. When

an action will take real-time in the world (rather than occurring immediately

in the mind of the agent as is the case with thoughtframes), the agent reg-
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isters with the global time scheduler in SIMULACRA for notification about

when its activity has completed. This takes place within the Register for

Notification state. The agent then starts its activity in Brahms, Start Ac-

tivity state, which prevents the agent from engaging in other activities until

receiving a signal from the SIMULACRA scheduler that the time for the ac-

tivity has elapsed.2 This is coordinated through file I/O, and, once received,

transitions the agent to the End Activity state wherein the agent completes

its activity within Brahms before restarting the loop with a beliefs update.

Figure 6.9: Agent Meta-Loop

2Or in the event that an interrupt occurs (see discussion on detectables in Section 5.4,
for more information).
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6.4.5 Architecture Code Organization

The platform architecture of SIMULACRA, partitioned according to Any-

Logic and Brahms code, appears in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, respectively.

Each will be described in turn in this subsection.

AnyLogic Code

The AnyLogic classes in Figure 6.10 can be grouped into three categories.

First, there are classes that relate to particular Dimensions. A dimension

class exists for each of the seven dimensions, which can be accessed via the

agent view, and two additional views for system and schedule, discussed

previously, will be described in detail in Chapter 7 in the context of the

case study. The 7D dimensions are independent of any particular scenario

and contain code for reading in (i.e., getData ModelID()) and writing out

(i.e., writeData ModelID()) model values. The rules for such actions may be

model dependent, so every model in the view has its own reading and writing

methods. As multiple models may exist per dimension, the facility to navi-

gate between models is needed, and this logic is specified in the navigateTo()

method. Some models may exist for each agent, such as system dynamic

models, while others, which are not dynamic, simply require an interface for

changing static values. As such, non-dynamic models appear only once in

each dimension and the values that are shown depend on which agent was

selected. This necessitates that the latest values for the selected agent be
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Figure 6.10: SIMULACRA’s AnyLogic Classes
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read in each time. On the other hand, dynamic models which must persist

throughout the life of the simulation in the AnyLogic runtime environment

exist on a per-agent basis. In this way, the navigation logic navigates the

user to the dynamic model associated with the selected agent.

Sometimes it makes sense to be able to randomize particular model param-

eters. This is particularly useful when exploring what-if analyses. As such,

associated with each dimensional repository (i.e., class) is a randomizePa-

rameters() method, wherein the modeller/user can specify which parameters

change and what range of values they can receive. Randomization is built

atop the AnyLogic triangular method, in which double values can be specified

for the minimum, maximum, and most likely value (i.e., mode). A triangu-

lar distribution is then used to randomly assign a value to each specified

variable. However, it should be noted that other stochastic mechanisms can

also be added to each dimension class at the discretion of the user/modeller.

Lastly, the view classes can be notified if a particular value changes in a file.

This is useful if a model within the view can respond to changes from other

views. This is the idea of separating the dynamics: The model can function

perfectly fine on its own, but it can also respond, depending on how it is

implemented, to changes external to the model itself.

Secondly, there are classes associated with the file notification logic. These

include the DataWatcher and Watcher classes, as well as the Notifiable in-

terface. The first class is used to register a file with a particular object in

such a way that if the file is modified, the object is notified. This registering
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occurs using the register() method. This in turn creates a Watcher object,

which stores a reference to the object to notify, the filename to monitor, the

last timestamp value of the file, and the ability to set a new timestamp value.

The object-to-notify must implement the Notifiable interface. In this way, the

DataWatcher can call the object-to-notify’s notify() method whenever the

timestamp value of the file-to-be-monitored is changed. The DataWatcher

will only begin monitoring files once the watch() method is called and will

only halt its monitoring once the stop() method has been invoked.

Lastly, these various classes combine in one central class called Main. This

class is responsible for initiating a Brahms simulation. This is done by exe-

cuting the appropriate Brahms model via the start command using an inter-

nally created instance of a command-prompt session. It is also responsible

for starting the SIMULACRA simulation on the AnyLogic side, once no-

tification has been received that the Brahms simulation is running. This

includes removing temporary files that may have been used for coordination

and resetting values in the dynamic models and schedule view. The Main

class also manages experiments, whose parameters are specified by the user,

including the number of experiment runs to make, the model parameters

that will be randomized in each run, and the location where the experiment

results will be stored. Finally, this class also determines when the simulation

ends, through the AddDay method. If the simulation duration, specified in

the ScheduleView, has not been exceeded, a new day is added, which in-

cludes changing the date display in the SystemView. However, if it has been
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exceeded, the method will end the simulation run, including stopping the

Brahms simulation, before checking if more experiments are to be run. If

so, it continues by randomizing model parameters as specified by the user,

starting up Brahms, and re-initiating the SIMULACRA simulation on the

AnyLogic side.

Brahms Code

For the Brahms portion, shown in Figure 6.11, the code is divided into classes

and groups related to data collection, the seven dimensional models, and the

base code that allows the agents to interact with the AnyLogic portion of

SIMULACRA. These various files can be subclassed and subgrouped as re-

quired. For example, if many functional models exist, the Functional DC

class, where “DC” stands for data collector, can be subclassed so that each

file handles the data collection for a separate model. It is the role of the

data collection classes to read in and write out data pertinent to the model

of that type. Because each model is associated with a different file name, the

associated data collector requires separate facts about file-specific informa-

tion, including filename, timestamp, whether the file has been modified, and

whether or not all beliefs have been acquired. It is this file handling that

allows AnyLogic and Brahms to interact. The code for checking whether a

file has been modified, for reading in data, and for writing out data is all

contained within the JavaActivities package, shown in Figure 6.12. Recall-

ing from Chapter 5, Java activities in Brahms allow certain actions to be
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Figure 6.11: SIMULACRA’s Brahms Classes
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undertaken outside of an agent or object model code. An additional fact,

printOut, which can be set by the user, specifies whether the inputted be-

liefs should also be printed to the simulation output window. Placeholders

also exist for different models that may be created in Brahms. These would

be subclasses of the associated DimensionNameModel class. Finally, the

base code accomplishes two things: i) it enables an agent to always have

the latest belief values before making a decision and ii) it allows any action

performed by the agent to take a definite amount of time. The MetaActiv-

ityLoop ensures that the agent always has the latest belief values. The loop

consists of having the data collectors check all associated dimensional files

for the current agent and read in the values as necessary, before the agent

decides which activity it will undertake. These activities are defined under

the FunctionalModel class, per the description of this dimension in Chapter

4. The RealTimeActivity allows an agent’s activity to take actual time, even

when Brahms is running in Real-Time Mode. This is important as it allows

Brahms to consume an agent’s time, while awaiting coordinating notification

from the AnyLogic portion (through the file system) that the agent has now

completed its activity.

6.5 Limitations of the Implementation

In this section, three limitations relating to the software implementation

of SIMULACRA will be discussed. These refer to the restrictions imposed
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Figure 6.12: SIMULACRA’s Brahms Java Activities

by the present mechanisms for intercommunication and time management,

as well as the need for the manual integration of models within a single

simulation.

The first limitation, referenced above, is that of intercommunication and,

specifically, the intercommunication between the simulator programs Any-

Logic and Brahms. Ideally, these would be able to communicate using in-

memory techniques. However, due to existing limitations, as described in

Chapter 5, such intercommunication is presently not possible.

The second limitation relates to time management. Any model that interacts

with SIMULACRA should be able to synchronize in time. Practically, this

means that a global clock must serve each model in order to retrieve relevant

results. Alternatively, if specific physical models, such as plume models, run

in slower than “simulated time,” certain input values can be pre-specified

and the resulting output used within SIMULACRA without the need for

synchronizing these various simulations. However, using the global clock
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across different software systems via files also impacts the granularity that

can be simulated, as a certain number of milliseconds (ms) are expended in

the I/O process and in checking the relevant notification file. This checking

does not happen continuously, but discretely, based on the value specified

by the modeller/user for the milliSecsBetweenChecks parameter. Thus, if

the file is checked every 50 ms, a maximum delay of approximately 100 ms

can be expected on top of the actual time specified for the agent’s action to

take place (for AnyLogic to read the initial value, 50 ms, and for Brahms to

get the end activity notification, another 50 ms). Therefore, the value for

this parameter should be carefully considered by the modeller/user before

executing a simulation.

The final limitation discussed in this section involves the integration of the

simulation models. Currently, models must be manually integrated in SIMU-

LACRA, meaning that the modeller/user must manually place a model (even

if pre-existing) into the appropriate dimension container and provide it with

a link. A workaround would be to put all the models into the system and

enable the user to specify which model(s) to include (i.e., “activate”) in the

current simulation. Additionally, how the models interact with each other

must be specified manually. This is due to limitations in the current setup of

AnyLogic. However, conceptually, being able to choose specific models and

specify their interactions is feasible.

Despite these limitations, the current proof-of-concept implementation is

suitable for the purpose of investigating a multi-dimensional, multi-paradigm
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approach for modelling and simulating organizations. The simulations exe-

cuted within SIMULACRA are not limited to a single machine, but, rather,

can be executed across distributed hardware systems. However, in such cases,

an I/O interface would need to handle the intercommunication with the

distributed scenario dimensional models, while the SIMULACRA platform

would use the results and provide the viewing portal.

This chapter introduced the next generation of architectural frameworks,

namely the SIMULACRA tool. Not only does SIMULACRA use static di-

mensions for the hierarchical decomposition, as do other architectural frame-

works, but it also is supported by a multi-paradigm fusion of simulation tools.

This enables both a static description of the parts and a dynamic simulation

of their interactions, and both are critical to the investigation of complex

systems as presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, SIMULACRA provides the

facilities for a library of models within dimensional repositories to be used by

the modeller/user, in accordance with his or her intentions [119], providing

increased investigative power where currently theories are lacking. In the

next chapter, a case study is presented which is used to test the functionality

of the proposed SIMULACRA approach.
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Chapter 7

Case Study: Information

Sharing in a Harbour-Security

Organizational Ecosystem

Bringing together the work presented in the previous chapters, this chapter

details an application of the articulated SIMULACRA approach. Specifically,

it presents a case study that uses models from the seven dimensions proposed

in Chapter 4, implemented using the AnyLogic and Brahms tools overviewed

in Chapter 5. Together, these models form the model base to be executed by

the SIMULACRA simulation platform architecture presented in Chapter 6.

Case studies, in general, are a valid form of evaluation [163]. Their merit lies

in their ability to apply an instantiated approach to a real or synthetic case

environment in order to evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach [156].
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This is precisely its intended use in this dissertation. Moreover, having pre-

sented the SIMULACRA modelling and simulation platform, it is important

to consider how this research can be applied by practitioners and researchers

alike. To this end, this chapter will not only present the case study, models,

experiment, and results, but will also act as a type of road map, leading

those wishing to use SIMULACRA or to understand it further to gain a

better sense for its applicability.

The first section of this chapter provides the motivation for the case study, in

particular outlining a previous project undertaken at the University of New

Brunswick. The second section describes the case study in detail, providing

a scenario description, as well as prescriptive models needing to be imple-

mented as part of the investigation. The third section presents the actual

descriptive models that have been implemented as part of the case study. Im-

portantly, while these models are beneficial to the current case, they can also

be used to form the basis for other case studies. This is in keeping with the

vision of SIMULACRA, which is to enable the reuse of transdisciplinary di-

mensional models. Lastly, the fourth section discusses the experiment design

for examining the benefits of applying the SIMULACRA approach, where

the typical consumers would be practitioners and researchers in the area of

operations research. It also presents the results of the experiment, which are

analyzed and discussed subsequently in Chapter 8.
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7.1 Motivation

The genesis for this case study stems from research undertaken in the Adap-

tive Risk Management (ARM) lab at the University of New Brunswick from

summer 2009 until winter 2012 [98]. Over the course of this project, titled

“Modelling & Simulation for Public Safety & Security Operations,” the key

issues under investigation were captured by its milestones appearing below:

1. Design of the Holistic Security Ecosystem (HSE) simulation

2. Implementation of the HSE simulation

3. Extension of the HSE simulation to include social, cognitive, and in-

formational conceptual models

4. Verification of the extended HSE simulation

5. Analysis of the effect of key social, cognitive, and informational factors

6. Analysis of the effect of security system relationship configurations on

goal achievement

7. Evaluation of the HSE “proof of concept”

This work also forms the background for SIMULACRA, in which a com-

puter simulation tool was needed to help operations researchers better un-

derstand the impact of different dimensions on a problem related to opera-

tions research. The problem selected was that of information sharing across
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organizations in an organizational ecosystem environment (i.e., an environ-

ment that includes multiple organizations—public, not-for-profit, and pos-

sibly some for-profit—working toward a common non-profit-based objective

(e.g., saving lives), wherein each organization maintains its autonomy, but

may give up this autonomy for a while in the interest of the whole).

Information sharing has been identified as a major source of concern in the

public sector, in general, and emergency response, in particular [162, 4]. By

information sharing, it is meant the process of disseminating data—be it

in the form of a phone call, email, letter, or online data feed—to another

organization for the purpose of arriving at a shared operational picture/un-

derstanding.

Importantly, information sharing, as a research area, offers a rich landscape

for exploration, replete with seeming minutiae that often prove to be highly

relevant. For example, take the case of determining how much information to

share: If too little information is shared, vital links only made possible with

a certain threshold of data may fail to be seen in time. On the other hand,

if too much information is shared, this may lead to delays and inefficiencies,

as time must be spent sifting through large volumes of incoming, possibly

irrelevant, data.

To address such concerns, Albert and Hayes, in their book Power to the Edge,

propose using network-centric operations to deal with large volumes of data

[2]. However, investigating the merits of such an approach, taking into con-

sideration the myriad and complex interplay of contributing factors, remains
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a challenge. On this motivational point, it is precisely applied research tools,

such as SIMULACRA, which might offer support in testing such policy-based

hypotheses prior to their wide-spread adoption, and it is in the backdrop of

this interesting, challenging, and complex problem that SIMULACRA finds

its roots.

The ultimate purpose of the case study presented herein is to show an exam-

ple of SIMULACRA enabling a user to engage with different models (from

multiple dimensions), to specify model interactions, to create a multi-agent

simulation, and to run the simulation to investigate the combined impact of

these models on a particular facet of the system of interest. However, it is

hoped that the SIMULACRA approach, to be detailed further in this chap-

ter and evaluated in Chapter 8, can be used in a more general way, not only

for the domain of the present case study, information sharing, but also for

other equally interesting domains related to organizational policy. It is for

this reason that, in this research, much emphasis has been placed on deriving

a comprehensive multi-dimensional modelling methodology upon which the

SIMULACRA approach has been based.

7.2 Case Description

It should be noted that SIMULACRA came out of a desire to create a tool

for operations researchers and policy analysts. Nonetheless, presenting a

real-world case in a dissertation might bring about issues related to privacy.
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Therefore, in order to avoid such issues, a synthetic case study has been

developed with the help of subject-matter experts in order to show the po-

tential benefits of the SIMULACRA tool. The use of subject-matter experts

will be discussed further during the evaluation phase in Chapter 8.

To examine the impact of various factors, stemming from the proposed seven

dimensions, an incident for which there would be information to share prior to

the event and for which no organization would immediately have the complete

picture was conceived. This provides an interesting backdrop, in the context

of inter-organizational collaboration, to consider emergency prevention in

contrast to emergency response. Moreover, this allows the impact of specific

factors on the organizational ecosystem to be investigated, including current

organizational policies and human factors.

Figure 7.1 presents a partial taxonomy, which divides incidents into two

categories: intentional and non-intentional. Intentional incidents, including

terrorism and smuggling, often leave behind observable indicators that can

be pieced together after-the-fact in an effort to determine how the incident

unfolded. Non-intentional incidents, on the other hand, including accidents

and natural disasters, often do not provide this same flavour of observable

indicators, which can be used for prevention. Furthermore, until a response

is required, non-intentional incidents do not demand a high degree of inter-

organizational collaboration. As a consequence, only intentional incidents

will be considered in this case study. In other words, it will focus on the

events leading up to an incident, rather than those following an incident.
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Figure 7.1: Incident Taxonomy (adapted from Hales and Race [54])

In the scope of this case study, different organizations within the simulation

will observe different indicators that may or may not relate to an incident.

The decision about whether or not to share the information concerning the

indicator with other organizations will be left to the agents, and this decision

will be based on organizational policy as well as individual factors. Various

configurations will be considered, herein, and success will be determined by

whether or not consensus is reached by the meta-organization indicating that

an incident is imminent. Because a definite start time must accompany the

simulation, a three-month window prior to the incident will be simulated,

and pertinent background information will be injected at the start of the

simulation. Existing organizational policies will be considered to be the “-3”

portion of the timeline, shown in Figure 7.2, while the three-month window

will represent “-2”. Once consensus is reached, focused intelligence (“-1”)

will be the next step, and this is where the simulation will end. However,
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the more time provided between focused intelligence (“-1”) and the incident

(“0”) the better, and this is exactly why exploring information sharing and

early consensus are so vital.

Figure 7.2: Event Time Horizon (adapted from Hales and Race [54])

7.2.1 Case Study Scenario

This section presents the background information related to the case study

scenario and also presents two possible scenario variations. It should be

noted, however, that the variations described are those that occur only when

the attack is successfully carried out. If the organizations under consid-

eration are successful in sharing information and in achieving consensus,

then the simulation ends without incident. Moreover, for further variety, the

starting simulation conditions can change, providing different initial condi-

tions that organizations must consider when determining risk assessment and

information-sharing policies. For example, during the simulated three-month

period leading up to the incident, a major event could take place in the port

such as the “Tall Ships Festival,” which might impact the assessment of risk.

Additionally, indicators injected by the simulation can also be made to dif-
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fer between simulation runs, and this adds to the variations capable within

the developed scenario. The user can set all such initial parameters via the

Schedule View presented in Chapter 6.

Scenario Background

The Canadian government has decided to allow offshore drilling close to an

environmentally sensitive area. A port near to the proposed site is busy

constructing a new dock to support the drilling operation. A protest group,

calling themselves “Freedom of the Sea,” has voiced its opposition to the de-

cision and has published a manifesto calling on people to join them in their

fight against the “destroyers of the environment.” This group has already

staged several well-attended protests and has received international attention

and support.

Problem 1 (one possible variation)

A local branch of the protest group has purchased a boat and is reinforcing

the hull. The group has performed further demonstrations and more are

being planned. A large quantity of fertilizer has been purchased from stores

within 100 km of the dock, and an anonymous threat arrives that failure

to abort the planned offshore drilling will be met with violence. There has

also been increased vandalism around the dock. Despite the protest efforts,

the government’s position does not change, so some members of the protest

group decide to retaliate. They will drive the boat into the harbour, stage a
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distraction (e.g., man over board), abandon the vessel, and let the boat filled

with explosives drift/motor into an important port structure.

Problem 2 (one possible variation)

Radical members from the protest group, with previous sailing experience,

decide to infiltrate a foreign ship coming to the port of interest. Meanwhile,

additional protests are taking place on Canadian soil. Intelligence sources

warn of a possible attack at Canadian ports by ships en route from Europe.

A ship coming from Europe into Canada has a known member of the protest

group on board. The ship submits all of its pre-arrival reports on time and is

allowed into the port. However, as the pilot begins navigating the ship into

the harbour, the members of the protest group and their sympathizers on

board take control of the ship. They then navigate the ship into an important

port structure.

7.2.2 Prescriptive Models

In the subsections that follow, several prescriptive models related to the case

study will be presented. These have been verified and validated at a work-

shop (explained more fully in Chapter 8) and have subsequently informed the

descriptive (i.e., implemented) models which will be presented in Section 7.3.

Stakeholders and Indicators

The following stakeholders and indicators have been identified as shown in
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Figure 7.3 and Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The stakeholders have been partitioned

into five groups: (1) those related to the daily operations, (2) those related to

governance, (3) those related to users/customers, (4) those related to critical

service providers, and (5) those related to external intelligence sources. Of

these, six representative organizations have been selected for the investiga-

tion of inter-organizational information sharing: Federal Police, Transport

Authority, Public Safety, Municipal Police, Port Authority, and Navy. This

is not to suggest that the other organizations do not play a role. They do,

but it is an indirect role in the form of message (or indicator) sharers, as

specified via the Schedule View from Chapter 6.

Figure 7.3: Case Study Scenario Stakeholders (*Agents Appearing in Simu-
lation, either Directly or Indirectly)
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Table 7.1: Simulated Routine Events

Number Indicator

1 Vessel or agent submits pre-arrival information report (PAIR)
96 hours before arrival

2 Vessel submits pre-arrival check-in 24 hours before arrival
3 Pilot embarks
4 Vessel is cleared for entry
5 Pilot of large vessel requests tug boat support
6 Vessel submits pre-departure clearance forms
7 Vessel is cleared for departure
8 Tug boats arrive to vessel
9 Non-conventional large vessel applies for movement clearance

for entry/departures
10 Water-born commercial activity (e.g., tugs, ferries, fueling barges,

tour boats, diver operations, and fishermen)
11 Cruise ship activities
12 Air-Taxi activities
13 Cargo ship activities
14 Naval vessel movement in harbour
15 Tides and current changes
16 Weather conditions (e.g., fog)

Agents in the simulation will be able to identify both routine and non-routine

events in the form of indicators. Routine events are those considered by the

organization to be normal, everyday events, while non-routine events are

those considered by the organization to be out-of-the-ordinary. The latter

might relate to anomalies or be strong indicators of a potential threat.

It is important to note that the order in which indicators are injected into

the system and the time period between injections can influence organiza-

tional behaviour. For example, if a large amount of fertilizer is purchased

(i.e., non-routine event (NRE) 6 from Table 7.2) and a threat is made shortly
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afterward about a possible attack (i.e., NRE 15), it might be assumed that

these two events are related. However, this assumption might be very differ-

ent if a threat is made early on in the simulation and fertilizer is purchased

very late, as other “noise” factors might reduce the perceived risk by an orga-

nization. This type of reality must be able to be captured with the resulting

simulation models.

Timelines

Based on these routine and non-routine indicators, two sample timelines have

been created for the Problem 1 and Problem 2 incidents (see Figure 7.4 and

Figure 7.5, respectively). In general, however, any timeline can be created

based on the indicators to investigate a broad range of possible incident vari-

ations. In fact, timelines can also be created by the system automatically

if events are given specific constraints (e.g., a date range). This allows the

system to look up the events associated with a particular incident, as well

as the possible times when these events can be injected into the simulation,

thereby automating the process while enabling reasonable fluctuations.
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Table 7.2: Simulated Non-Routine Events

Number Indicator

1 Warnings and alerts
2 Large quantities of explosives reported missing in port of origin
3 Police infiltration intelligence
4 Heightened alert
5 Purchasing and fitting out a ship
6 Purchases of large quantities of fertilizer
7 Embarkation of a large number of barrels of petroleum, oils, and

lubricants (POLS)
8 Reports of explosions, particularly in rural or wooded areas
9 Employees inquiring about operations, equipment, assets, or security

measures about which they should have no job-related issues; or employees
using video camera/observation equipment that is not job related

10 Victim with chemical burns, missing fingers/hands, and potentially
not forthcoming about how incident occurred

11 Press releases of possible attacks
12 Declaration of MARSEC Level 2∗

13 Causing a fire or explosion, conducting blasting, or setting off
fireworks, including setting a flare or other signalling device
without port approval

14 Casting adrift a ship
15 A threat made via telephone call, postal mail, or email
16 Conducting a demonstration or protest in the port
17 Police infiltration intelligence about infiltrated ship en route

to Canadian harbour
18 Transporting/loading ammonium nitrate (fertilizer product) onboard

a ship without port approval
19 Declaration of MARSEC Level 3∗

20 Dead ship moves without port approval
21 Distress call over radio to CCT-MCTS or other vessel
22 Reports of a struggle/takeover/weapons onboard vessel of interest (VOI)
23 Missed pilot/vessel communication checkpoint of loss of communication
24 Vessel diverts from planned track (radar detection)
25 Taking off or landing of a sea-plane without port approval
26 Inability to establish communications with aircraft
27 Collision/grounding of a vessel
28 Man overboard

∗ MARSEC = Maritime Security
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Figure 7.4: Problem 1 Possible Timeline
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Figure 7.5: Problem 2 Possible Timeline
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Publish-Subscribe Model

Within the simulation, event indicators are observable by all agents in the

immediate area. However, different factors may cause the agent to ignore

the indicator or be delayed in its observation, such as attention and/or task

overload. Only agents that observe the indicator will be able to share the

information with other agents. Agents that receive information directly from

the observer agent form the set of initial subscribers. This process from

indicator to observation to possibly sharing the information is a variant of the

publish-subscribe model, known also as the observer pattern. Interestingly,

the information passed by the observer then becomes an indicator to the

subscriber agent that may or may not observe it and that must then decide

whether or not to share the information with other subscribers (who will be

known as transitive subscribers).

The decision about which agent to communicate the information to is deter-

mined chiefly by the business rules (i.e., formal policies) of the organization to

which the agent having observed the indicator belongs. This communication

is in the form of the report created in response to the observation. How-

ever, various factors may impede the agent from sharing the indicator with

another organization, in addition to the organizational policy, including the

classification level of the information, the relevance of the information, the

lack of technical interoperability between the two organizations, the volume

of incoming indicators to the observer organization (e.g., too many indicators

may lead to task overload), and the culture of the observer organization (e.g.,
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it may not be willing to share uncertain information or information that is

perceived to be irrelevant).

Business Process Models (i.e., Functional Models)

The following models depict the processes used by agents in the prevention-

oriented meta-organization to handle indicators and information sharing.

Following the discussion above, these models have been generalized so that

an indicator can refer to either the initial event indicator or the information

shared by another agent. These models form the basis for the internal logic

of the agents in the simulation code, which is presented in Section 7.3.

High-Level Process Model

Figure 7.6 shows the high-level process used by an agent. It begins with

an indicator that the agent may or may not observe. The agent will then

consider whether or not to document the information. If the indicator cor-

responds to a routine event and there is not an elevated threat level (e.g.,

MARSEC1 2), then the information will not be recorded or shared. How-

ever, if the indicator is non-routine or there is an elevated threat level, the

indicator will be documented. Once documented, the agent will determine if

the indicator corresponds to a “risky” incident. If it does, then the agent will

consider publishing the information to other agents, as well as considering if

1MARSEC = Maritime Security: A three-tiered system reflecting the prevailing threat
environment to national maritime transportation (with level three being the greatest per-
ceived threat level) [150]
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Figure 7.6: High-Level Process Model
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it needs to make a response. The major subprocesses in this high-level

model—observe, document, risk check, and publish—are discussed in turn

below, in addition to the process for determining if consensus has been

achieved among the various organizational stakeholders.

Observe Process Model

Figure 7.7 shows the process used to determine whether an agent observes

the indicator without a delay, with a delay, or not at all. This model uses

different thresholds to determine if a particular impediment is activated. For

example, if the agent’s attention is overloaded and beyond the threshold

value, the indicator will not be observed. Any individual or organizational

factor impacting observation can be added to this model, and how the fac-

tor is ultimately calculated can be left to expert input. Moreover, different

threshold values can be used to represent different types of individuals and

organizations.

Document Process Model

Figure 7.8 shows the process used to document an indicator. If the indicator

relates to a non-routine event or a routine event when there is an elevated

level of risk, it will be compared against the various problem (i.e., incident)

scorecards to determine if it may be an indicator of something more severe.

If the indicator is part of the scorecard, it will be recorded as having been

observed. The notion of scorecards is quite useful and can be considered to
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Figure 7.7: Observe Process Model

represent the conceptual space of an organization or individual, as opposed

to a document. Importantly, it can be used to capture the experience and

expertise of the various members of the meta-organization. For example,

more indicators on a scorecard might be associated with more experience,

while a refined model might be associated with more expertise. This concept

will be revisited in Section 7.3.

Risk Check Process Model

Figure 8 shows the process for checking the risk associated with the different

scorecards. The challenge with simulation is to allow the various agents in

an organization to observe indicators, but not realize right away that an inci-
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Figure 7.8: Document Process Model

Figure 7.9: Risk Check Process Model

dent is imminent. To achieve this, thresholds are once again used. A score is

tabulated for each scorecard based on the recorded indicators and compared

against different thresholds corresponding to the likelihood of the incident.

If the score falls below the lowest threshold value, then the likelihood of the

incident is considered to be negligible and the risk is zero. Otherwise, the

likelihood is used in association with the consequence of the incident to com-

pute a risk value.
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Because the scorecards can be unique to individuals and organizations, differ-

ent incident scores can be computed to reflect the differences in understand-

ing and relevance across the various members of the meta-organization. For

example, it stands to reason that a health organization knows far less about

terrorism than a police organization, and may not realize that a particular

set of indicators actually implies a high likelihood of occurrence. Moreover,

how the different organizations weigh the various consequences of an incident

can be different so that interests pertinent to the organization are weighted

higher than those that do not impact the organization directly.

Publish Process Model

Figure 7.10 shows the process used to determine whether or not an agent

shares the indicator with other agents. This model is based on the information-

sharing impediments presented earlier, and uses different thresholds to de-

termine if a particular impediment is activated. For example, if there is

an organizational policy that prevents the sharing of the information under

specific circumstances, and those circumstances have been met and the im-

portance of the policy to the agent is above the threshold value, then the

indicator will not be published. Interestingly, any individual or organiza-

tional factor impacting information sharing can be added to this model, and

different threshold values can be used to represent different types of individ-

uals and organizations.
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Figure 7.10: Publish Process Model

Consensus Process Model

Figure 10 shows the process involved in determining whether sufficient con-

sensus has been reached by the various members of the meta-organization.

For each incident being considered by the organizations, if the number of

organizations that agree that the incident is imminent is greater than the

consensus threshold, then a meeting will be convened to do focused intelli-

gence, and the simulation will end. If consensus is not reached before time

“0” (the time of the incident according to Figure 7.2), the simulation will

end in failure with the incident having taken place.

In this section, the case study scenario has been described, along with the

associated prescriptive models. These are used as the basis in the subsequent

section for the descriptive models, implemented in order to realize the case

study.
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Figure 7.11: Consensus Process Model

7.3 Simulation Models

One objective of the present case study is to employ models from each of the

seven dimensions in order to demonstrate that they can be used in concert

to investigate a specific system of interest. This “system,” referring to those

agents and factors that participate and impact information sharing in a meta-

organizational harbour setting, has been laid out in the case study scenario

above. Below, the details of each model implemented to realize the case study

are presented, including the model’s high-level description, its parameters

and range values, its purpose, and, if applicable, which of the simulation

paradigms has been used in its implementation.

For clarity, the models have been grouped according to their associated di-

mension. However, it should be noted that, in practice, models that relate

to more than one dimension could be partitioned into different dimensions

or, alternatively, allocated to the single most appropriate dimension. More-

over, recall that these various models form part of a model repository that
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can be used by researchers and practitioners alike. Such a collection serves

to facilitate simulation development, providing a broad range of models and

modelling representations to assist in organizational system investigations.

However, these user-selected models also require a (conceptual) system-level

model to describe the dynamics among them, thereby unifying independent

models into a single, cohesive simulation. Such a system-level model is also

presented in this section.

7.3.1 Structural

The models in this subsection relate in some way to the actual, formal orga-

nizational structures present within the system of interest. Two models have

been developed as part of this case study and are presented below. The first

relates to an agent’s role within an organization, while the second relates to

an organization’s position within the meta-organizational structure.

Organizational Role

Description: This model associates an agent to a specific role within an

organization.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [memberOf] specifies the organization to which this agent is

associated.

• String [role] specifies the role within the above-specified organization

that the agent enacts.
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Purpose/Motivation: The purpose is to situate the agent within a specific

organization. This answers the “What role do I play?” question in Chapter

4 (see Figure 4.1).

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: As a simplification, the role of each agent is as

a “Liaison Officer” to facilitate communication across organizations, while

the possible organizations to which an agent can be a member are limited

to the following: Federal Police, Public Safety, Transportation Authority,

Municipal Police, Port Authority, and the Navy.

Notes: As a simplification, this model associates an agent to only a single

role within a single organization. However, without much change, this model

can be made to accommodate a plurality of roles an agent can undertake,

both within the same organization and across organizations.

Screenshot: Figure 7.12 captures the screenshot of this model within SIM-

ULACRA, showing both the dimension to which it belongs (highlighted on

the bottom border) and the name of the model (highlighted on the left panel).

Meta-Organizational Chart

Description: This model positions the current agent’s organization relative

to other agents within the meta-organizational environment. This relative

position is specified as being “higher,” “equal,” or “lower” in the organiza-

tional chart than the organization whose position is currently being com-

pared.
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Figure 7.12: Organizational Role Model
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Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• ArrayList [organizationalPosition] specifies for each organization in the

list, whether the current agent’s organization is “higher,” “equal,” or

“lower” to it in the organizational chart.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose is to situate the current agent’s orga-

nization relative to the other organizations within the meta-organizational

environment. This will be used later on when the agent determines its in-

fluence based, among other things, on its formal position relative to another

agent’s organization. However, this is only its use in the current case study.

Other case studies could use this model for whatever purpose was deemed

appropriate.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: The possible organizations within the ecosystem

are limited to the following: Federal Police, Public Safety, Transportation

Authority, Municipal Police, Port Authority, and the Navy.

Notes: It should be noted that the information specified within this model

might not be factual. Recall that agents can believe things to be other than

they factually are. In other words, two agents from different organizations

may have very different beliefs about who is formally “in charge.”

Screenshot: Figure 7.13 captures the screenshot of this model. It is divided

into two parts. The bottom portion allows the user to specify the position

of other organizations relative to the current agent’s organization, while the

top portion shows the resulting visual meta-organizational chart.
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Figure 7.13: Meta-Organizational Model
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7.3.2 Functional

Models in this dimension refer to what actions an agent can perform. While

other dimensions help an agent to determine what to do, the functional di-

mension specifies (and thereby limits the choice of) the available actions/ac-

tuators. One model is presented in this subsection, relating to information-

sharing activities.

Activity List

Description: This model captures all activities the agent is able to perform

within the simulation.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [name] specifies the name of the activity.

• int [minTime] specifies the minimum amount of time needed to perform

the task (the actual time is randomly chosen in the range [minTime-

maxTime]).

• int [maxTime] specifies the maximum amount of time needed to per-

form the task (the actual time is randomly chosen in the range [minTime-

maxTime]).

• int [mentalLoad] specifies the mental load from the point-of-view of the

current agent (in the range [0, 20]).

• int [taskPctMental] specifies the percentage of the task that requires

mental effort.
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• int [physicalLoad] specifies the physical load from the point-of-view of

the current agent (in the range [0, 20]).

• int [taskPctPhysical] specifies the percentage of the task that requires

physical effort.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to specify what the

agent is able to perform. This answers the question “What actions can I

perform?” in Chapter 4. It further specifies relevant information about each

activity that can be used by other models to simulate specific phenomena

(e.g., work load).

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: For this case study, the activities are limited to

the four presented previously in this chapter: observe, document, risk check,

and publish.

Notes: The NASA Task-Load Index (TLX) [58] measures are used in this

model to specify the physical and mental load each task represents. A task’s

load is specified by an integer value in the range [0, 20], and the mental and

physical divisions of a task are specified using percentages in the range [0,

100], which must combine to total 100 percent.

Screenshot: Figure 7.14 captures the screenshot of this model. The user

is able to manipulate the variables of any of the four activities to fit his

or her perception of reality. However, the constraints imposed upon these

manipulations are enforced by the interface. For example, the user is not able

to select values outside of the specified range, and the mental and physical
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Figure 7.14: Activity List Model
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percentage divisions are programmatically adjusted to maintain a sum of 100

percent, whereby any decrease/increase in one percentage variable has the

opposite effect on the other.

7.3.3 Normative

This dimension refers to what an agent should and should not do; it spec-

ifies the “norm.” One model is presented below and relates to that norm

an agent believes concerning the need to share information with another

agent. Importantly, norms come about through both formal/explicit and in-

formal/implicit sources, and this nuance is captured in the following model.

Need to Share

Description: This model captures the normative beliefs of the current agent

as it relates to the need for sharing information with agents from other or-

ganizations.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [indicatorID] specifies the information indicator being consid-

ered for sharing.

• String [agentnName] specifies the name of the agent being considered

by the current agent to share the specific indicator with.

• String [agentnNorm] specifies the norm the current agent believes is in

place related to a specific indicator and a specific agent (the value is
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one of “True,” “False,” or “Unknown”).

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to specify what an

agent believes are its norms regarding the performance of one of its actions:

whether or not to share information (i.e., publish). This model helps to

answer the question “When do I perform an action?” from Chapter 4, and

it is norms arising over time from a combination of policy and culture that

often result in discrepancies between the prescriptive and descriptive views

of an organization.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: Norms are specified according to three cate-

gories: true, false, and unknown. These relate closely with the deontic logic

categories: obliged (i.e., required), prohibited, and permitted. However, in-

stead of explicitly specifying the third category (i.e., permitted), this model

chooses to specify the category as “unknown.” This allows the agent in mod-

els presented subsequently to decide whether or not to share the information

with another agent. It represents the “grey” area, and it is precisely this

type of uncertainty, which comes about as a result of formal norms and rules

not being able to cover every situation, that leads to differences between

the prescriptive and descriptive views of organizations. Because norms may

be specific to relationships between organizations/agents, this model enables

the user to specify a norm for each individual organizational agent, rather

than the agent having only a single norm per information instance. In this

case study, [indicatorID] ranges from “RE01–RE16” for routine events and
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“NRE01–NRE28” for non-routine events, while the [agentnName] is one of:

Federal Police Liaison Officer, Transportation Authority Liaison Officer, Pub-

lic Safety Authority Liaison Officer, Municipal Police Liaison Officer, Port

Authority Liaison Officer, or Navy Liaison Officer.

Notes: If subsequent models wish to use the deontic logic categories, then

the “unknown” category is sufficiently versatile to enable this. However, it

is also able to capture a deeper sense than simply “permitted,” and, because

of the relevance of the “grey” zone in organizational investigations, has been

used alongside “true” and “false” in this model. It also is able to capture the

sense of the agent actually not knowing the norm, even if it exists formally

in organizational policy. Such would be the case, for example, with a new

employee still learning the ropes. Moreover, in this case study, the norms

of only one activity are considered. However, in general, a normative model

related to each activity, as well as combinations of activities, can be created.

Screenshot: Figure 7.15 captures the screenshot of this model. It shows

the information indicators (which will be presented below), the organization

names of the agents (other than the selected agent whose beliefs are be-

ing set), and the three normative options for each indicator-agent pairing.

Furthermore, the collapsible tree-list panel on the left-hand side allows the

norms for all indicators to be accessed. Those currently being displayed are

bolded in the panel. For example, in the figure, only those norms relating

to the indicators of the first eight “Routine Events” are shown, as per the

highlighted text.
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Figure 7.15: Need to Share Model
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7.3.4 Psychological

This dimension captures the mental processes (e.g., deliberations and choice

selections) of the agent. Three models are presented in this subsection: i) a

model relating to task overload, ii) a model relating to norm overrides, and

iii) a model relating to situational assessment (e.g., whether or not a terrorist

attack is imminent).

Overload Model

Description: This model captures the current agent’s ability to perform a

task based on available resources. If too many activities are performed in

short succession, without adequate time to recover, the agent will become

overloaded and unable to take on new tasks until it has time to recover.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [activityName] specifies the name of the activity.

• int [mentalLoad] specifies the mental load from the point-of-view of the

current agent (in the range [0, 20]2).

• int [taskPctMental] specifies the percentage of the task that requires

mental effort.

• int [physicalLoad] specifies the physical load from the point-of-view of

the current agent (in the range [0, 20]).

• int [taskPctPhysical] specifies the percentage of the task that requires

2This range is also taken from the NASA TLX.
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physical effort.

• int [experience] specifies the experience level of the current agent; this

value is a mitigating factor in terms of being able to handle mental

load.

• int [timePressure] specifies the current time pressure as a factor impact-

ing workload; higher values are associated with increased time pressure.

• int [betweenTaskRecovery] specifies the between task (BT) recovery

value (i.e., the factor by which processing capability increases when

no activity is currently being undertaken by the agent).

• int [duringTaskRecovery] specifies the during task (DT) recovery value

(i.e., the factor by which processing capability increases while an ac-

tivity is being undertaken by the agent).

• int [minProcessingCapability] specifies the minimum range value for

the agent’s processing capability.

• int [maxProcessingCapability] specifies the maximum range value for

the agent’s processing capability.

• int [startingProcessingCapability] specifies the processing capability the

agent begins with at the start of the simulation.

• int [overloadThreshold] specifies the value between [minProcessingCa-

pability] and [maxProcessingCapability] inclusive, under which the agent

is overloaded.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to take into account the

“Human Factor” [157]. People are not robots and are subject to changes and
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increased work loads, which can impact how well they are able to perform

future tasks. This model is meant to contribute to this investigation by

incorporating such factors into the system of interest, further underscoring

the importance of multi-disciplinary endeavours.

Simulation Technique: System Dynamics

Case-Study Application: For this case study, the [activityName] and

NASA TLX parameter values come from the functional model presented ear-

lier; and this inter-model dynamic connection is described further in Section

7.3.9. For this case study, the values for the remaining parameters are as fol-

lows: [experience] is a value in the range [0, 40], [timePressure] is a value in

the range [0, 100], [betweenTaskRecovery] ’s and [duringTaskRecovery] ’s val-

ues are in the range [0, 40], [minProcessingCapability] is a value in the range

[0, [maxProcessingCapability] - 1], [maxProcessingCapability] is a value in the

range [[minProcessingCapability] + 1, 1000], [startingProcessingCapability] is

a value in the range [[minProcessingCapability], [maxProcessingCapability] ],

and [overloadThreshold] is a value in the range [[minProcessingCapability],

[maxProcessingCapability] ]. When this threshold is triggered, an output is

generated by the model to inform any listening models to the change in state.

This dynamic is also described in Section 7.3.9 between this model and the

connecting agent model as described in Chapter 6.

Notes: This model has been adapted by work by Bruinsma [21], in which

task load was investigated with respect to an emergency response case study.

The original model, while a mathematical model, was not implemented as
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a system dynamics model, but rather as a series of separate functions. The

use of an existing model within the current case study is meant to show

how oftentimes useful/beneficial models exist already in the literature, which

strengthens the argument for a model repository.

Screenshot: Figure 7.16 captures the screenshot of this model. The top

portion shows the system dynamics layout, with different interconnected pa-

rameters impacting, based on particular equations, the in and out flow of

the “Processing Capability” resource stock. The bottom portion allows the

user to specify certain input values, but it also shows the values associated

with the currently active task (if any is being undertaken by the agent).

This particular information corresponds to that found within the functional

dimension model presented above. Lastly, as seen in the figure, the model’s

input serves to determine internal parameters, such as workload and task

recovery. Such dependent parameters highlight the internal dynamics of the

model, which will differ only according to changing input values.

Override Model

Description: This model specifies the values associated with factors that are

used by the current agent to determine whether a norm should be violated.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• int [threatLevel] specifies the influence the current problem threat level

has (as perceived by the current agent) on the override calculation; the

value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].
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Figure 7.16: Overload Model
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• int [culturalAlignment] specifies the influence the current agent’s align-

ment with its organization’s culture has on the override calculation; the

value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [competency] specifies the influence the competency of the other

agent (who could potentially be receiving indicator information from

the current agent) has on the override calculation; the value for this

parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [trust] specifies the influence the trust of the other agent (who could

potentially be receiving indicator information from the current agent)

has on the override calculation; the value for this parameter is in the

range [-100, 100].

• int [ownershipDegree] specifies the influence the degree of ownership of

the information-to-share has (as perceived by the current agent) on the

override calculation; the value for this parameter is in the range [-100,

100].

• int [uncertainty] specifies the influence the uncertainty of the information-

to-share has (as perceived by the current agent) on the override calcu-

lation; the value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [accuracy] specifies the influence the accuracy of the information-

to-share has (as perceived by the current agent) on the override calcu-

lation; the value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [completeness] specifies the influence the completeness of the information-

to-share has (as perceived by the current agent) on the override calcu-
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lation; the value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [credibility] specifies the influence the credibility of the information-

to-share has (as perceived by the current agent) on the override calcu-

lation; the value for this parameter is in the range [-100, 100].

• int [trueThreshold] specifies the threshold value below which a “True”

norm should be treated as “False”; the value for this parameter is in

the range [-100, 100].

• int [falseThreshold] specifies the threshold value above which a “False”

norm should be treated as “True”; the value for this parameter is in

the range [-100, 100].

• int [unknownThreshold] specifies the threshold value at or above which

an “Unknown” norm should be treated as “True” and below which it

should be treated as “False”; the value for this parameter is in the

range [-100, 100].

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to enable the current

agent to override a particular norm. This is important as such things happen

in the real world and have an important influence on the outcome of a system.

In this model, factors have been grouped into four categories: i) individual

factors, ii) social factors, iii) informational factors, and iv) normative factors.

Specific individual factors influencing the agent include the current risk level

(e.g., if the risk level is higher than before, it might justify contradicting a

norm) and the agent’s alignment with the culture of its organization (i.e.,

does the agent tend to “toe the party line”). Social factors are also impor-
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tant. For example, an agent may choose to share particular information with

another agent from another organization, not because of formal norms, but

because of informal relationships [34]. If the agent is willing to disobey a for-

mal norm, then this agent may consider such factors as the trust level it has

with the other agent and the competency of that agent (i.e., will the agent be

able to use the information to improve the current situation). The quality of

the information is also important to the override deliberation. Such factors

as the accuracy, credibility, and completeness of the information are impor-

tant, as are the amount of uncertainty the agent has about the importance

of the information and the degree with which the current agent believes it

has a monopoly on this information. For the last point, for example, if the

agent believes it is the only one with this information, it might feel more

strongly about sharing it with others, as no other agent can contribute this

information. Alternatively, if the agent is interested in getting a promotion

and sees this information as a means of perhaps discovering the problem it-

self, the agent might choose not to share the information. These types of

scenarios can all be set by the user within this model by specifying different

parameter values. Lastly, the normative factors relate to whether the agent

believes a particular norm associated with a specific piece of information and

a specific agent is “True,” “False,” or “Unknown.” The thresholds associated

with each category are independent, allowing an agent to, for example, view

“Unknown” norms as being “permitted,” but “True” and “False” norms to

be just that: “obligated” and “prohibited.”
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Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: For this case study, the notion of normative

overrides is a crucial one for information sharing. It is known that members

of specific organizations sometimes circumvent formal rules in order to arrive

at the desired end goal, and they do this by overriding a formal norm, such

as those governing the sharing of information; otherwise, the organizations

would be limited and little synergy created among them. In fact, it could be

argued that this is why Emergency Operations Centres (EOCs) bring people

from different organizations together in one physical space—to foster trust

and other social bonds in order to accomplish tasks more effectively. For

this case study, the mathematical formula used to determine the normalized

value, in the range [-100, 100], for each specific agent-indicator pair is as

follows:

Γijn = σcomp(j) ∗ πcomp + σtrst(j) ∗ πtrst + σcult(i) ∗ πcult +

σthrt(i) ∗ πthrt + σownr(n) ∗ πownr + σuncrt(n) ∗ πuncrt +

σaccy(n) ∗ πaccy + σcmpl(n) ∗ πcmpl + σcred(n) ∗ πcred

where Γijn represents the override value in the normalized range [-100, 100]3

for the current agent, i, in reference to another agent, j, and a specific indica-

tor, n, with a higher value being associated with a stronger sense to override

3Note that the normalization is not shown in the above equation.
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the norm; σ∗ represents the “score” (or belief value) associated with a par-

ticular factor (e.g., “comp” = “competency”; “thrt” = “threat level”; and

“uncrt” = “uncertainty”); and π∗ represents the user/modeller’s weighting

preference for a particular factor (e.g., “cult” = “cultural alignment”; “ownr”

= “ownership degee”; and “cmpl” = “completeness”). These preferences are

set within the override model itself.

Notes: The current presentation/formulation of this model is in the form

of factors that can be incorporated into a mathematical model. This is

needed as factors influencing the override calculation may be ever-changing

in the mind of the agent (e.g., threat levels), so new calculations are always

going on to weigh the benefits and disadvantages of contradicting a norm,

be it formal or informal. Again, the three normative values parallel the

“obligated,” “prohibited,” and “permitted” values of deontic logic, while still

allowing for a broader consideration of “permitted” as discussed in Section

7.3.3: i.e., just because a normative value is unknown does not imply that it

is permitted in every situation.

Screenshot: Figure 7.17 captures the screenshot of this model. The user

is able to specify input parameter values, according to the above range con-

straints, in the top portion of the model. The user can then preview the

result of the true, false, and unknown threshold settings separately in the

bottom portion of the model. Here, if a red box appears in a particular

indicator-agent cell, it means that the specified indicator will not be shared

by the corresponding agent, even if the norm were set to “True.” Impor-
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Figure 7.17: Override Model
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Figure 7.18: Override Model Previewing Norm Violations
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tantly, while red highlighting denotes a norm violation in the case of the

true threshold, it corresponds to the norm in the case of the false threshold.

Such highlighting is shown in Figure 7.18 for the case of the true threshold,

with [trueThreshold] being set to 12. Any values falling below this threshold

are highlighted in red in the bottom portion of the model. This preview

shows the result if all norms were set to “True” (in the case of previewing

the true threshold), so this model does not correspond directly to the norms

stipulated in the normative dimension model. However, this functionality

allows the user/modeller to conveniently determine the behavioural profile

of a particular agent. Moreover, similar previewing is available for the other

two thresholds, as well.

Problem Scorecard

Description: This model captures the information related to a particular

problem that the current agent is interested in keeping track of (e.g., possible

terrorist attack). The idea behind a scorecard is that a risk assessment can

be calculated based on indicators already observed, where each indicator is

associated with a particular threat score. This helps the agent in assessing

the current threat level affiliated with a particular problem.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [indicatornID] the ID of the indicator observed by the current

agent.

• int [indicatornScore] the score, for the particular problem specified,
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associated with observing the particular indicator; a higher score means

that this information is a stronger indicator that the problem will occur.

• String [thresholdnName] specifies the name of each of the categories in

the threshold range.

• int [thresholdnScore] specifies the lowest score associated with the par-

ticular threshold level.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to permit the agent to

track possible problems based on observed indicators and to determine the

current threat level associated with each problem.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: The values associated with each parameter in

this case study are as follows: [indicatornID] takes values in the range

“RE01–RE16” for routine events and values in the range “NRE01–NRE28”

for non-routine events; [indicatornScore] takes integer values in the range [0,

25]; [thresholdnName] takes the values “green,” “blue,” “yellow,” “orange,”

and “red” in order of increasing threat, as per the standard used by the De-

partment of Homeland Security [106]; [thresholdnScore] takes values in the

range [0, 44 × 25], as there are 44 indicators with a maximum value of 25.

For simplification, only a single problem is considered in this variant of the

case study. However, the additional complexity caused when multiple prob-

lems are “active” threat candidates would be an interesting extension of the

present case study.

Notes: It should be noted that each higher threat value must have a score
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at least one higher than the previous threat level, and this input requirement

is validated/guaranteed within the SIMULACRA tool.

Screenshot: Figure 7.19 captures the screenshot of this model. It shows

the “Non-Routine Events” and their associated scores in the scorecard for

the problem of “Domestic Attack.” It should be noted that a score of zero

effectively removes the indicator from the scorecard. Other parts of the

scorecard, which can be accessed using the tree-list panel on the left-hand

side of the screen, include the scores associated with “Routine Events” and

the values associated with the five different thresholds. These can all be

modified by the user at any time before or during a simulation run.

7.3.5 Social

The models in this dimension refer to relational social aspects (e.g., trust)

between the current agent and other agents/organizations. In the following,

two models are presented: one dealing with beliefs the current agent has

about other agents, and one dealing with beliefs the current agent has about

organizations. Each model will be described in turn.

Agent Belief List

Description: This model captures the beliefs the current agent has with

respect to other agents in the system of interest.
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Figure 7.19: Problem Scorecard Model
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Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [namen] specifies the name of agent n.

• String [memberOfn] specifies the name of the organization the current

agent believes agent n to be a member of.

• String [trustLeveln] specifies the trust level associated with agent n

from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [competencyLeveln] specifies the competency level associated with

agent n from the perspective of the current agent.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to capture those beliefs

the current agent has about other agents in the system of interest.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: For simplification, only three beliefs about other

agents were considered in this case study. However, knowing of which orga-

nization another agent is a member is critical if the current agent is to assess

whether or not to share information with the other agent (and, by exten-

sion, the agent’s organization). The competency and trust values are also

important and may impact, for better or worse, an agent’s decision to share

information. Some agents, like humans, might be less apt to share informa-

tion with another agent it believed was not trustworthy. In this case study,

[namen] can be one of Federal Police Liaison Officer, Transportation Author-

ity Liaison Officer, Public Safety Authority Liaison Officer, Municipal Police

Liaison Officer, Port Authority Liaison Officer, and Navy Liaison Officer,

while [memberOfn] can be one of Federal Police, Public Safety, Transporta-
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tion Authority, Municipal Police, Port Authority, and the Navy. The levels

for [trustLeveln] and [competencyLeveln] lie in the integer range [1, 5], where

a larger number is associated with a higher perceived level of trust and com-

petency.

Notes: It should be noted that having a single value for trust and compe-

tency shows only that the dynamics of such beliefs were not of key importance

in the current study. However, other researchers/practitioners might object

and would be encouraged to add a dynamic trust and/or competency model.

As a further note, competency and trust are important aspects of the CAR

model [90], where C refers to competency, A refers to authority, and R refers

to responsibility.

Screenshot: Figure 7.20 captures the screenshot of this model. The user is

able to specify belief values for the active agent relating to both trust and

competency. Similarly to previous models, the range constraint is guaranteed

by the interface, which will not allow a user to enter an invalid value. Inter-

estingly, this model also includes reflexive beliefs, wherein the active agent’s

belief about its own trust and competency values can be set by the user.

Organization Belief List

Description: This model captures the beliefs the current agent has with

respect to organizations in the system of interest.
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Figure 7.20: Agent Belief List Model
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Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [namen] specifies the name of organization n.

• String [clearanceLeveln] specifies the clearance level associated with

organization n from the perspective of the current agent.

• String [technicalLeveln] specifies the technical level associated with or-

ganization n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [cultureTypen] specifies the culture type associated with organiza-

tion n from the perspective of the current agent.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to capture those beliefs

the current agent has about organizations (its own and others) in the system

of interest.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: The clearance and technical levels relate to

standard requirements regarding sharing information inter-organizationally.

These may impact, for example, norms and transmission of information if

specific technical requirements are not met. In the case of the latter, it won’t

matter if the agent believes it can send the message; if the technical require-

ments are not satisfied, then the message cannot be sent. In this case study,

the values for both [clearanceLeveln] and [technicalLeveln] lie in the integer

range [1, 5], where a larger number relates to a stricter requirement. For

the [cultureTypen], the values also lie in the integer range [1, 5], and these

numbers relate to the following scale: 1 = relaxed culture; 2 = moderately

relaxed culture; 3 = neutral culture; 4 = moderately restrictive culture; and
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5 = restrictive culture. Here “relaxed” refers to a culture that is willing to

bend the formal rules to accomplish the end goal, while “restrictive” refers

to a culture that will stand by the rules even if it jeopardizes the end goal.

Notes: Similarly to the Agent Belief List, the Organizational Belief List

includes the agent’s beliefs about its own organization. This information

(and specifically the culture type) is employed in the Override model, as

described in Section 7.3.4.

Screenshot: Figure 7.21 captures the screenshot of this model. As shown,

the beliefs associated with each organization can be specified by the user

through the use of slider controls. To assist the user in setting appropri-

ate cultural values (which can be vague) a description of the culture type

classification appears within the model. Ideally, detailed descriptions would

accompany all models so as to better equip the user/modeller in its applica-

tion.

7.3.6 Physical

This dimension refers to the physical reality of the system of interest. This

could include buildings, roads, and segments of land, but also critical infras-

tructure, such as communication and IT. In this section, a model of network

communication is presented.

Network Communication Model

Description: This model captures the communications critical infrastruc-
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Figure 7.21: Organization Belief List Model
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ture used by the agents to share and receive information amongst themselves.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• int [technicalLeveln] specifies the maximum technical level supported

by the communication network of agent n.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to be able to simulate

disruptions in the communications critical infrastructure, as well as to specify

the factual technical level of an agent’s communications network.

Simulation Technique: Discrete-Event

Case-Study Application: As with the social model, the values for [tech-

nicalLeveln] lie in the integer range [1, 5], where a larger number refers to

a network that is more robust in terms of factors such as security. This

is important as certain information indicators may be sufficiently sensitive

that they can only be shared over a network having at least the minimum

required technical level. Recall that an agent may believe the technical level

of an organization to be something other than it factually is. This can lend

further realism to the simulation, as the physical model is not governed by

the beliefs of an agent, but by facts.

Notes: While this is a simple model, it nevertheless shows the importance

and potential of including the physical dimension within a SIMULACRA

simulation. Other critical infrastructure could be modelled and simulated as

well, further broadening the scenario possibilities of what can be considered

within the system of interest. Furthermore, because communication between

agents (i.e., the sharing of beliefs) is handled on the Brahms side, not the
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AnyLogic side, a Brahms version of the network communication model has

also been implemented. However, it is much simpler than that presented in

AnyLogic. Its main function is to check the technical level of the communi-

cation network. If it receives a message that is above this level, it blocks it

and will not forward the message on to the corresponding agent. In this way,

both models act in the same manner as far as an agent is concerned, though,

from the user’s perspective, the AnyLogic model offers more information for

analysis.

Screenshot: Figure 7.22 captures the screenshot of this model. The bot-

tom portion of the model allows the user to specify the technical level of

the communications network. The top portion shows the possible incom-

ing information streams from the other system-of-interest agents, as well as

from entities external4 to the system of interest. A firewall is also modelled

at each incoming point which will block messages having a technical level

greater than that specified by the network. These messages are sent to the

“Blocked Queue,” which can be inspected by the user of SIMULACRA. Mes-

sages that get through the firewall are sent to the “Waiting Queue.” If the

agent is not busy (and not overloaded) and observes the message, it will

then be put into the “Active Queue.” Following the message having been

processed by the agent, it is finally sent to the “Process Queue.” Again, all

4This is how other organizations not directly modelled in the current simulation can
contribute information during the simulation. This particular mechanism happens via the
Schedule View, which was discussed in Chapter 6 but will also be discussed further in
Section 7.3.10.
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Figure 7.22: Network Communication Model
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queues can be inspected by the user during and following a simulation to trace

through the run. This model is also used in conjunction with the System

View model (discussed in Section 7.3.11) to visualize incoming, waiting, and

active messages.

7.3.7 Informational

This dimension refers to the information an agent has about the particular

situation (or problem) under investigation. This information might refer to

something non-physical inside the organization (or ecosystem of organiza-

tions) or to something physical inside the physical world. Below, the infor-

mation related to the indicators associated with a potential problem arising

in a harbour is presented.

Indicator List

Description: This model captures the beliefs the current agent has with

respect to the indicators related to the problem under consideration.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• String [indicatorIDn] specifies the identifier name of indicator n.

• int [classificationLeveln] specifies the classification level associated with

indicator n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [technicalLeveln] specifies the technical level associated with indi-

cator n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [ownershipDegreen] specifies the degree of ownership associated
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with indicator n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [uncertaintyn] specifies the uncertainty level associated with indi-

cator n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [accuracyn] specifies the accuracy level associated with indicator n

from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [completenessn] specifies the completeness level associated with in-

dicator n from the perspective of the current agent.

• int [credibilityn] specifies the credibility level associated with indicator

n from the perspective of the current agent.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to capture those beliefs

the current agent has about the indicators related to the problem under

consideration.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: The values for [indicatorIDn] are in the range

“RE01 - RE15” for routine events and “NRE01 - NRE28” for non-routine

events. For the [classificationLeveln] and [technicalLeveln], the values lie in

the integer range [1, 5], while the values for the remaining parameters lie in

the integer range [0, 100], where a larger number refers to a higher level or

greater degree of the particular parameter than does a lower number. For

example, a value of 100 for [credibilityn] means that the indicator has the

maximum credibility score, while a value of 15 means that its credibility is

low.

Notes: It should be noted that other indicators related to different problems
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can also be added to this model. Moreover, different problems may also share

some of the same indicators. The addition of such a problem(s) would be an

interesting extension to the current case study.

Screenshot: Figure 7.23 captures the screenshot of this model. For each

indicator, the user can modify the parameter values above at any time prior

to or during the simulation run. Similarly to the normative model in Section

7.3.3, all indicators can be accessed using the tree-list panel on the left-hand

side, both Routine and Non-Routine Events.

7.3.8 Brahms Agent Model

Description: This model captures the Brahms agent model associated with

the current agent.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are those of the various

models listed above. For the data-based models, the parameter correspon-

dence is one-to-one. However, in the case of the system dynamics (Overload)

model, only the parameter boolean [isOverloaded] is considered, which is

submitted whenever the agent changes from a non-overloaded to overloaded

state (or vice-versa) based on the int [overloadThreshold] parameter. Sim-

ilarly for the discrete-event (Network Communication) model, only the int

[technicalLeveln] parameter is considered, not the state information of the

various queues.
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Figure 7.23: Indicator List Model
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Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this agent-based model is to have a

single place in which the agent can consider its beliefs and decide upon the

best course of action to take. This is central to the SIMULACRA architec-

ture, as described in Chapter 6.

Simulation Technique: Agent-based (Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI))

Case-Study Application: The models directly connected to this agent

view are discussed in the subsequent subsection. These represent the beliefs

of the agent (both non-dynamic and dynamic), where dynamic refers to those

beliefs that have an underlying model that changes its value based on non-

human intervention (e.g., overload model).

Notes: Recall that this model is implemented in Brahms, which is a differ-

ent application than the one used to implement the other models presented

in this case study. The reason is that AnyLogic’s agents are not BDI agents,

like Brahms provides. The importance of having such an agent type has been

discussed already in Chapter 5. Importantly, the exact implementation de-

tails of (and the application used to implement) each connected model is not

of importance, provided that each model observes the interface requirements

presented in Chapter 6.

Screenshot: There is no screenshot per se for this model. However, visually,

it can be understood by examining the BPMN figures in Section 7.2.2. In

terms of the actual Brahms code, this is shown in Appendix A for the four

activities: observe, document, risk check, and publish.
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7.3.9 SIMULACRA Dynamic Model

Description: This model is used to describe how the various SIMULACRA

models presented in this case study are connected.

Parameters: No user-visible parameters currently exist for this model.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose is to show that the dynamics across

organizational models can be abstracted away from the case study imple-

mentation to permit different models to fulfill the same role, depending on

the preference of the user/modeller of the SIMULACRA tool.

Simulation Technique: N/A (data-based model)

Case-Study Application: The case study uses many data-based models

to describe the beliefs of an agent and to permit the user direct (including at

runtime) access to these beliefs so that maximum control over the simulation

can be achieved.

Notes: Similarly to the model presented above, the exact implementation

details of each connected model is not of importance, provided that each ob-

serves the interface requirements of the other model(s) to which it is connect-

ing. This relates to four different types of links: AnyLogic-to-AnyLogic model

links, Brahms-to-Brahms model links, AnyLogic-to-Brahms model links, and

Brahms-to-AnyLogic model links. Currently, this model linking is achieved

manually through code. However, future extensions of the SIMULACRA tool

could include an interface for enabling users to specify models and connec-

tions without having to be concerned with the underlying code framework.
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Screenshot: Figure 7.24 captures the screenshot of this model. It shows the

name of the dimensional models discussed in this section, which are all high-

lighted, showing that they are in use for the current simulation run. Some

models have solid edges, while others have dashed edges. The solid-edged

models are those implemented in AnyLogic, while the dashed-edged ones are

those implemented in Brahms. For the functional Brahms model, a further

solid, non-highlighted edge appears around the model name. This is used

to denote a collection of models that comprise the single model (these are

the observe, document, risk check, and publish models). This designation is

important as either the whole model or selected submodels can be replaced,

depending on the wishes of the SIMULACRA user/modeller. Three model

links are also shown in the figure, according to the legend. When an Any-

Logic model’s output is connected to the input of another AnyLogic model,

a solid, non-bolded directed link is used (e.g., between the functional dimen-

sion’s ActivityList model and the psychological dimension’s Overload model).

When a Brahms model interacts with another Brahms model, this is shown

using a directed, regularly-dashed link (e.g., the bi-directional link between

the functional dimension’s InfoShare Activities model and the physical di-

mension’s CommNet model). Lastly, when an AnyLogic model’s output is

used by a Brahms model, a long-short-long directed dashed link is used (e.g.,

between the functional dimension’s ActivityList model and its InfoShare Ac-

tivities model). For clarity, only two such links are shown in the figure (both

for intra-dimensional models).
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Figure 7.24: SIMULACRA Dynamic Model Showing Links Between Models
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What this dynamic model implies, however, is that all AnyLogic dimension-

specific models interact with the InfoShare Activities Brahms model in this

case study, providing the latest belief data to the agent. In addition, the In-

foShare Activities model interacts with the Brahms CommNet model when

sending messages to other agents and with the AnyLogic System View in or-

der to provide updates for the user interface. The AnyLogic CommNet model

interacts with that of Brahms, providing the latest facts about the settings

associated with the communication network, and both models interact with

the System View model to provide updates for the user interface. The only

other model interactions currently specified relate to the psychological dimen-

sion’s Overload and Override models inside AnyLogic. The latest activity

information (from the ActivityList model) for a particular agent’s current ac-

tivity is connected with the Overload model to determine the impact of this

activity’s load on the agent’s cognitive processing ability, while the Prob-

lemScorecard model (from the psychological dimension), the NeedToShare

model (from the normative dimension), the IndicatorList model (from the

informational dimension), and the AgentBeliefs and OrganizationalBeliefs

models (from the social dimension) all connect with the Override model to

determine whether an agent will override the sharing norm associated with

a particular indicator-agent tuple.

Importantly, for this case study, one of the objectives is to use a model from

each of the seven dimensions. This is why all models have been included,

even though a model like the physical dimension’s CommNet model may
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not represent a central element of the current investigation. It is worth

noting that in practice these models can be deactivated or replaced to satisfy

the requirements of a given simulation instance. It is not always the case

that having more models means a better simulation. In fact, this can lead

to an unnecessarily complicated one. How the models come together and

interact should be considered explicitly so as not to detract from the focus.

Nevertheless, it is the aim of SIMULACRA to enable a single model to impact

the entire system if so desired by the user/modeller, which is why having all

seven dimensions and being able to define the dynamics across models is such

an important capability.

7.3.10 Schedule View

Description: This model captures the indicator schedule sent by external

agents and manages the time for the simulation.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• int [timeStepsPerDay] specifies the number of deciseconds of real-world

time representing one day of simulation time.

• int [numSimDays] specifies the number of days that will be simulated

in this simulation run.

• String [indicatornID] specifies the ID associated with indicator n.

• String [indicatornDescr] specifies the description associated with indi-

cator n.

• Boolean [includeIndicatornDaym] specifies whether or not indicator n
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is sent to any agents in the simulation on simulated day m.

• String[] [commListIndicatornDaym] specifies the unique name of the

agent(s) to which indicator n is sent on simulated day m.

• int [currentTime] specifies the current simulation time.

• int [agentnTaskTime] specifies the duration of agent n’s task.

• int [agentnNotificationTime] specifies the notification time for agent n.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to allow the user to

specify an indicator schedule in which a particular indicator is sent to a

particular agent on a particular simulated day. It also allows the user to

specify how many deciseconds represent the simulated day length. This is

important as it allows the user to set a value that enables him or her to still

benefit from examining the simulation output in real-time, while minimizing

unnecessary wait times (e.g., between agent activities). (Recall that the user

can also examine the output following an experiment run.)

Simulation Technique: Discrete-event (time)

Case-Study Application: A sample schedule for the case study has been

shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 and external agents (i.e., agents other than the

six explicitly captured in this case study) shown in Figure 7.3 from Section

7.2. For this case study, the values for [timeStepsPerDay] and [numSimDays]

are in the integer ranges [0, 1000] and [0, 91], respectively. The value for [in-

dicatornID] is in the range “RE01 - RE28” for routine events and “NRE01 -

NRE28” for non-routine events. The values for [indicatornDescr] are those

specified in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 in Section 7.2. The parameter [includeIndica-
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tornDaym] takes values of “True” or “False” (Boolean), while [commListIndi-

catornDaym] may take the following values: Federal Police Liaison Officer,

Transportation Authority Liaison Officer, Public Safety Authority Liaison

Officer, Municipal Police Liaison Officer, Port Authority Liaison Officer, and

Navy Liaison Officer. The [currentTime] parameter is in the integer range

[0, [timeStepsPerDay]× [numSimDays]]. It is this parameter that is used

when a Brahms agent sends its [agentnTaskTime] (which is in the integer

range [[minTime], [maxTime] ], per the description in Section 7.3.2) to deter-

mine the corresponding [agentnNotificationTime], which has an integer value

of [currentT ime] + [agentnTaskT ime].

Notes: Currently, the user is not able to specify from whom the indicator

is being sent in the Schedule View. However, such an extension could be

applied in the future, along with additional beliefs in the social model about

the sender. This would allow the current agent to determine how it will

perceive the received information from external agents, as it is able to do

with the other five agents explicitly specified in the simulation. In general,

the values for these Schedule View parameters can have a different range

depending on the case study being explored. This is true for all the models

presented in this chapter.

Screenshot: Figure 6.6 captures the screenshot of this model. It appears in

Section 6.4.1, along with a detailed description of the graphical user interface.
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7.3.11 System View

Description: This model captures the system view related to the system of

interest.

Parameters: The parameters related to this model are listed below.

• int [agentnThreatLevel] specifies the current threat level of agent n.

• int [agentnTotalObserve] specifies the total number of possible observe

activities agent n could have engaged in since the beginning of the

current simulation run (i.e., barring observation impediments).

• int [agentnTotalDocument] specifies the total number of possible doc-

ument activities agent n could have engaged in since the beginning of

the current simulation run.

• int [agentnTotalRiskCheck] specifies the total number of possible risk

check activities agent n could have engaged in since the beginning of

the current simulation run.

• int [agentnTotalPublish] specifies the total number of possible publish

activities agent n could have engaged in since the beginning of the

current simulation run (i.e., barring publishing impediments).

• int [agentnTotalObserveTrue] specifies the total number of observe ac-

tivities agent n has engaged in since the beginning of the current sim-

ulation run.

• int [agentnTotalDocumentTrue] specifies the total number of document

activities agent n has engaged in since the beginning of the current
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simulation run.

• int [agentnTotalRiskCheckTrue] specifies the total number of risk check

activities agent n has engaged in since the beginning of the current

simulation run.

• int [agentnTotalPublishTrue] specifies the total number of publish ac-

tivities agent n has engaged in since the beginning of the current sim-

ulation run.

Purpose/Motivation: The purpose of this model is to capture those ele-

ments of the system of interest that will allow the user of the tool (researchers

or practitioners) to be able to see what is going on in the system. Its useful-

ness to provide them with sufficient information in a compact representation

is the main objective. It should not be so detailed that the user is unable to

understand what is going on in the simulation, but it should also not be so

simple that any analysis is only cursory.

Simulation Technique: N/A (makes use of other models: agent-based and

discrete-event)

Case-Study Application: This model is used to visualize to the user what

is taking place within Brahms. This represents Brahms-to-AnyLogic model

links. Specifically, in this case study, information related to messages shared

and observed are of key interest, as are the current threat level and activity

of each agent.

Notes: This model is tightly coupled with the case study, but not to any

specific implementation of the underlying agent models (i.e., it could be
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used with some other agent-based system besides Brahms). It represents the

environment of interest (i.e., the harbour setting in a meta-organizational

context) and focuses on the agents themselves and what information they

are sharing, not on the everyday physical aspects of the harbour (e.g., boats

leaving and entering it). For the purposes of this case study, such detail was

unnecessary. However, a different System View model could be developed as

a future extension if the situation merited it. It is also important to note

that the Schedule and System Views do not appear in Section 7.3.9, nor does

the Agent View discussed in Section 6.4.1. Rather, these views are outside

of the SIMULACRA repository, representing instead critical SIMULACRA

architectural components needed to combine select 7D models within a single

simulation.

Screenshot: Figure 7.25 captures the screenshot of this model. On the top,

the date of the current simulated day is shown. On the left-hand side, it shows

the six agents under consideration, and the communication network between

them. Messages (shown as envelopes, with the name of the sender on the

front) may originate from among the six agents—in which case the message

would travel along the dashed lines from the sending agent to the receiving

agent—or externally to the system—in which case the message would travel

from the solid line immediately above (or below) the agent. In both cases,

messages are queued outside, but very close to, the receiving agent, and it is

from this queue that the agent may observe a message. Whatever message

the agent is currently considering appears within the agent’s container. This
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also shows i) the name of the agent (along the top of the container); ii)

the current threat level of the agent (highlighted square on the right-hand

side of the container); and iii) the current activity the agent is engaged

in, as well as a ratio of “success / total” for each activity over the current

simulation run (highlighted square at the bottom of each container). Finally,

on the right-hand side, the following three graphs appear: i) the Consensus

Map graph, showing the current threat levels of all agents and how these

levels have changed over the course of the simulation run; ii) the Observation

Impediments graph, showing the number of impeded observations accrued by

each agent; and iii) the Publishing Impediments graph, showing the number

of impeded publications incurred by the agent because of classification or

technical reasons.

7.4 Experiment

Having examined the case-study simulation models in detail, the following

section outlines the experiment. Beginning with the design, it presents a

general methodology that can be applied to any SIMULACRA case study.

It then lists the results of the experiment in the second half, explaining how

the output is to be understood. The analysis of these results is reserved for

Chapter 8.
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Figure 7.25: Case Study System View
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7.4.1 Experiment Design

The experiment design will follow closely the flowchart shown in Figure 7.26.

This relates how simulation inputs, stemming from possibly diverse sources

such as surveys, scholarly papers, and intuition, can be applied to a set of

scenarios, each of which may explore a multitude of variations known as

“what-ifs.” The results from each scenario can then be used to analyze the

performance of the system and/or system components. This analysis when

considered across several scenarios can then be used to assess the robustness

of the system, by examining how specific configurations fare under varying

conditions.

Owing to the scope of the present case study, a single scenario will be ex-

plored in this dissertation according to the timeline laid out in Figure 7.4.

This scenario will examine the interplay of policy and practice, an impor-

tant concept first introduced in Chapter 1. In application, it is assumed

that certain inputs to the simulation will be collected from surveys of actual

members of the considered organizations. However, for the present purpose,

the inputs are taken to be exemplars of one possible configuration of the

simulated organizational system.

Three what-if variations will be run to assess the impact of policy overrides on

the system as a whole. The two extreme cases will be considered first. Case

one is when every false and unknown normative sharing policy is overridden,

resulting in full sharing across the network. Case two, on the other hand, is
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Figure 7.26: Experiment Flowchart
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when no overrides take place, resulting in the prescriptive (or “as specified”

in the rule book) sharing policy being enacted across the network. In the

third, a case between these two extremes is considered, where some false

and/or unknown sharing policies are overridden, but not all.

Once run, the results of these variations will be used to assess the performance

of the descriptive, “as-is” reality of the system of interest (i.e., case three)

vis-à-vis the full-share (i.e., case one) and the present policy (i.e., case two)

setups. This assessment will be based on two global metrics: (i) time to reach

consensus, which relates to the number of days needed for the organizational

system to reach agreement that an incident is imminent; and (ii) sharing

efficiency, which is a measure of how many sharing events occurred within

the system leading up to consensus achievement versus the total number of

possible sharing events that could have been performed. For both metrics,

a lower number will attend the more desired outcome. Importantly, the

definition of consensus can vary across different analyst users. For the present

investigation, it will be defined as follows: Consensus is achieved once the

majority of the agents in the organizational system believe the threat level

to be at least “orange” (i.e., a high risk).

7.4.2 Experiment Results

Below appear the resulting pair of output graphs for each of the variations

defined previously. In the first case, Figure 7.27 shows the consensus map.

This is represented by a cumulative graph in which the perceived threat level
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of each agent is tracked over time, showing the percentage of agents sharing

a particular belief (i.e., having consensus). A crosshair is affixed to the

graph highlighting at what point consensus is achieved. The second graph,

Figure 7.28, which is a stacked bar chart, shows the actual and possible

communications that (could) have taken place during the simulation run.

The darker portion shows the sharing events that have taken place, while

the lighter portion (if present) of each bar shows possible sharing events that

could have taken place had the policy been overridden, but did not. This

is important information for determining sharing efficiency. Similarly, for

case two, Figure 7.29 shows the consensus map and Figure 7.30 shows the

sharing events graph. Finally, Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show, respectively, the

consensus map and the sharing events for case three. The analysis of these

results appears in Section 8.3.

This chapter presented the motivation, description, and simulation models

associated with the information sharing case study. Furthermore, it detailed

the experimental design and presented results from the three experiment vari-

ations. The next chapter will evaluate SIMULACRA based on these results,

as well as its applicability when compared with other related approaches.
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Figure 7.27: Consensus Map (Case One)

Figure 7.28: Sharing Events (Case One)
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Figure 7.29: Consensus Map (Case Two)

Figure 7.30: Sharing Events (Case Two)
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Figure 7.31: Consensus Map (Case Three)

Figure 7.32: Sharing Events (Case Three)
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Chapter 8

Evaluation & Discussion

In the previous chapters, a multi-dimensional modelling methodology was

proposed (Chapter 4) and applied in concert with two software tools—AnyLogic

and Brahms (Chapter 5)—to develop and implement SIMULACRA (Chap-

ter 6). The resulting approach was then applied to a case study (Chapter 7)

involving a multi-organizational system concerned with maintaining safety

and security in a harbour setting. In this chapter, the application of the

SIMULACRA approach is evaluated and discussed. Beginning in the first

section, this chapter considers the larger picture of verification and valida-

tion (V&V), emphasizing the broad range of approaches available and the

context-dependent suitability of each. It then examines how well the de-

velopment and application of SIMULACRA adheres to the best practices

promoted by NATO, in Section 8.2, for accomplishing meaningful operations

research and analysis. Finally, in the last two sections, it analyzes the ex-
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perimental results from Chapter 7 and then considers how the SIMULACRA

approach compares to existing tools aimed at improving human understand-

ing of complex social systems.

8.1 Verification & Validation

In the world of simulation modelling, two concepts are central to the topic

of evaluation: verification and validation (together commonly referred to as

V&V) [105]. Verification is defined as “the process of determining that a

model implementation accurately represents the developer’s conceptual de-

scription and specifications,” while validation is defined as “the process of

assessing whether a model or simulation is an accurate representation of the

real world given its intended uses” [70]. This section will focus primarily

on the latter, dealing with the epistemological nature of translating the real

world into a simulation world, rather than focusing on implementation-level

concerns associated with the former. It will also describe the validation fol-

lowed as part of the SIMULACRA case study.

8.1.1 Evaluation Taxonomy

Much has been done for both natural and social sciences with respect to

validation, yet both approach the topic from different perspectives. As can

be seen in Figure 8.1, validation can be considered from at least three key

philosophical perspectives [131, 35]: (i) absolute pragmatism, which equates
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validation with whether or not a model has achieved its purpose, favouring

usefulness over truth in determining validity; (ii) empiricism, which requires

that all model components be based on premises or assumptions that can

be independently verified; and (iii) rationalism, which assumes the existence

of premises of “unquestionable truths” that when accepted implies accep-

tance of the validity of the model. Empiricism and rationalism are contained

within absolute pragmatism in the figure to reflect that a combination of

perspectives is often employed in practice to achieve validation.

Figure 8.1: Evaluation Taxonomy

In relation to the next layer of the figure, it is observed that some domains

and M&S paradigms are notably more challenging to verify and validate

than others such as domains related to the social sciences and the agent-
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based modelling-simulation paradigm, which according to Klügl [77] can suf-

fer from a lack of data particularly when validating extensive simulation

output. Finding characteristic data for the agent level is also not trivial,

as individual behaviours are often hard to capture in a reasonable way and

the data to empirically validate the behaviour of the model at all levels may

not exist in sufficient detail [77]. This latter difficulty is in fact a continued

concern for social science simulation, in general, due in large part to the

expense involved with data collection and the impossibility (in many cases)

of generating long time series for individual or group behaviour [147]. Some

have even described this as a “Catch 22” problem, stating that empirically-

justified computational models cannot be constructed until more data be-

comes available, yet the complexity of obtaining such data makes any study

infeasible without the aid of computational models to help guide them [67].

This difficulty may explain the division at this layer—that concerned with

the validation approach employed. Two main categories exist [77]: (i) em-

pirical validity, which uses statistical techniques to compare the output of

the model with data gathered from the target system; and (ii) face validity,

which ensures that the “processes and outcomes are reasonable and plausi-

ble within the frame and theoretic basis and implicit knowledge of system

experts or stakeholders.” Perhaps not surprisingly, these have been slotted

into “empiricism” and “rationalism,” respectively, in the figure as they cor-

respond closely to these philosophical positions. Moreover, in the case of face

validation, there is a concession that accounting for human acceptance (and
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trust) in the model is an important part of validation. In fact, as argued by

Troitzsch [147], when a simulation is modelled by a group of people in a par-

ticipatory way, agreement among the stakeholders can also be “a reasonable

indicator for the validity of the model.”

Delving deeper, for both approaches, two separate aspects can be considered

for model validation: behavioural and structural. The former refers to the

input-output behaviour of the system, while the latter refers to the internal

structure of the model (i.e., its internal logic and the causal relationship

between its variables) [77]. Interestingly, as presented in Chapter 4, these

also reflect the two key concepts at the center of complex-systems modelling.

Finally, for the empirical approach, behavioural and structural validation

have been further divided into three stages [166]: (i) the replicative stage,

which is satisfied when the model’s behaviour matches data already acquired

from the real system; (ii) the predictive stage, which is satisfied when model

data is derived before data from the real system confirms predictions; and (iii)

the structural stage, which is satisfied when a model not only reproduces the

real system behaviour, but also reflects the manner in which the real system

operates. However, for reasons already mentioned, these stages are more

suited to simulation involving physical phenomena than social ones [147].

8.1.2 Validation Matrix

Considering more closely the interplay of the various model aspects (e.g.,

behavioural and structural) and validation approaches (e.g., face and em-
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pirical), Figure 8.2 captures the relationship between these dimensions and

maps a specific combination to the central purpose of a simulation. As can

be seen, there are two broad simulation purposes that arise. The first in-

volves improving human understanding of the system of interest, while the

second emphasizes prediction and forecasting. In this research, the intended

use of the simulation tool is the former, involving aspects of illustration,

understanding, and training. Moreover, as stated previously, social-science

simulations and modelling and simulation techniques that are interested in

the behaviour of the individual (e.g., agent-based modelling) often suffer from

a lack of suitable data, making empirical validation impractical. Accordingly,

the validation approach that is used in this research is face validity, in both

the behavioural and structural characteristics of the model.

Figure 8.2: Validation Matrix (adapted from Klügl [77])
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8.1.3 Case Study Model Evaluation

For the present case study, the focus of the validation was on stakeholder

participation during the development stage and face validity following im-

plementation. This exercise began with a workshop in November 2010 (see

Appendix B for a list of organizations involved) in which 21 members rep-

resenting ten different organizations were asked to review the designs of key

simulation models from Chapter 7, including the four agent organization pro-

cesses: observe, document, risk check, and publish. In particular, they were

asked to consider two main issues—(i) whether the “right” things were being

modelled and (ii) whether these were being modelled in the “right” way—

based on two principal criteria: scientific merit and operational relevance.

Following a successful review stage (with iteration to incorporate stakeholder

feedback), the designs were then implemented and face validation was per-

formed to verify that the output of each individual model matched the expec-

tations from the workshop. Lastly, in addition to analyzing the behaviour of

the models (i.e., the input-to-output relationship), the internal structure of

the models were also exposed. Of particular benefit for this activity were the

business process modelling notation (BPMN) and the causal loop diagrams

(from system dynamics), both of which served to facilitate understanding

and direct feedback in a constructive way for simulation development.

Having reviewed different validation approaches and examined the particular

data constraints inherent within individual-based social models, this section
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has argued that the validation approach selected must reflect the intended

purpose of the simulation. The two major divisions of models that have

been considered are social and non-social (e.g., physical), which have been

treated in isolation. However, the case for SIMULACRA is more challenging

as it addresses both social and physical models within a single framework.

As such, in practice, both approaches can be used—face (for social models)

and empirical (for physical models, provided sufficient characteristic data

exist). Ultimately, the validation approach will be dictated by the intention

of the modeller. For example, even in the case of physical models, it may

be that some future technology is envisioned (and modelled) rather than

the “as is” reality. In such cases, it may be face validation, not empirical,

that determines the validity of the model vis-à-vis the user’s intention. In

the next section, the approach used to guide the development of the case

study is examined and an approach for applying SIMULACRA in general is

proposed.

8.2 NATO’s Judgement-Based Operational

Analysis

This section considers the topic of judgement-based operational analysis, as

presented in NATO’s RTO (Research and Technology Organisation) publi-

cation, “NATO Guide for Judgement-Based Operational Analysis in Defence

Decision Making” [122]. At its core, the publication is designed to act as a
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guide toward addressing challenging real-world problems using judgement-

based operational analysis as its methodology. Relying heavily on this guide,

this section will define the methodology, present its key steps, and discuss

to what extent these steps were followed during the creation of the harbour

security case study from Chapter 7. It will also define what is meant by

“messy” problems and show how SIMULACRA can be used to assist in their

management. Lastly, it will present a conceptual model for applying SIMU-

LACRA in the real world.

8.2.1 Defining the Methodology

In order to understand what is meant by judgement-based operational anal-

ysis, it is first necessary to define what is meant by operational analysis (OA)

in general. According to NATO’s Research & Technology Organisation [122],

operational analysis is defined as “an interdisciplinary science which assists

better decision making through identification and comparison of change op-

tions designed to improve problematic situations.” This assistance, broadly

speaking, can be grouped into two categories: (i) “hard” OA, which relies on

verifiable facts and numerical data and uses mathematical processes to derive

quantitative results; and (ii) “soft” OA, which relies on subjective judgement

and uses this as a basis from which to explore and compare possibilities [122].

In addressing real-world issues, the resulting OA decisions will typically com-

prise both “hard” and “soft” elements [122]. However, depending on the type

of issue under investigation, one OA approach is often relied upon more than
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the other. Figure 8.3 demonstrates this by showing a taxonomy of issues

based on increasing reliance of “soft” OA approaches and two curves repre-

senting the relative importance of “hard” and “soft” approaches. Issues can

fall into one of three characterizations: (i) puzzles, which refer to cases where

the issue is clear and there is agreement on how to address it and measure

results; (ii) problems, which refer to cases where the intent of the study is

clear, but there may be several ways of addressing the issue, based usually

on well-established methods and measures; and (iii) messes, which refer to

cases where there is a need to investigate an area, but the issue is unclear

and, thus, there is a need for heavy reliance on judgement to develop and

describe possible ways forward [122].

As can be seen in the figure, the need for “soft” OA approaches increases as

the complexity of the issue increases. Additionally, “messy” (also known as

“wicked” or “ill-structured”) problems can be further characterized as follows

[33]: often difficult to clearly define, often involve many interdependencies,

often multi-causal, often lead to unforeseen consequences, often more socially

complex than technically complex, and rarely ever fit conveniently within the

responsibility of any one discipline.

It is this last type of problem that is extremely challenging for operations re-

searchers to address, and this is precisely where judgement-based OA comes

in. Its aim is to transform unstructured, messy problems into well-structured

ones, by harnessing and exploring in a coherent and auditable way the “la-

tent knowledge and judgement of all stakeholders” [122]. More specifically,
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Figure 8.3: Issue Space (adapted from NATO [122])

judgement-based operational analysis is “used to inform those decisions where

the real issues at stake and the factors to be taken into account are incom-

pletely understood, where many and possibly conflicting viewpoints are in-

volved, [and/]or where our understanding of the actual interactions involved

is limited” [122].

8.2.2 Applying the Methodology

Having defined what is meant by judgement-based OA, it remains to explore

what the methodology entails. Specifically, this subsection will consider how

the methodology is able to move from a state of confusion and “messy” prob-
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lems to a state of shared understanding and the formulation of a structured

problem. It will also consider the benefits of the approach.

To begin, judgement-based OA consists of the following six key steps [122]:

1. Identify the stakeholders: Who are the owners of the problem?

2. Achieve consensus on the issues: What is(are) the problem(s) to solve?

3. Describe the system of interest to the stakeholders and the benefits they

seek from it: What are the different/conflicting perspectives stakehold-

ers bring to the study?

4. Identify the system measures of performance and benefit: How can the

system of interest be measured to provide a benchmark and way for

future comparison?

5. Generate change options: What options might improve the system?

6. Model the system of interest, so that change options can be evaluated

for the benefits each will deliver: What is the best path forward?

Together, these form the road map for how to apply the methodology. At

its foundation, once stakeholders have been identified, the methodology in-

volves clarifying the issues and building a consistent and agreed upon view

of the system. This is an essential outcome of the methodology and part of

restructuring the problem into something manageable. In fact, it has been

argued that messy problems are not actually “solved”—they are “managed”

[122].
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The immediate benefits of this methodology are two-fold. First, it “enables

progress to be made for some otherwise intractable and complex decisions”

[122]. The second benefit is that it “involves a creative journey of discovery

and learning that can be used to the advantage of decision makers” [122].

Often, the problems are less complex than they initially appear, the apparent

complexity being due more to misinformation than to true system complexity.

At other times, however, the problem is highly complex, but can still benefit

from clarification and the creation of a shared perspective across stakeholders.

Being able to bring to bear the opinions, knowledge, and experience of all

stakeholders is a key value-added scientific activity. Not only does it bring

together (possibly) inter-disciplinary perspectives to define the problem, but

also it can lead to the generation of a broader solution space from which to

consider change options, thereby benefiting the decision maker.

In the case of SIMULACRA, each of the six steps was applied during the

development of the case study. First, for identifying the stakeholders, an ex-

tensive search was performed in which a large body of stakeholders in the

harbour setting were considered. These, together with the project stakehold-

ers, formed the initial large net of candidate stakeholders, which was later

refined to limit the scope of the study.

The second step, achieving consensus on the issue, came about through a

series of meetings with the project stakeholders prior to any simulation im-

plementation. The scope and general nature of the study were agreed to,

and this was followed by a case-study generation phase, in which subject-
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matter experts were involved. The case study and proposed models were

then presented to a group of stakeholders at a workshop for feedback and

approval.

Step three, describing the system of interest, was accomplished using vari-

ous models and diagrams, of which system dynamics and business process

modelling notation models were of particular assistance. The 7D modelling

methodology had not yet been fully articulated, but would have been of aid in

more easily showing how the several models connected together conceptually.

Step four, identifying the system measures of performance, arose out of the

early meetings and crystallized following the case-study generation phase. Of

key importance to the present case study are the impediments faced by the

agents and the time it takes the agents to reach consensus about whether or

not a threat is imminent, as reflected in the results from Chapter 7.

The fifth step, generation of change options, relates to the different “levers”

that can be modified within the system via the SIMULACRA tool. These

include models related to the normative, psychological, social, physical, and

informational dimensions.

Finally, step six, modelling the system of interest and comparing options, is

realized in the output from the simulation runs, which will be considered

more closely in the subsequent section.

As has been described, there is a close association between the judgement-

based OA methodology and that used in the generation and application of

the proof-of-concept case study. In fact, there seems to be a natural fit
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between NATO’s approach and SIMULACRA. Specifically, upon identify-

ing the stakeholders and the issue(s) (steps one and two), the 7D modelling

methodology can be used in step three to describe the system of interest.

What is more, this description can be operationalized into simulation mod-

els that incorporate the various measures and levers identified in steps four

and five, before being run as an executable simulation (step six). This sim-

ilarity lends support to the argument that the SIMULACRA approach is

indeed capable of addressing hard, even “messy” problems, as it can be di-

rectly applied within the context of judgement-based OA. Consequently, this

methodology can be employed in future studies by those using SIMULACRA

to gain traction on “messy” problems as was done in the present case study.

8.2.3 Computer-Assisted Theory Building

Moreover, it is relevant to consider the overall general process of going from

“theory” (potentially only in the mind of the user) to simulation and on to

validation. Figure 8.4 depicts this process and is divided into two parts: the

real world and the simulation world. Connecting these separate spheres is

the theory block, though it need not be a formal theory. For example, it

might simply be a hunch on the part of a user. Nevertheless, any idea a

user wishes to apply in the real world should go through a basic validation

process.
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Figure 8.4: Theory-Building Process (adapted from Sargent [125])
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The idea (or hypothesis) may start from either the real world (i.e., some-

thing that has been observed) or the imagination of the user (i.e., perhaps

some inspiration or imagining of a future possibility). In the case of the for-

mer, a real-world experiment could be conducted from which results could

be analyzed to judge the value of the theory. On the other hand, for the

latter case, once a theory is conceived and models implemented, the results

of the simulation can be compared against the hypothesis. In both cases,

results of the analysis may necessitate modifications to the theory or ex-

periment/models or abandonment of the theory as a suitable descriptor of

reality. Using this method, a validated theory from the real world could also

be translated into the simulation world and computational results compared

to the expected results of the theory. If found to be an accurate reflection of

real-world results, the validated model could then be operationalized. Simi-

larly for theories developed from simulation, once the theory has been tested

in the real world and finds support, it too can be operationalized. Again, the

intermediate steps from conception through to operationalized model may go

through several iterations. However, this shows the potential in the context

of modelling and simulation of using a tool like SIMULACRA to extend step

six, modelling and evaluating the system, by underscoring the interaction be-

tween the simulated system and the real world and how “operationalized”

hypotheses can be advanced or corrected based on a series of feedback loops.

Besides expounding the relationship between the real world and the simula-

tion world, this section has served to highlight the validity of the judgement-
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based OA approach in the development of the case study in Chapter 7. It has

also championed its use in the application of SIMULACRA, particularly in

the context of “messy” problems. In the following section, simulation results

from the case study are examined.

8.3 Analyzing Experimental Results

This section will analyze the results from the previous chapter’s case study,

considering the approach in general, as what is most important is that the

system behaves as the analyst user intends. In particular, this section will

highlight, after examining the output from Section 7.4.2, SIMULACRA’s

ability to improve users’ understanding of the system of interest in practice,

from differing perspectives and scales, as well as its ability to analyze change

options.

The two bar charts below combine the data from the three what-if experi-

ment variations introduced in the previous chapter. The first, in Figure 8.5,

compares the number of days to reach consensus for the “full share” (i.e.,

case one), the “policy share” (i.e., case two), and the “practice share” (i.e.,

case three). Similarly, Figure 8.6 captures the number of sharing events that

took place for each of these cases.

In terms of consensus achievement, case one arrives earliest to consensus, at

55 days, followed by case three, at 64 days, and lastly case two, at 84 days.

These results are reasonable, as the earliest consensus that can be achieved
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Figure 8.5: Comparing Consensus Achievement Across Three Different Cases
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Figure 8.6: Comparing Sharing Events Across Three Different Cases

is when all possible sharing events take place, whereas the worst result is

expected when the fewest number of sharing events occur, representing case

two. The variation between these extremes lies within the interval from 55

to 84 days, but, as the results indicate, the practice sharing case is closer to

the best case than the worst. As it relates to sharing efficiency, the opposite

outcome is observed. Case two exhibits the most efficient sharing, while case

one exhibits the worst. Once again, the middle case lies in between and is

closer to the best case than the worst. These, too, make sense, as full sharing

will lead to the most inefficient sharing mechanism and policy sharing to the

most efficient.
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The above results imply that for the practice share some of the descriptive

policies for sharing are being overridden by the agents, leading to improved

consensus achievement without unduly overloading the entire system. More

importantly, these results provide a basis on which additional variations (e.g.,

change options) can be explored and implications considered. For example,

an analyst user may consider alternative practice sharing configurations, dif-

ferent system performance measures besides time to reach consensus, and/or

a series of deeper questions stemming from these results, such as what would

happen if an existing social relationship changed within the network or a new

person were added? Such questions can be explored by adding new agents

and/or modifying agent beliefs. Interestingly, the two extreme cases can be

linked to two very different organizational cultures. In the first, where total

sharing occurs in spite of the policies in place, this can be understood as a

situation where there is no fear of reprisal for overriding organizational pol-

icy, while, in the second, where only policy-approved sharing occurs, this can

be considered the other end of the spectrum, where there is increased fear

of the consequences of going against a policy and/or an overarching accep-

tance in the rationale governing the policy decision. This ability to simulate

varying organizational realities with ease is a testament to the implemented

organizational models.

While the same behaviour exhibited in the case study could have been sim-

ulated in many ways, the current tool allows for a wide degree of flexibility.

The analyst user is able to change parameters both before and during the
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simulation run. A set of models is also available to the user—including a

system dynamic model of overload—and these can be made to interact and

affect the results. Lastly, the current models can be enhanced or replaced

for added investigative detail, as desired by the user. For example, the belief

model of the agent could be replaced by one where trust and competency

change depending on such factors as the amount of sharing that takes place

between the sender and recipient agents, as well as the quality of the shared

information, which would be based on information beliefs of the agent.

Importantly, it is not only the override mechanism that is being considered

in this case study. It is also, implicitly, all of the factors that influence this

mechanism. Each influencing factor (or combinations) can be considered

and analyzed from different perspectives. In fact, what exists is a multi-

level perspective from which a particular phenomenon can be observed and

modelled. This may be from the aggregate level—for example, in the case of

policy override, the various belief weights an agent has for the different factors

that influence whether or not to override a policy—and/or the composite

level—for example, the various models that connect to the policy override

mechanism. Each level can be considered in more detail, and the influence

of its components on subsequent levels investigated. This is a major benefit

of the 7D modelling methodology, which allows both breadth and depth to

be simultaneously expressed.

This section has considered three variations, all related to a single scenario.

What balance of override to non-override is appropriate, however, should be
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evaluated on a case-by-case basis, as the scenario often dictates the sharing

need. As such, a particular configuration ought to be examined over several

scenarios to gain insight into its robustness as stated in Chapter 7. The fact

that the simulation behaves as expected (i.e., that the results are reasonable

given the models and initial inputs) is important, particular for face validity,

as the goal is to enable the analyst user to offload certain cognitive processes

in an effort to explore specific hypotheses in the mind. Additionally, this case

study and analysis have served to provide a proof-of-concept application of

SIMULACRA to the important debate of policy versus practice. In fact,

the results emphasize the importance of and the logic governing emergency

operations centres (EOCs). Putting people in close physical proximity during

training and while addressing unfolding situations creates an atmosphere

in which social bonds are formed, and the hope is that these bonds will

lead to meaningful relationships over time. This is important as “practice,”

which can be influenced by trust and beliefs about the strong competency

of the other person (agent), can find ways of circumventing strict policies in

order to accomplish objectives more effectively, as suggested by the results.

In summary, SIMULACRA offers a fertile ground for further investigation.

The fidelity of the results will depend on how realistically the salient points

have been articulated in the models. What SIMULACRA does is to offer a

platform for exploration. The chapter continues with an overview of how the

proposed approach relates to existing ones.
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8.4 Comparison with Existing Approaches

This section considers how SIMULACRA compares with existing organiza-

tional simulation approaches found in the literature. Although it was a chal-

lenge to find relevant competitors, this section will examine four approaches

that each reflect at least one important aspect of SIMULACRA. To facilitate

comparison and better evaluate the uniqueness and benefits of SIMULACRA,

each approach will be analyzed according to the following five criteria:

1. Model reuse: Does the approach emphasize model reuse? If so, to what

extent does it enable it?

2. Understanding the system of interest: Does the approach seek to im-

prove human understanding of the system of interest?

3. Executable simulations: Does the approach provide the ability to run

simulations and explore the dynamics of the system?

4. Multiple paradigms: If the approach allows simulation, does it support

multiple M&S paradigms? If so, to what extent?

5. Modelling methodology: Does the approach provide a lens for “viewing”

the system of interest to help guide model and simulation development?

If so, does it respect the complexity of the real world (i.e., is it based

on complex systems theory)?
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8.4.1 STAMP: Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and

Processes

The STAMP (Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes) approach

was developed by Nancy Leveson at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology (MIT) and is based on the notion that safety, if considered from a

system’s perspective as a control problem, can be designed into the system

itself [83]. As a consequence, in STAMP, accidents are viewed as resulting

from a flaw in control. Specifically, they are failures to enforce a constraint on

the behaviour of a system component, which includes “people, societal and

organizational structures, engineering activities, and physical system compo-

nents” [83]. This control system can be modelled by considering the following

elements: (i) the control laws, which specify the required relationship among

system variables; ii) the current state, which captures the latest values of the

system variables; and (iii) the state changes, which define how the control

process can switch states [83]. Accordingly, accident factors result from a

discrepancy between the prescriptive and descriptive control model, which

may diverge drastically as the system matures and changes, and may be due

to inappropriate control actions being issued by the controller, inadequate

or missing feedback, and control actions being inadequately executed. As a

conceptual tool, this approach can be used to either reactively assess a sys-

tem (following an accident) or proactively improve/engineer a system (prior

to an accident).
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In relation to SIMULACRA, this approach with its emphasis on control mod-

els that are systemic in nature is clearly complementary to the 7D modelling

methodology. It also has a directed objective to improve the user’s under-

standing of the system of interest. However, STAMP is neither executable

nor does it emphasize model reuse, as models appear to be case dependent.

Nevertheless, the STAMP lens could be used to direct the application of

the 7D models, particularly if exploring the safety domain. Together with

SIMULACRA, this could be used to analyze the impact of specific poli-

cies/practices on safety and explore the effect of varying control models in

the minds of the system agents, with possible applications in training.

8.4.2 OrgSim: Organizational Simulation

The OrgSim (Organizational Simulation) approach is discussed at length in

a report, which acts as a technical manual for the simulation program, from

Stanford University and is based on the report author’s previous work [23].

While not much appears outside of these publications, OrgSim is a good

example of using simulation to assist with operations research, and this is

why it has been included in this section. The OrgSim approach is a software

tool used to simulate organizational planning, coordination, and information

processing [104]. At its foundation is a mathematical model of these key

organizational activities, which can be executed using linear programming

techniques to arrive at values for desired variables based on pre-specified

constraints and algebraic relationships. Specific organizational parameters
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can be manipulated within the OrgSim software tool, including the size of

the organization, the coordination system used for information exchange, and

actor behaviour. Moreover, the user is able to specify certain parameters,

known as “user controlled data elements,” such as target profit, which are

specified using an input file [104]. Once the model has been solved, the

program finishes, outputting specific model parameters to file that can be

interpreted by the user.

As it relates to SIMULACRA, OrgSim is executable and does seek to im-

prove human understanding, though admittedly only with respect to a small

portion of the system. However, it relies on a single paradigm for its mod-

elling and execution, and also provides no guidance on how the models can be

modified internally or how new models can be added to the simulation. Nev-

ertheless, this approach could be used as a possible source of models for the

7D modelling methodology, providing yet another paradigm to be employed

within the architecture.

8.4.3 SimOrg: Simulation of Human Organizations

The SimOrg (Simulation of Human Organizations) approach proposes a BDI

agent architecture for representing individual employees within an organiza-

tion. “Individuality” in the agents is achieved using a model of personality

[26]. This model describes personality according to 12 bipolar attributes re-

lated to an individual’s motivational aim (e.g., openness vs. preservation),

cognitive style (e.g., systematization vs. innovation), and interpersonal rela-
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tions (e.g., shyness vs. communicability). These particular attributes then

serve to influence the agent’s decision-making process, acting as weights to

discriminate between possible actions—the relevant action with the highest

score is selected by the agent. Such an architecture lends itself to the analysis

of the impact of specific individual stereotypes (e.g., optimist) and combi-

nations on the performance of the organization and has been applied to a

hypothetical software team, having seven employees, formal and informal in-

teractions (e.g., group formation and task flow), and task actions like design,

estimate time, code, and test code. The results were able to demonstrate the

impact of different personalities on long-term productivity (by examining ef-

ficiency) and communication failure (highlighting how one individual with

a strong personality can affect collective behaviour). Moreover, the imple-

mented SimOrg architecture was developed with human interaction in mind.

Users can interact with the system and perform specific actions to influence

the collective outcome of agents, including employing or dismissing a specific

agent and adjusting salary and work speed. By observing the effect of spe-

cific actions on the system almost immediately, it is envisioned that expert

users (e.g., psychologists) could eventually provide feedback to improve the

models within the system [25], pointing to the possible benefits of using such

software for collaborative theory building.

In contrast to SIMULACRA, the SimOrg approach was designed for a specific

purpose: to demonstrate the impact of personality on organizational effec-

tiveness. As such, it does not emphasize model reuse and does not provide a
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modelling methodology to guide model development, apart from describing

the personality model which is not systemic. It is similar to SIMULACRA,

however, in that it seeks to improve human understanding of the organiza-

tional system and is also executable, though employing only a single paradigm

(i.e., agent-based simulation). Lastly, like the previous approach, the models

in SimOrg could be represented within SIMULACRA, particularly using the

psychological dimension to capture personality.

8.4.4 ORA: Organization Risk Analyzer

The ORA (Organization Risk Analyzer) approach was developed at Carnegie

Mellon University by Kathleen Carley and her team [30, 29]. Its purpose is

to analyze the risks and vulnerabilities of an organization based on a ma-

trix representation of the relationship between the organization’s personnel,

knowledge, resources, and task entities. More specifically, this meta-matrix—

the main input to ORA—contains the following interconnected networks [30]:

• Social network: this represents who talks to, works with, and reports

to whom;

• Knowledge network: this represents who knows what and has what

expertise or skills;

• Resource network: this represents who has access to or can use which

resource;
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• Assignment network: this represents who is assigned to which task or

project and who does what;

• Information network: this represents connections among types of knowl-

edge (i.e., mental models);

• Resource usage requirements: these represent what type of knowledge

is needed to use a particular resource;

• Knowledge requirements: these represent what type of knowledge is

needed for a particular task or project;

• Inter-operability and co-usage requirements: these represent connec-

tions among resources, as well as possible resource substitutions;

• Resource requirements: these represent what type of resources are

needed for a particular task or project; and

• Precedence and dependencies: these represent which tasks are related

to which other tasks.

This static meta representation then undergoes a series of measurements

(more than 50 are applied) to identify potential organizational risks, includ-

ing the tendency to groupthink, the potential for communication barriers,

and the presence of critical employees (i.e., people with exclusive knowledge,

resources, or task assignments), and ORA is also able to generate reports
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and suggest ways to optimize an organization’s design [30]. In short, it rep-

resents an established tool that can analyze a broad range of organizational

risks and vulnerabilities.

Similarly to SIMULACRA, this approach is concerned with improving hu-

man understanding of the organizational system, particularly insofar as it

is able to calculate known risks and vulnerability measures. Its models are

reusable across different organizations, but ORA does not emphasize the use

of external models. Moreover, it does not support multiple paradigms (only

mathematical formulae embedded in code), though it does provide a mod-

elling methodology of sorts as an organization must be represented in the

form specified by the meta-matrix. Importantly, all the composite networks

that comprise the meta-matrix can be captured using the seven dimensions

presented in Chapter 4. For example, resources can be represented by the

physical dimension; the social network by the structural dimension; knowl-

edge by the psychological dimension; and tasks by the functional dimension.

This further underscores the ability of SIMULACRA’s modelling methodol-

ogy to sufficiently represent an organizational system.

8.4.5 Summary

Table 8.1 summarizes the comparison of the approaches considered in this

section. As can be seen, no single approach is able to duplicate what SIMU-

LACRA offers, nor can a combination of approaches. For example, no other

approach offers the ability to use multiple M&S paradigms. Interestingly,
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despite the wide range of approaches currently present in the literature, in-

cluding some reviewed here developed at major universities, SIMULACRA

holds a unique position: STAMP is modelling only; OrgSim is limited in

that it provides neither a modelling methodology nor an emphasis on model

reuse (the same can be said for SimOrg); and, finally, ORA, even though

having a type of modelling methodology, is limited to capturing the interac-

tions across pre-defined networks. Only SIMULACRA, by contrast, provides

the facility for model reuse across different problem domains; multiple M&S

paradigms to support a richer representation of the target system being mod-

elled and simulated; and a flexible, multi-dimensional modelling methodology

with which to view the system of interest and connect constituent compo-

nents. Moreover, while each approach has its particular strengths—for ex-

ample, the modelling methodology in STAMP and the matrix measures in

ORA—it is worth noting again that these approaches are not mutually ex-

clusive in the world of SIMULACRA. Each could be incorporated within its

broader vision.

This chapter began by considering the challenges involved in validating so-

cial science models, advocating face validation over empirical validation due

to the difficulty in finding representative data for comparison. It then con-

sidered how a system ought to be studied, particularly when dealing with

“messy” problems, arguing that the case study presented in Chapter 7 fol-

lowed the judgement-based operational analysis approach championed by

NATO. In Section 8.3, the simulation results of the case study were analyzed
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Table 8.1: Comparison of Organizational Modelling & Simulation Ap-
proaches

Approach Model Understanding Executable Multiple Modelling
Reuse Paradigms Methodology

STAMP No Yes No No Yes

OrgSim No Yes Yes No No

SimOrg No Yes Yes No No

ORA No Yes Yes No Limited

SIMULACRA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

and shown to be beneficial in improving human understanding of the system

of interest. Lastly, in the final section, the SIMULACRA approach was com-

pared to four existing approaches from literature and shown to have unique

benefits. Together, these various sections have evaluated SIMULACRA, from

case study through to architecture, showing its conscientious application and

underscoring its particular contributions. The next chapter continues in this

vein by presenting the conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion & Future Work

In the preceding chapters, the approach being advanced in this dissertation—

that of the Systemic Multi-Agent Architectural Framework (SIMULACRA)

for organizational simulation—has been laid out in detail. This chapter now

presents the conclusion, which is organized into four sections. First, an

overview of what has been introduced in this work is summarized by chap-

ter, before presenting the contributions related to both academic researchers

and operations research (OR) practitioners. The limitations of the approach

are then outlined, along with potential avenues for future work. Lastly, the

chapter closes with concluding remarks concerning simulation in general and

SIMULACRA in particular.
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9.1 Overview

It was argued in Chapter 1 that analyzing organizational systems is difficult

without the aid of simulation due to limitations in human cognitive process-

ing in the face of complex systems. Such analysis has clear applications to

both academic and operations researchers alike, particularly with regards to

better understanding the interconnected factors that influence such systems.

In order to address this challenge, a research plan was presented in Chapter

2, outlining the major milestones guiding the current research, and exist-

ing literature extensively examined in Chapter 3. This review focused on

key areas—including high-level architectures (both software and conceptual

based) and modelling and simulation (specifically tools, methodologies, and

frameworks)—whose intersection covers the domain of organizational simu-

lation.

It was then argued in Chapter 4 that a holistic modelling methodology that

respects the complexity of the real world was needed as a foundation for or-

ganizational modelling, before simulation could be undertaken. At its basis,

the modelling methodology proposed consists of a multi-dimensional system

view comprising the following seven dimensions: i) structural, ii) functional,

iii) normative, iv) psychological, v) social, vi) physical, and vii) informa-

tional. It was further shown that this modelling methodology, in addition

to presenting a unique set of dimensions compared to those currently in the

literature, is capable of describing existing simulation models.
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Chapters 5 and 6 continued the argument. With such a methodology in

place, it was necessary to create a simulation architecture based on it. The

first step was to consider existing tools that could be used for its implementa-

tion. Two were selected: i) Brahms, a BDI, work-practice-based multi-agent

framework; and ii) AnyLogic, a framework chosen for its support of system

dynamics and discrete-event simulation. The second step was to develop the

software architecture to guide the implementation of the SIMULACRA tool.

Key design goals for the architecture included being as unbiased as possible

toward specific theories of human behaviour and supporting multiple M&S

paradigms.

With the modelling framework and implementation architecture in place,

it was then necessary to test the approach using a case study. This case

study was extensively presented in Chapter 7, along with the many models

implemented as part of it. The experimental approach was then described

and results presented. Finally, in Chapter 8, the results were analyzed and

shown to facilitate human understanding of the system of interest. The ap-

proach was also compared against well-known and established approaches

from the literature, and SIMULACRA was shown to be broader in applica-

tion. Chapter 9 now continues with a presentation of the key contributions

of this research.
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9.2 Contributions

As outlined in the previous section, this dissertation has introduced a multi-

dimensional modelling methodology and simulation architectural framework

for the purpose of organizational simulation. This section now presents six

key contributions stemming from this work that can positively impact both

academic researchers and OR practitioners alike. These contributions appear

below and are organized in order of appearance in the dissertation, beginning

with the modelling methodology and ending with this research acting as a

road map for assisting in similar, future endeavours.

1. A modelling methodology that can be used simultaneously to describe a

multi-organizational system of interest systemically and at the level of

an individual agent.

This serves as a representation that can capture the entire system from

the macro to the micro components, as well as the influencing factors

that lead to emergence. This is important as it enables researchers and

practitioners to describe the system of interest, even complex human

systems, allowing for the incorporation of the human factor, in addition

to physical and organizational models. Thus, a truer model of the tar-

get system is achieved on which ideas and hypotheses can be explored

and tested in a scientific and ethical fashion.

2. An architecture that facilitates the integration and contribution of sim-
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ulation models from multiple disciplines.

This acts as a universal architecture capable of accepting a broad range

of disparate models from multiple disciplines. Such a capability is im-

portant as it enables a wide array of models to be operationalized syn-

ergistically and applied to a single problem domain. Moreover, estab-

lished models can be executed alongside lesser-known models for the

purpose of exploring specific system phenomena of interest.

3. An architecture that allows for the separation of inter-model dynamics

from the core architectural code.

This is a separation of concerns, whereby models interface with one

another via an architecture but each component is not tightly coupled

or concerned with the inner workings of the models or architecture.

Instead, there is only the requirement to present the interface of what

parameters can be affected and what output is produced by the model.

This is important as it enables models to be connected independently

from the architecture code, which modularity allows models to be easily

exchanged and their resulting impact tested.

4. An architecture that enables the incorporation and execution of multiple

modelling and simulation paradigms.

This represents a meta-simulation for orchestrating input and output

related to multiple modelling and simulation paradigms. As a conse-

quence, this allows for the broadest possible compatibility with existing
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models, without dictating which modelling and simulation paradigm

must be used. Moreover, it provides maximum flexibility to the mod-

eller to represent particular dimensional models in the most appropriate

way, which can aid in V&V (particularly structural) and stakeholder

acceptance.

5. A systemic, multi-disciplinary, multi-paradigm tool that can be used to

explore various what-if scenarios for the purposes of improving human

understanding of the system of interest.

This tool serves as a facilitator, enabling the human user to use ex-

pert experience and judgment in order to creatively explore a system

of interest. This is important as it enables traction to be made on

problems involving complex systems, allowing the whole cycle from

Chapter 8 (from hypothesis development through to hypothesis testing

and operationalization) to be accomplished using a single tool that can

incorporate a broad range of research efforts and implementation tech-

niques heretofore not unified. Moreover, this tool can apply equally to

real and artificial scenarios of interest to both researchers and practi-

tioners, providing the mechanism to manipulate specific model values

(and combinations) to better understand the dynamics of the system.

6. An overall road map that can be used to guide future efforts in organi-

zational simulation.

The current research represents a significant effort in the area of or-
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ganizational simulation. Among other things, it shows the relevance

of considering the whole system—physical and social, including the

human factor—of considering multiple disciplines, and of considering

multiple paradigms. As such, these principles can be used to help guide

and shape future research in this area, as each principle represents a

key requirement needed to achieve more meaningful organizational sim-

ulation.

9.3 Limitations and Future Work

While it is not possible to foresee all limitations due to future uncertainties—a

reality that impacts all areas of research—it is nevertheless possible to artic-

ulate plausible limitations common to computer-assisted software solutions.

This section considers limitations of the SIMULACRA approach not pre-

viously discussed in earlier chapters, in addition to presenting avenues for

future work. These limitations range from philosophical quandaries to prac-

tical concerns, and the suggestion for future work that follows each limitation

closely mirrors the associated consideration.

The first limitation to be presented is that of how effectively an individual

can be modelled within a software simulation given the present state of tech-

nology. The salient point here relates to the degree of fidelity desired by

the modeller. If the intention is to realistically represent all aspects of an

individual human being, then this escapes the expressive power of known
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modelling and simulation techniques today. However, if instead the inten-

tion is to model exemplar individuals under specific situations having a finite

number of choices at their disposal and a finite number of factors influenc-

ing these choices, then this can certainly be performed as evidenced in the

case study. Nevertheless, as new techniques are found to support increased

realism, models developed from such techniques can be incorporated into

SIMULACRA (e.g., via the psychological and social dimensions) as part of

future work in accordance with the intention of the modeller.

A second limitation concerns the validation of the developed models, par-

ticularly with respect to how these (potentially cross-disciplinary) models

interact. As argued by Troitzsch [147], validating such model-to-model in-

terfaces is equivalent to validating a separate structural theory. This chal-

lenge is by no means particular to SIMULACRA, but rather is indicative of

the field of modelling and simulation in general. Apart from the strategies

presented in 8.1, future work could explore the use of SIMULACRA as a

tool for investigating and validating these “grey zones” at the boundaries of

disciplines, where cross-disciplinary models interact. Such explorations could

be supported moreover by the theory-building process presented in 8.2.

A third limitation is that of performance and scalability. While develop-

ing the present case study, the AnyLogic software became increasingly slow

and even crashed the computer system1 on occasion. The solution was to

1System specifications: Windows 7 (64 bit), Intel Core i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz, and
8.00 GB of RAM
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partition the dimensional views into separate modules. Even though this

occurred during initial development, it serves to highlight the limitations in

creating large-scale simulations. One way to improve the performance and

scalability of an existing single-machine approach is to investigate the use

of multiple machines (or processors). Fast inter-process messaging solutions,

such as ZeroMQ [167], can be employed to coordinate results from multiple

cores, both locally and remotely; burgeoning start-ups promising support for

highly-parallelized simulations are also appearing on the market (e.g., Im-

probable [68]); and yet a third option is to develop a server cluster, as was

done for the DR-NEP project referenced in Chapter 3. Brahms can already

be run across multiple machines and multiple instances of AnyLogic could be

launched separately; however, initiating and testing such a setup is reserved

for future work.

A fourth limitation concerns the present state of the SIMULACRA tool.

While much effort has been placed on developing a clean and intuitive GUI,

certain features (notably the linking of dimensional models) must still be

done through code. This is due to a licensing restriction within the Any-

Logic software, whereby research licenses cannot generate stand-alone Java

classes relating to the AnyLogic models. Future work could explore mak-

ing all aspects of SIMULACRA more user friendly. This might necessitate

the purchasing of a commercial license of AnyLogic, the development of a

separate module specifically designed to connect models, and/or the consid-

eration of other multi-paradigm tools as they appear on the market or in the
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literature.

A fifth limitation centres on the notion of widespread adoption. In addition

to the limitations already discussed, which each contributes in some mea-

sure to reduced adoption, two other factors are also complicit: (i) the lack

of cross-disciplinary model-development standards [70] and (ii) the conse-

quences stemming from undue hype associated with simulation. Not much

can be done in a single work to alleviate these two challenges, but they never-

theless serve to underscore the value of an approach (like SIMULACRA) that

is able to accept a broad range of models, as well as the ethical imperative

of not overselling a particular advancement. As far as adoption is concerned,

the best way to market SIMULACRA is to showcase its power as a decision

aid and its versatility in accepting different models. As such, future work

should focus efforts on applying SIMULACRA to a broad range of domains

and problems.

Lastly, heretofore, discussions of SIMULACRA have been limited to its use

as a decision support and analysis tool. While such an attribution is indeed

appropriate, it has also been envisioned that SIMULACRA can be used to

support training. Specifically, this would take the form of human-in-the-loop

training, whereby one, several, or all software agents within the simulation

could be replaced by a human agent(s). Such a configuration could enable

not only trainees to gain from rich, dynamic, in-vivo simulation, but also

researchers and OR practitioners, who could test hypotheses using actual

humans in a controlled environment.
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9.4 Concluding Remarks

This dissertation has introduced SIMULACRA, a systemic, multi-agent ar-

chitectural framework for organizational simulation. The objective of such

an undertaking has been to develop an approach that can aid in improv-

ing human understanding of the system of interest, particularly how the

complex forces of human social systems arise from an interplay of informa-

tional, physical, and organizational (e.g., structural, functional, and norma-

tive) considerations, as well as human factors (e.g., psychological and social).

The result has been the development and presentation of the 7D modelling

methodology; a systemic, multi-agent architectural framework based on this

methodology; and an implemented instance of the architecture that uses a

combination of the tools available in the AnyLogic software package and the

Brahms multi-agent environment to achieve organizational simulation.

Wherever possible, the approach has attempted not to impose specific theo-

ries, but rather to advocate user control. This is in keeping with the notion

of the tool supporting users (e.g., researchers and OR practitioners), rather

than replacing them, benefitting from the strengths of each—i.e., the human

and the machine—to augment the joint result. Interestingly, this same sen-

timent has been anticipated some three decades ago by Peter House in his

book titled The Art of Public Policy Analysis [62]:

The more models are designed to amplify the sometimes disor-

ganized storage and retrieval capability of the mind, and less to
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predict actions and reactions in a way no analyst would, the bet-

ter off the models will be for policy use.... [However,] if it is not

clear why a particular ... solution was arrived at, and the solution

is still used anyway for policy support, then a model has inap-

propriately taken the place of careful policy analysis and leaves

the resulting policy decision open to question.

This raises the importance of developing an approach founded on sound prin-

ciples. In the case of SIMULACRA, its core—simulation—has previously

been shown to be adept as a mechanism of explanation. In fact, simulation

has even been characterized as a third way of doing science [10]. Regard-

less, it has proven invaluable at operationalizing multi-disciplinary efforts

and bringing them to bear on important (“messy”) problems. The future is

promising in terms of simulation, and there is healthy optimism about its

role as new tools become available and more disciplines adopt computational

models. However, the difficulty in its application will continue to lie at the

boundary of disciplines, as it currently does, for the foreseeable future.
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Appendix A

Brahms Code Listing

This appendix presents the Brahms code related to the four key functional

activities of an agent: observe, document, risk check, and publish. Each is

presented below in turn.

A.1 Observe Activity

1 group ObserveAct iv i ty memberof In fo rmat ionShar ingScenar io {

2 a t t r i b u t e s :

3 i n t day ;

4 boolean observationImpeded ;

5 boolean checkObservationImpediment ;

6 boolean checkDa i l y Ind i ca to r s ;

7

8 i n i t i a l b e l i e f s :

9 ( cur rent . day = 0 ) ;

10

11 a c t i v i t i e s :

12 c o mp o s i t e a c t i v i t y Observe ( IndicatorCO newIndicator , s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

13 a c t i v i t i e s :

14

15 workframes :
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16 workframe wf Observe SendStatus Started {

17 p r i o r i t y : 5 ;

18 v a r i a b l e s :

19 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

20 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

21 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

22 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

23 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

24 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

25 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

26 when (

27 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

28 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” observe ”) and

29 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

30 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” s ta r t ed ”) and

31 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

32 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

33 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

34 )

35 do {

36 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: STARTED” , agen t IDS t r in g ) ;

37 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

38 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

39 conclude ( ( cur rent . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

40 conclude ( ( cur rent . checkObservationImpediment = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

41 }

42 }

43

44 workframe wf Observe SetIndicatorImpededFlag {

45 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

46 when (

47 ( cur rent . observationImpeded = true )

48 )

49 do {

50 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: Se t Ind i ca t o r ImpededF l a g ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

51 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

52 }

53 }

54

55 workframe wf Observe Per formAct iv i ty {

56 p r i o r i t y : 3 ;

57 v a r i a b l e s :

58 fo rone ( i n t ) minTime ;

59 fo rone ( i n t ) maxTime ;

60 d e t e c t a b l e s :

61 de t e c t ab l e ObservationImpeded {

62 when( whenever )
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63 detec t ( ( cur rent . observationImpeded = true ) , dc : 100 )

64 then abort ;

65 }

66 when (

67 ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) and

68 (minTime = current . minObserveTime ) and

69 (maxTime = current . maxObserveTime )

70 )

71 do {

72 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: Perform Ac t i v i t y ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

73 Per formAct iv i ty (minTime , maxTime , agentIDStr ing ) ;

74 }

75 }

76

77 workframe wf Observe SendObservedMessage {

78 p r i o r i t y : 2 ;

79 v a r i a b l e s :

80 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) id Key ;

81 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) id Value ;

82 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

83

84 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) documentedBel ie f ;

85 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i skCheckedBe l i e f ;

86 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) p u b l i s h e d B e l i e f ;

87 when (

88 ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) and

89 ( id Key = current . id Key ) and

90 ( id Value = newIndicator . ID) and

91 ( f i l ename = current . f i lename ObservedMessages ) and

92 ( documentedBel ie f = ”documented ”) and

93 ( r i skCheckedBe l i e f = ” riskChecked ”) and

94 ( p u b l i s h e d B e l i e f = ” publ i shed ”)

95 )

96 do {

97 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: Send Observed Message ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

98 SendAgentObservedMessage ( id Key , id Value , f i l ename ) ;

99 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observed = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

100 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observedNew = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

101 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observedAtLeastOnce = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

102 r e t r a c t B e l i e f ( newIndicator , documentedBel ie f ) ;

103 r e t r a c t B e l i e f ( newIndicator , r i s kCheckedBe l i e f ) ;

104 r e t r a c t B e l i e f ( newIndicator , p u b l i s h e d B e l i e f ) ;

105 }

106 }

107

108 workframe wf Observe SendStatus Success {

109 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;
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110 v a r i a b l e s :

111 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

112 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

113 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

114 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

115 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

116 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

117 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

118 when (

119 ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) and

120 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

121 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” observe ”) and

122 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

123 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” succ e s s ”) and

124 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

125 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

126 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

127 )

128 do {

129 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: SUCCESS” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

130 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

131 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

132 }

133 }

134

135 workframe wf Observe SendStatus Fa i l {

136 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

137 v a r i a b l e s :

138 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

139 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

140 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

141 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

142 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

143 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

144 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

145 when (

146 ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = true ) and

147 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

148 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” observe ”) and

149 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

150 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” f a i l ”) and

151 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

152 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

153 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

154 )

155 do {

156 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] OBSERVE: FAIL” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;
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157 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

158 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

159 }

160 }

161 }

162

163 workframes :

164 workframe wf Observe {

165 repeat : t rue ;

166 v a r i a b l e s :

167 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) newIndicator ;

168 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) agentIDStr ing ;

169 when (

170 ( cur rent . simRunning = true ) and

171 ( newIndicator . observed = f a l s e ) and

172 ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) and

173 unknown( newIndicator . observedAtLeastOnce ) and

174 ( agentIDStr ing = current . agentIDStr ing )

175 )

176 do {

177 conclude ( ( cur rent . f inishedForTheDay = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

178 Observe ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

179 conclude ( ( cur rent . upda t eBe l i e f s = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

180 }

181 }

182

183 thoughtframes :

184 thoughtframe t f Rese t ImpededInd i ca to r s {

185 repeat : t rue ;

186 p r i o r i t y : 2 ;

187 v a r i a b l e s :

188 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) impededIndicator ;

189 when (

190 ( StatusRece iverObj . day != current . day ) and

191 ( impededIndicator . observationImpeded = true )

192 )

193 do {

194 conclude ( ( impededIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

195 }

196 }

197

198 thoughtframe tf SetCurrentDay {

199 repeat : t rue ;

200 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

201 when (

202 ( StatusRece iverObj . day != current . day )

203 )
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204 do {

205 conclude ( ( cur rent . day = StatusRece iverObj . day ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

206 conclude ( ( cur rent . checkDa i l y Ind i ca to r s = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

207

208 conclude ( ( cur rent . f inishedForTheDay = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

209 }

210 }

211 }
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A.2 Document Activity

1 group DocumentActivity memberof In fo rmat ionShar ingScenar io {

2 a t t r i b u t e s :

3

4 i n i t i a l b e l i e f s :

5

6 a c t i v i t i e s :

7 c o mp o s i t e a c t i v i t y Document ( IndicatorCO newIndicator , s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

8 a c t i v i t i e s :

9 c om po s i t e a c t i v i t y DocumentIndicator ( IndicatorCO newIndicator ,

10 s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

11 a c t i v i t i e s :

12

13 workframes :

14 workframe wf CheckScorecard Document Success {

15 v a r i a b l e s :

16 fo r each ( ProblemScorecardCO ) sco reca rd ;

17 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ind i ca to r ID ;

18 when (

19 ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r newIndicator ) and

20 ( ind i ca to r ID = newIndicator . ID)

21 )

22 do {

23 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . ind i ca to rObse rvedL i s t ( ind i ca to r ID ) = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

24 conclude ( ( newIndicator . documented = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

25 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] INSIDE DOCUMENTING” , agen t IDS t r in g ) ;

26 }

27 }

28

29 workframe wf CheckScorecard Document Fai l {

30 v a r i a b l e s :

31 fo r each ( ProblemScorecardCO ) sco reca rd ;

32 fo rone ( IndicatorCO ) i n d i c a t o r ;

33 when (

34 ( s co r eca rd isUsedBy current ) and

35 not ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r newIndicator ) and

36 ( i n d i c a t o r = newIndicator )

37 )

38 do {

39 conclude ( ( i n d i c a t o r . documented = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

40 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] INSIDE DOCUMENTING” , agen t IDS t r in g ) ;

41 }

42 }

43
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44 }

45

46 workframes :

47 workframe wf Document SendStatus Started {

48 p r i o r i t y : 5 ;

49 v a r i a b l e s :

50 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

51 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

52 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

53 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

54 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

55 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

56 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

57 when (

58 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

59 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ”document ”) and

60 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

61 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” s ta r t ed ”) and

62 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

63 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

64 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

65 )

66 do {

67 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] DOCUMENT: STARTED” , agen t IDS t r in g ) ;

68 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

69 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

70 }

71 }

72

73 workframe wf DocumentIndicator {

74 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

75 when (

76 ( newIndicator . observed = true )

77 )

78 do {

79 DocumentIndicator ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

80 }

81 }

82

83 workframe wf Document PerformActivity {

84 p r i o r i t y : 3 ;

85 v a r i a b l e s :

86 fo rone ( i n t ) minTime ;

87 fo rone ( i n t ) maxTime ;

88 when (

89 (minTime = current . minDocumentTime ) and

90 (maxTime = current . maxDocumentTime)
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91 )

92 do {

93 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] DOCUMENT: Perform Ac t i v i t y ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

94 Per formAct iv i ty (minTime , maxTime , agentIDStr ing ) ;

95 }

96 }

97

98 workframe wf Document SendStatus Success {

99 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

100 v a r i a b l e s :

101 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

102 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

103 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

104 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

105 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

106 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

107 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

108 when (

109 ( newIndicator . documented = true ) and

110 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

111 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ”document ”) and

112 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

113 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” succ e s s ”) and

114 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

115 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

116 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

117 )

118 do {

119 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] DOCUMENT: SUCCESS” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

120 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

121 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

122 }

123 }

124

125 workframe wf Document SendStatus Fai l {

126 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

127 v a r i a b l e s :

128 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

129 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

130 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

131 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

132 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

133 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

134 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

135 when (

136 ( newIndicator . documented = f a l s e ) and

137 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and
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138 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ”document ”) and

139 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

140 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” f a i l ”) and

141 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

142 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

143 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

144 )

145 do {

146 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] DOCUMENT: FAIL” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

147 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

148 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

149 }

150 }

151 }

152

153 workframes :

154 workframe wf Document {

155 repeat : t rue ;

156 v a r i a b l e s :

157 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) newIndicator ;

158 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) agentIDStr ing ;

159 when (

160 ( newIndicator . observedNew = true ) and

161 unknown( newIndicator . documented ) and

162 ( agentIDStr ing = current . agentIDStr ing )

163 )

164 do {

165 Document ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

166 conclude ( ( cur rent . upda t eBe l i e f s = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

167 }

168 }

169 }
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A.3 Risk Check Activity

1 group RiskCheckActivity memberof In fo rmat ionShar ingScenar io {

2 a t t r i b u t e s :

3

4 i n i t i a l b e l i e f s :

5

6 a c t i v i t i e s :

7 java p r i n t l n s n ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , i n t p2 ) {

8 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

9 }

10

11 java p r i n t l n s s ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , s t r i n g p2 ) {

12 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

13 }

14

15 co mp o s i t e a c t i v i t y RiskCheck ( IndicatorCO newIndicator , s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

16 a c t i v i t i e s :

17 c om po s i t e a c t i v i t y RiskCheckIndicator ( IndicatorCO newIndicator ,

18 s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

19 a c t i v i t i e s :

20 c om p o s i t e a c t i v i t y Tal lyScore ( ProblemScorecardCO scorecard ,

21 s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

22 a c t i v i t i e s :

23

24 workframes :

25 workframe wf Ta l lyScore s {

26 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

27 v a r i a b l e s :

28 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) i n d i c a t o r ;

29 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ind i ca to r ID ;

30 fo rone ( i n t ) toBeAdded ;

31 when (

32 ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r i n d i c a t o r ) and

33 ( ind i ca to r ID = i n d i c a t o r . ID) and

34 known( sco reca rd . i n d i c a t o r L i s t ( ind i ca to r ID ) ) and

35 ( s co r eca rd . ind i ca to rObse rvedL i s t ( ind i ca to r ID ) = true ) and

36 ( toBeAdded = scoreca rd . i n d i c a t o r L i s t ( ind i ca to r ID ) )

37 )

38 do {

39 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . s co r e = sco reca rd . s co r e + toBeAdded ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

40 }

41 }

42

43 workframe wf Pr intScore {
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44 v a r i a b l e s :

45 fo rone ( i n t ) s co r e ;

46 when (

47 ( s co r e = scoreca rd . s co r e )

48 )

49 do {

50 p r i n t l n s n ( ” [%1] Score : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , s co r e ) ;

51 }

52 }

53

54 }

55

56 c om p o s i t e a c t i v i t y DetermineRiskLevel ( ProblemScorecardCO scorecard ,

57 s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

58 a c t i v i t i e s :

59

60 workframes :

61 workframe wf CheckScorecard GreenVal {

62 v a r i a b l e s :

63 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i s k L e v e l ;

64 when (

65 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e >= scoreca rd . GreenLike l ihoodThreshold ) and

66 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e < s co r eca rd . BlueLike l ihoodThresho ld ) and

67 ( r i s k L e v e l = ” green ”)

68 )

69 do {

70 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l = r i s k L e v e l ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

71 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l I n t = 1) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

72 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Threat Leve l : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , r i s k L e v e l ) ;

73 conclude ( ( cur rent . threatLeve l Va lue = r i s k L e v e l ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

74 }

75 }

76

77 workframe wf CheckScorecard BlueVal {

78 v a r i a b l e s :

79 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i s k L e v e l ;

80 when (

81 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e >= scoreca rd . BlueLike l ihoodThresho ld ) and

82 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e < s co r eca rd . Yel lowLike l ihoodThresho ld ) and

83 ( r i s k L e v e l = ” blue ”)

84 )

85 do {

86 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l = r i s k L e v e l ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

87 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l I n t = 2) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

88 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Threat Leve l : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , r i s k L e v e l ) ;

89 conclude ( ( cur rent . threatLeve l Va lue = r i s k L e v e l ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

90 }
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91 }

92

93 workframe wf CheckScorecard Yel lowVal {

94 v a r i a b l e s :

95 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i s k L e v e l ;

96 when (

97 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e >= scoreca rd . Yel lowLike l ihoodThresho ld ) and

98 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e < s co r eca rd . OrangeLikel ihoodThreshold ) and

99 ( r i s k L e v e l = ” ye l low ”)

100 )

101 do {

102 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l = r i s k L e v e l ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

103 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l I n t = 3) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

104 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Threat Leve l : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , r i s k L e v e l ) ;

105 conclude ( ( cur rent . threatLeve l Va lue = r i s k L e v e l ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

106 }

107 }

108

109 workframe wf CheckScorecard OrangeVal {

110 v a r i a b l e s :

111 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i s k L e v e l ;

112 when (

113 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e >= scoreca rd . OrangeLikel ihoodThreshold ) and

114 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e < s co r eca rd . RedLikel ihoodThreshold ) and

115 ( r i s k L e v e l = ” orange ”)

116 )

117 do {

118 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l = r i s k L e v e l ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

119 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l I n t = 4) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

120 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Threat Leve l : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , r i s k L e v e l ) ;

121 conclude ( ( cur rent . threatLeve l Va lue = r i s k L e v e l ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

122 }

123 }

124

125 workframe wf CheckScorecard RedVal {

126 v a r i a b l e s :

127 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) r i s k L e v e l ;

128 when (

129 ( s co r eca rd . s co r e >= scoreca rd . RedLikel ihoodThreshold ) and

130 ( r i s k L e v e l = ” red ”)

131 )

132 do {

133 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l = r i s k L e v e l ) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

134 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . r i s k L e v e l I n t = 5) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

135 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Threat Leve l : %2”, agen t IDStr ing , r i s k L e v e l ) ;

136 conclude ( ( cur rent . threatLeve l Va lue = r i s k L e v e l ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

137 }
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138 }

139 }

140

141

142 workframes :

143 workframe wf CheckScorecard RiskChecked Success {

144 v a r i a b l e s :

145 fo reach ( ProblemScorecardCO ) sco reca rd ;

146 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ind i ca to r ID ;

147 when (

148 ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r newIndicator ) and

149 ( ind i ca to r ID = newIndicator . ID)

150 )

151 do {

152 // TALLY SCORE

153 conclude ( ( s co r eca rd . s co r e = 0) , f c : 1 0 0 ) ;

154 Tal lyScore ( scorecard , agentIDStr ing ) ;

155 DetermineRiskLevel ( scorecard , agentIDStr ing ) ;

156 conclude ( ( newIndicator . r iskChecked = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

157 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] INSIDE RISK CHECKING” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

158 }

159 }

160

161 // in case user removed from scoreca rd between a c t i v i t i e s

162 workframe wf CheckScorecard RiskChecked Fai l {

163 v a r i a b l e s :

164 fo reach ( ProblemScorecardCO ) sco reca rd ;

165 fo rone ( IndicatorCO ) i n d i c a t o r ;

166 when (

167 ( s co r eca rd isUsedBy current ) and

168 not ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r newIndicator ) and

169 ( i n d i c a t o r = newIndicator )

170 )

171 do {

172 conclude ( ( i n d i c a t o r . r iskChecked = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

173 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] INSIDE RISK CHECKING” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

174 }

175 }

176

177 }

178

179 workframes :

180 workframe wf RiskCheck SendStatus Started {

181 p r i o r i t y : 5 ;

182 v a r i a b l e s :

183 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

184 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;
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185 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

186 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

187 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

188 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

189 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

190 when (

191 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

192 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” riskCheck ”) and

193 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

194 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” s ta r t ed ”) and

195 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

196 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

197 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

198 )

199 do {

200 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] RISK CHECK: STARTED” , agen t IDS t r in g ) ;

201 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

202 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

203 }

204 }

205

206 workframe wf RiskCheckIndicator {

207 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

208 when (

209 ( newIndicator . documented = true )

210 )

211 do {

212 RiskCheckIndicator ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

213 }

214 }

215

216 workframe wf RiskCheck PerformActiv ity {

217 p r i o r i t y : 3 ;

218 v a r i a b l e s :

219 fo rone ( i n t ) minTime ;

220 fo rone ( i n t ) maxTime ;

221 when (

222 (minTime = current . minRiskCheckTime ) and

223 (maxTime = current . maxRiskCheckTime )

224 )

225 do {

226 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] RISK CHECK: Perform Ac t i v i t y ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

227 Per formAct iv i ty (minTime , maxTime , agentIDStr ing ) ;

228 }

229 }

230

231 workframe wf RiskCheck SendStatus Success {
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232 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

233 v a r i a b l e s :

234 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

235 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

236 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

237 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

238 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

239 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

240 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

241 when (

242 ( newIndicator . documented = true ) and

243 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

244 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” riskCheck ”) and

245 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

246 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” succ e s s ”) and

247 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

248 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

249 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

250 )

251 do {

252 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] RISK CHECK: SUCCESS” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

253 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

254 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

255 }

256 }

257

258 workframe wf RiskCheck SendStatus Fai l {

259 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

260 v a r i a b l e s :

261 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

262 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

263 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

264 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

265 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

266 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

267 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

268 when (

269 ( newIndicator . r iskChecked = f a l s e ) and

270 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

271 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” riskCheck ”) and

272 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

273 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” f a i l ”) and

274 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

275 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

276 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

277 )

278 do {
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279 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] RISK CHECK: FAIL” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

280 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

281 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

282 }

283 }

284 }

285

286 workframes :

287 workframe wf RiskCheck {

288 repeat : t rue ;

289 v a r i a b l e s :

290 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) newIndicator ;

291 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) agentIDStr ing ;

292 when (

293 ( newIndicator . documented = true ) and

294 unknown( newIndicator . r iskChecked ) and

295 ( agentIDStr ing = current . agentIDStr ing )

296 )

297 do {

298 RiskCheck ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

299 conclude ( ( cur rent . upda t eBe l i e f s = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

300 }

301 }

302 }
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A.4 Publish Activity

1 group Pub l i shAct iv i ty memberof In fo rmat ionShar ingScenar io {

2 a t t r i b u t e s :

3 boolean publ ishingImpeded ;

4 boolean checkPublishingImpediment ;

5

6 i n i t i a l b e l i e f s :

7

8 a c t i v i t i e s :

9 c o mp o s i t e a c t i v i t y Publ ish ( IndicatorCO newIndicator , s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

10 a c t i v i t i e s :

11

12 c om po s i t e a c t i v i t y PublishMessages ( IndicatorCO newIndicator ,

13 s t r i n g agentIDStr ing ) {

14 a c t i v i t i e s :

15

16 java p r i n t l n s s ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , s t r i n g p2 ) {

17 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

18 }

19

20 java p r i n t l n s n ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , i n t p2 ) {

21 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

22 }

23

24 java p r i n t l n s d ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , double p2 ) {

25 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

26 }

27

28 java computeOverrideScore ( i n t competencyVal , i n t otherAgentCompetency ,

29 i n t trustVal , i n t otherAgentTrust , i n t cu l tura lA l ignVa l ,

30 i n t agentCultura lAl ign , i n t threatLeve lVal , i n t agentThreatLevel ,

31 i n t ownershipDegVal , i n t indicatorOwnershipDeg , i n t uncerta intyVal ,

32 i n t ind i ca to rUncer ta in ty , i n t accuracyVal , i n t indicatorAccuracy ,

33 i n t completenessVal , i n t ind icatorCompleteness , i n t c r e d i b i l i t y V a l ,

34 i n t i n d i c a t o r C r e d i b i l i t y , double ove r r i d eSco r e ) {

35 random : f a l s e ;

36 c l a s s : ”ComputeOverrideScore ” ;

37 when : end ;

38 }

39

40 c om p o s i t e a c t i v i t y PublishToAgent ( IndicatorCO newIndicator ,

41 s t r i n g agentIDString , s t r i n g des t inat ionAgentStr ing ,

42 CommNetwork commNetwork) {

43 a c t i v i t i e s :
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44 communicate SendIndicator (CommNetwork networkX ,

45 IndicatorCO indicatorX ) {

46 max duration : 0 ;

47 with : networkX ;

48 about : send ( ind icatorX . ID ) ,

49 send ( ind icatorX . observed ) ,

50 send ( ind icatorX . observationImpeded ) ,

51 send ( ind icatorX . publ ishingImpeded ) ,

52 send ( ind icatorX . t e c h n i c a l L ev e l ) ;

53 send ( networkX . techLeve l agent1 ) ,

54 send ( networkX . ind i ca to r ID agent1 ) ;

55 when : end ;

56 }

57

58 java p r i n t l n s s ( s t r i n g message , s t r i n g p1 , s t r i n g p2 ) {

59 c l a s s : ”brahms . base . system . Pr i n t l nAc t i v i t y ” ;

60 }

61

62 workframes :

63 workframe wf Publ i sh to FP {

64 v a r i a b l e s :

65 fo rone (SIMULACRAAgent) agentX ;

66 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) des t inat ion Key ;

67 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t i na t i on Va lue ;

68 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) id Key ;

69 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) id Value ;

70 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) techLevel Key ;

71 fo rone ( i n t ) techLeve l Value ;

72 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

73 fo rone ( boolean ) va l1 ;

74 fo rone ( boolean ) va l2 ;

75 fo rone ( boolean ) va l3 ;

76 when (

77 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = ” Federa l Po l i c e ”) and

78 ( agentX = Agent 1 ) and

79 ( des t inat ion Key = current . des t inat ion Key ) and

80 ( de s t i na t i on Va lue = ”FP”) and

81 ( id Key = current . id Key ) and

82 ( id Value = newIndicator . ID) and

83 ( techLevel Key = current . techLevel Key ) and

84 ( techLeve l Value = newIndicator . t e ch n i c a l L ev e l ) and

85 ( f i l ename = current . f i l ename Messages ) and

86 ( va l1 = newIndicator . observed ) and

87 ( va l2 = newIndicator . observationImpeded ) and

88 ( va l3 = newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded )

89 )

90 do {
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91 SendAgentMessage ( dest inat ion Key , des t inat i on Va lue , id Key ,

92 id Value , techLevel Key , techLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

93 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observed = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

94 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

95 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

96 SendIndicator (commNetwork , newIndicator ) ;

97 p r i n t l n s s ( ” [%1] Pub l i s h e d to %2”, agen t IDStr ing ,

98 des t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ) ;

99 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ i shed = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

100 // reset va lues

101 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observed = val1 ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

102 conclude ( ( newIndicator . observationImpeded = val2 ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

103 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = val3 ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

104

105 }

106 }

107

108 /∗ SAME AS ABOVE FOR REMAINING AGENTS ∗/

109 }

110

111 workframes :

112

113 workframe Compute OverrideScore AgentA {

114 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

115 v a r i a b l e s :

116 fo rone ( i n t ) th re sho ld ;

117 fo rone ( ProblemScorecardCO ) sco reca rd ;

118 fo rone ( i n t ) th r ea tLeve l ; f o rone ( i n t ) c u l t u r a l A l i g n ;

119 fo rone ( i n t ) ownershipDeg ; fo rone ( i n t ) unce r ta in ty ;

120 fo rone ( i n t ) accuracy ; fo rone ( i n t ) completeness ;

121 fo rone ( i n t ) c r e d i b i l i t y ; f o rone ( i n t ) c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ;

122 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) orgName ; fo rone ( i n t ) t r u s t ;

123 fo rone ( i n t ) competence ; f o rone ( i n t ) c l e a rance ;

124 fo rone ( i n t ) competencyVal ; f o rone ( i n t ) t rus tVa l ;

125 fo rone ( i n t ) cu l tu ra lA l i gnVa l ; f o rone ( i n t ) threatLeve lVa l ;

126 fo rone ( i n t ) ownershipDegVal ; f o rone ( i n t ) uncerta intyVal ;

127 fo rone ( i n t ) accuracyVal ; f o rone ( i n t ) completenessVal ;

128 fo rone ( i n t ) c r e d i b i l i t y V a l ; f o rone ( double ) ove r r i d eSco r e ;

129 when (

130 ( thre sho ld = current . f a l s eThresho ldVa lue ) and

131 ( s co r eca rd con ta i n s I nd i c a t o r newIndicator ) and

132 ( th rea tLeve l = sco reca rd . s co r e ) and

133 ( c u l t u r a l A l i g n = current . cu l tu r eOrgan i za t i on ) and

134 ( ownershipDeg = newIndicator . ownershipDegree ) and

135 ( unce r ta in ty = newIndicator . unce r ta in ty ) and

136 ( accuracy = newIndicator . accuracy ) and

137 ( completeness = newIndicator . completeness ) and
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138 ( c r e d i b i l i t y = newIndicator . c r e d i b i l i t y ) and

139 ( c l a s s i f i c a t i o n = newIndicator . c l a s s i f i c a t i o n L e v e l ) and

140

141 (orgName = current . memberOf ) and

142 ( t r u s t = current . trustAgentA ) and

143 ( competence = current . experienceAgentA ) and

144 ( c l e a rance = current . c l earanceOrganizat ionA ) and

145

146 ( competencyVal = current . competencyVal ) and

147 ( t rus tVa l = current . t rus tVa l ) and

148 ( cu l tu ra lA l i gnVa l = current . cu l tu ra lA l i gnVa l ) and

149 ( threatLeve lVa l = current . threatLeve lVa l ) and

150 ( ownershipDegVal = current . ownershipDegVal ) and

151 ( uncerta intyVal = current . uncerta intyVal ) and

152 ( accuracyVal = current . accuracyVal ) and

153 ( completenessVal = current . completenessVal ) and

154 ( c r e d i b i l i t y V a l = current . c r e d i b i l i t y V a l )

155 )

156 do {

157 computeOverrideScore ( competencyVal , competence , trustVal , t rust ,

158 cu l tura lA l i gnVa l , cu l tu ra lA l i gn , threatLeve lVal , threatLeve l ,

159 ownershipDegVal , ownershipDeg , uncerta intyVal , uncerta inty ,

160 accuracyVal , accuracy , completenessVal , completeness ,

161 c r e d i b i l i t y V a l , c r e d i b i l i t y , ove r r i d eSco r e ) ;

162 conclude ( ( cur rent . ove r r i d eSco r e = ove r r i d eSco r e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

163 }

164 }

165

166 workframe wf Publish AgentA {

167 p r i o r i t y : 3 ;

168 v a r i a b l e s :

169 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ;

170 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ID ;

171 fo rone (CommNetwork) commNetworkToReceive ;

172 when (

173 ( ID = newIndicator . ID) and

174 ( cur rent . shareStatusA ( ID) = true ) and

175 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = current . shareOrgNameA (ID ) ) and

176 ( commNetworkToReceive = CommNetwork Agent1 )

177 )

178 do {

179 PublishToAgent ( newIndicator , agentIDString ,

180 des t inat ionAgentStr ing , commNetworkToReceive ) ;

181 }

182 }

183

184 workframe wf Publish AgentA Override Unknown {
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185 p r i o r i t y : 2 ;

186 v a r i a b l e s :

187 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ;

188 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ID ;

189 fo rone (CommNetwork) commNetworkToReceive ;

190 when (

191 ( newIndicator . publ i shed = f a l s e ) and

192 unknown( cur rent . shareStatusA ( ID ) ) and

193 ( cur rent . ove r r i d eSco r e < cur rent . over r ideThresho ld ) and

194 ( ID = newIndicator . ID) and

195 ( cur rent . shareStatusA ( ID) = true ) and

196 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = current . shareOrgNameA (ID ) ) and

197 ( commNetworkToReceive = CommNetwork Agent1 )

198 )

199 do {

200 PublishToAgent ( newIndicator , agentIDString ,

201 des t inat ionAgentStr ing , commNetworkToReceive ) ;

202 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ i shedOverr ide = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

203 }

204 }

205

206 workframe wf Publ i sh SendStatus Success NoOverr ide AgentA {

207 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

208 v a r i a b l e s :

209 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

210 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

211 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

212 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

213 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

214 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

215 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ;

216 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

217 when (

218 ( newIndicator . publ i shed = true ) and

219 ( newIndicator . publ i shedOverr ide = f a l s e ) and

220 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

221 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” pub l i sh ”) and

222 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

223 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” succ e s s ”) and

224 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

225 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

226 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = current . shareOrgNameA (ID ) ) and

227 ( f i l ename = current . f i l enameForAgentStatus )

228 )

229 do {

230 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] PUBLISH : SUCCESS” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

231 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,
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232 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

233 }

234 }

235

236 workframe wf Publ i sh SendStatus Success Overr ide AgentA {

237 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

238 v a r i a b l e s :

239 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

240 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

241 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

242 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

243 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

244 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

245 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ;

246 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

247 when (

248 ( newIndicator . publ i shed = true ) and

249 ( newIndicator . publ i shedOverr ide = true ) and

250 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

251 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” pub l i sh ”) and

252 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

253 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” success−ove r r i d e ”) and

254 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

255 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

256 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = current . shareOrgNameA (ID ) ) and

257 ( f i l ename = current . f i l enameForAgentStatus )

258 )

259 do {

260 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] PUBLISH : SUCCESS (OVERRIDE)” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

261 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

262 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

263 }

264 }

265

266 workframe wf Pub l i sh SendSta tu s Fa i l C l a s s i f i c a t i on Agen tA {

267 p r i o r i t y : 1 ;

268 v a r i a b l e s :

269 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

270 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

271 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

272 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

273 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

274 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

275 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing ;

276 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

277 when (

278 ( newIndicator . publ i shed = f a l s e ) and
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279 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

280 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” pub l i sh ”) and

281 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

282 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” f a i l c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ”) and

283 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

284 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

285 ( de s t ina t i onAgentSt r ing = current . shareOrgNameA (ID ) ) and

286 ( f i l ename = current . f i l enameForAgentStatus )

287 )

288 do {

289 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] PUBLISH : FAIL” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

290 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

291 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

292 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

293 }

294 }

295

296 /∗ SAME AS ABOVE FOR REMAINING AGENTS AND NORMATIVE CASES∗/

297

298 }

299

300 workframes :

301 workframe wf Pub l i sh SendStatus Star ted {

302 p r i o r i t y : 4 ;

303 v a r i a b l e s :

304 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) ac t i v i ty Key ;

305 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) a c t i v i t y V a l u e ;

306 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) status Key ;

307 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) s ta tus Va lue ;

308 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Key ;

309 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) threatLeve l Va lue ;

310 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) f i l ename ;

311 when (

312 ( ac t i v i ty Key = current . a c t i v i ty Key ) and

313 ( a c t i v i t y V a l u e = ” pub l i sh ”) and

314 ( status Key = current . status Key ) and

315 ( s ta tus Va lue = ” s ta r t ed ”) and

316 ( threatLeve l Key = current . threatLeve l Key ) and

317 ( threatLeve l Va lue = current . threatLeve l Va lue ) and

318 ( f i l ename = current . f i lenameForAgentStatus )

319 )

320 do {

321 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] PUBLISH : STARTED” , ag en t IDS t r in g ) ;

322 SendAgentBel ie f s ( act iv i ty Key , ac t i v i ty Va lue , status Key , status Value ,

323 threatLevel Key , threatLeve l Value , f i l ename ) ;

324 conclude ( ( cur rent . publ ishingImpeded = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

325 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ i shed = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;
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326 conclude ( ( newIndicator . publ i shedOverr ide = f a l s e ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

327 }

328 }

329

330 workframe wf Publ i sh Messages {

331 p r i o r i t y : 3 ;

332 when (

333 ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = f a l s e ) and

334 ( newIndicator . publ i shed = f a l s e )

335 )

336 do {

337 Publ ishMessages ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

338 }

339 }

340

341 workframe wf Pub l i sh Per fo rmAct iv i ty {

342 p r i o r i t y : 2 ;

343 v a r i a b l e s :

344 fo rone ( i n t ) minTime ;

345 fo rone ( i n t ) maxTime ;

346 d e t e c t a b l e s :

347 de t e c t ab l e PublishingImpeded {

348 when( whenever )

349 detec t ( ( cur rent . publ ishingImpeded = true ) , dc : 100 )

350 then abort ;

351 }

352 when ( // w i l l take time to cons ide r pub l i sh ing as we l l

353 ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = f a l s e ) and

354 (minTime = current . minPublishTime ) and

355 (maxTime = current . maxPublishTime )

356 )

357 do {

358 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] PUBLISH : Perform Ac t i v i t y ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

359 Per formAct iv i ty (minTime , maxTime , agentIDStr ing ) ;

360 }

361 }

362 }

363

364 workframes :

365 workframe wf PublishCheck {

366 repeat : t rue ;

367 v a r i a b l e s :

368 fo r each ( IndicatorCO ) newIndicator ;

369 fo rone ( s t r i n g ) agentIDStr ing ;

370 when (

371 ( newIndicator . r iskChecked = true ) and

372 unknown( newIndicator . publ i shed ) and
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373 ( newIndicator . publ ishingImpeded = f a l s e ) and

374 ( agentIDStr ing = current . agentIDStr ing )

375 )

376 do {

377 Publ ish ( newIndicator , agentIDStr ing ) ;

378 conclude ( ( cur rent . upda t eBe l i e f s = true ) , bc : 1 0 0 ) ;

379 p r i n t l n s ( ” [%1] Update B e l i e f s ( Pub l i s h ) ! ” , a g en t IDS t r in g ) ;

380 }

381 }

382 }
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Appendix B

V&V Workshop Participant

Organizations

This appendix presents a list of organizations in attendance at the verification

& validation workshop, which took place in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

on November 15, 2010. By organizational attendance, it is meant that at

least one member from each organization below participated in reviewing

simulation models from the case study. The following appear in alphabetical

order.

1. Canadian Coast Guard

2. Canadian Forces

3. Dalhousie University

4. DRDC (Defence Research & Development Canada) Atlantic
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5. DRDC CSS (Centre for Security Science)

6. DRDC Valcartier

7. Fredericton Fire Department

8. nTerop Corporation

9. Saint John Fire Department

10. Transport Canada
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